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Abstract

A salient goal of spectral imaging is to record a so-called hyperspectral data-cube, consisting of two spatial and one spectral dimension. Traditional approaches are based on either time-sequential scanning in either the spatial or spectral dimension: spatial scanning involves passing a fixed aperture over a scene in the manner of a raster scan and spectral scanning is generally based on the use of a tuneable filter, where typically a series of narrow-band images of a fixed field of view are recorded and assembled into the data-cube. Such techniques are suitable only when the scene in question is static or changes slower than the scan rate.

When considering dynamic scenes a time-resolved (snapshot) spectral imaging technique is required. Such techniques acquire the whole data-cube in a single measurement, but require a trade-off in spatial and spectral resolution. These trade-offs prevent current snapshot spectral imaging techniques from achieving resolutions on par with time-sequential techniques. Any snapshot device needs to have an optical architecture that allows it to gather light from the scene and map it to the detector in a way that allows the spatial and spectral components can be de-multiplexed to reconstruct the data-cube. This process results in the decreased resolution of snapshot devices as it becomes a problem of mapping a 3D data-cube onto a 2D detector. The sheer volume of data present in the data-cube also presents a processing challenge, particularly in the case of real-time processing.

This thesis describes a prototype snapshot spectral imaging device that employs a random-spatial-access technique to record spectra only from the regions of interest in the scene, thus enabling maximisation of integration time and minimisation of data volume and recording rate. The aim of this prototype is to demonstrate how a particular optical architecture will allow for the effect of some of the above mentioned bottlenecks to be removed. Underpinning the basic concept is the fact that in all practical scenes most of the spectrally interesting information is contained in relatively few pixels. The prototype system uses random-spatial-access to multiple points in the scene considered to be of greatest interest. This enables time-resolved high resolution spectrometry to be made simultaneously at points across the full field of view.

The enabling technology for the prototype was a digital micromirror device (DMD), which is an array of switchable mirrors that was used to create a two channel system. One channel was to a conventional imaging camera, while the other was to a spectrometer. The DMD acted as a dynamic aperture to the spectrometer and could be used to open and close slits in any part of the spectrometer aperture. The imaging channel was used to guide the selection of points of interest from the scene. An extensive geometric calibration was performed to determine the relationships between the DMD and two channels of the system.
Two demonstrations of the prototype are given in this thesis: a dynamic biological scene and a static scene sampled using statistical sampling methods enabled by the dynamic aperture of the system. The dynamic scene consisted of red blood cells in motion and also undergoing a process of de-oxygenation which resulted in a change in the spectrum. Ten red blood cells were tracked across the scene and the expected change in spectrum was observed. For the second example the prototype was modified for Raman spectroscopy by adding laser illumination, a mineral sample was scanned and used to test statistical sampling methods. These methods exploited the re-configurable aperture of the system to sample the scene using blind random sampling and a grid based sampling approach. Other spectral imaging systems have a fixed aperture and cannot operate such sampling schemes.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Spectral imaging collects spatial and spectral information from a scene in the form of a three dimensional (3D) data-cube, \((x, y, \lambda)\). These data-cubes are a rich source of information about the scene and are invaluable in numerous fields: remote sensing depends on spectral imaging for classification of large land areas and rugged terrain, as well as environmental monitoring [59]; disease detection and monitoring are important applications in medical imaging [44]; security applications involving explosive detection are also prevalent [99]. However, spectral imaging is subject to a series of bottlenecks or design trade-offs that result in a diverse family of instruments with different applications for which they are suitable.

There are three areas where these bottlenecks come into effect. Firstly, in the mapping of the spatial and spectral elements of the data-cube to the detector, a suitable optical architecture needs to be chosen that allows for separation of the incoming spatial and spectral information; for example dispersion based systems require spatial filters that severely limit the field of view (FOV), a detailed review of different spectral imaging systems is given later in this chapter. Secondly, the detector size can limit the number of data-cube elements that can be mapped in a single measurement; this is related to the first bottleneck and is often considered concurrently. The third bottleneck is the computational processing bottleneck; due to the size and density of the data-cubes, particularly those with high resolution, the complexity of processing increases with the dimension of the data-cube, sometimes referred to as the curse of dimensionality.

As a consequence of the bottlenecks, high resolution is achieved by mapping a subset of the data-cube to the detector and time sequentially constructing the whole cube from a series of measurements. On the other hand, gathering the data-cube in a single measurement requires mapping all the data-cube elements -both spatial and spectral- to detector pixels, resulting in a reduced resolution, such single measurement techniques are generally referred to as snapshot techniques. Due to their acquisition speed, time-sequential methods are best suited to static or slowly changing scenes, whereas snapshot devices can be applied to cases where there is motion present. Different snapshot devices have different spatial-spectral resolution combinations and tend to be matched to applications where the spatial-spectral resolution trade-off is appropriate for the application, for example, devices that acquire relatively few spectral bands can optimise their choice of spectral bands to coincide with the parts of the material spectrum that are the most informative.

This thesis describes a snapshot spectral imaging technique that trades off spatial resolution for spectral, in contrast to most snapshot devices that tend to acquire a full
spatial image at small subset of wavelengths. The motivation for this approach was to exploit the natural spatial characteristics present in a scene, often similar objects will cluster and form distinct regions that have a high degree of local correlation. This is eloquently summarised in Tobler’s First Law of Geography,

_Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things_ [117].

Sampling a subset of spatial points from across the scene made it possible to make inferences about the complete scene and further allowed spatial resolution to be traded for spectral resolution. The resulting device concept could acquire spectra from distinct spatial points, in any order, from across the scene and was referred to as Random-access spectral imaging (RASI).

To implement the RASI concept an optical architecture was designed that built upon ideas from multi-object spectroscopy (MOS), with the enabling technology being a digital micromirror device (DMD), which acted as a light switch. The DMD allowed a two channel architecture to be developed, with one channel being a spectroscopy channel and the other a conventional imaging channel, used to guide the selection of different spatial regions.

Two demonstrations of RASI were performed for this thesis. First, a demonstration with red blood cells undergoing de-oxygenation - resulting in a change in spectrum - were tracked while moving, exploiting the RASI ability to acquire spectra from multiple positions across a scene simultaneously, this was in combination with the image acquisition ability which allowed the positions of the red blood cells to be tracked and the spatial coordinates from which the spectra were measured to be updated according to the tracking algorithm. The second application was to demonstrate alternate sampling methods that are possible when a device can access points across the scene in any order (random-access). A RASI device modified for Raman spectroscopy was used to construct a binary classification scenario as a test case. This test case was used to test statistical random sampling and a systematic sampling method for the application of reconstructing a classification map using only a subset of the scene data. Classification maps of the whole scene were reconstructed using a k-nearest neighbor interpolation algorithm with high fidelity when compared to the reference or ground truth classification map.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: the basics of spectral imaging and the associated bottlenecks will be described; a review of different time-sequential and time resolved techniques will then be presented; an overview of spectral processing methods will be given; the RASI concept will be described in more detail in the context of other spectral imaging instruments; a review of multi-object spectrometers and digital micromirror applications will be given before presenting a final RASI design.
1.2 Spectral Imaging Overview

Spectral imaging, also referred to as imaging spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging were first conceived of as a field in the 1980s; it is often defined “as the acquisition of images in hundreds of contiguous, registered spectral bands such that for each pixel a radiance spectrum can be derived” [63], a given hyperspectral data-cube has two spatial dimensions and one wavelength dimension with \( N_x \) and \( N_y \) elements in the x and y spatial directions and \( N_\lambda \) elements in the wavelength dimension. When an instrument samples the data-cube at relatively few wavebands (less than 50), it is referred to as a multi-spectral imager, with the resulting data-cube as in Figure 1.1 (b). In this thesis, the RASI approach samples the data-cube at different spatial regions, essentially acquiring a data-cube that is spatially sparse. An example data-cube is shown in Figure 1.1 (c). There is an additional imaging arm that acquires spatial data, which provides the imaging component to RASI as a red-green-blue colour image of the scene.

Since the hyperspectral data-cube consists of both spectral and spatial information, it combines elements of the individual fields of imaging and spectroscopy. In analogy to images, which are said to consist of picture elements known as pixels, data-cubes consist of volume elements that can be referred to as voxels. Each voxel corresponds to one point in space, and is the spectrum of the material at that point in space; the RASI instrument collects voxels from different points in the scene into a sparse data-cube, the image provides context for the positions of different voxels. The spectra themselves have certain properties, the shape of the spectrum can be used to identify materials by comparison with already existing spectral libraries. Each spectrum has a particular spectral resolution which determines the closest adjacent wavelengths that can be distinguished and the spectral range gives the range of wavelengths over which the spectrum is obtained, e.g. the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from 400 –
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700 nm, or the spectrum from in-elastically scattered light from Raman spectroscopy.

1.2.1 Spectral Imaging: Limitations and Bottlenecks

When considering the bottlenecks, it useful to consider the first two together, that is the optical architecture and the detector throughput, as many of their issues are inter-related, the spectral resolution as set by the optical architecture can be limited by the number of pixels on the detector for example. In order to help understand the bottlenecks, it is useful to consider a figure of merit that relates the data-cube elements to the detector pixels. This figure is adapted from astronomy, where it was used to compare integral field units, which are a form of hyperspectral imager. The figure of merit function was the Specific Information Density [4], denoted as $\rho_I$ here, and expressed as

$$\rho_I = \eta \frac{n_x n_y n_\lambda}{N_l N_m},$$

(1.1)

where $N_l$ and $N_m$ are the numbers of detector pixels, $n_x$ and $n_y$ are the number of spatial resolution elements and are related to the spatial elements of the data-cube by $N_x = f_s n_x$ and $N_y = n_y f_s$, the term $f_s$ is the oversampling of the detector, the axes of the detector and data-cube spatial dimensions are assumed to be aligned. $n_\lambda$ is the number of spectral resolution elements and is related to the data-cube spectral elements by $N_\lambda = f_\lambda n_\lambda$ and $f_\lambda$ is the spectral oversampling by the detector. The term $\eta$ is the system throughput. In the case of Nyquist sampling the oversampling factors would be 2 ($f_s = f_\lambda = 2$).

The limiting form of Equation 1.1 is

$$N_x \times N_y \times N_\lambda = N_l \times N_m$$

(1.2)

which gives the maximum number of data-cube elements for a given detector size in a single measurement. The factors, $N_x, N_y, N_\lambda$ are set by the optical architecture and dictate how much of the data-cube can be gathered in a single measurement, whereas the $N_l$ and $N_m$ set the throughput by the detector and which also limits the acquisition of the data-cube elements. In the case of time-sequential hyperspectral imaging, when a subset of the data-cube is being collected, the resolution of two of the dimensions of the data-cube can be maximized. This is possible because the whole data-cube is then constructed by stepping through the third dimension of the data-cube; because of this, time-sequential hyperspectral imagers tend to have higher resolution than snapshot approaches. Snapshot devices are more complex in that all the components of the data-cube must be mapped to the detector in a single measurement, resulting in the necessary trade-off between spatial and spectral resolutions. The enabling technology for most modern snapshot systems are large format two dimensional (2D) detector arrays which have become larger and more affordable. Furthermore the advantages of snapshot
devices are similar to the Jacquinot and Fellget advantages in traditional spectroscopy [67].

As an example, consider a spectral image with $N_x = N_y = 1000$ and $N_\lambda = 500$. The total number of elements required by this size data-cube is then $5 \times 10^8 = 500$ Mega Pixels. This is the size of some of the largest array detectors currently in existence. Currently Gigapixel images do exist, but they are generally stitched together from lower pixel count images, rather than being collected using a single detector. The core point being that the difficulty in mapping high-resolution spectral data-cubes to a 2D detector lies with the radical increase in data size, which limits the amount of spatial-spectral information that can be collected in a time-resolved measurement without trading-off the spatial-spectral measurements as described in Equation 1.2.

The final bottleneck is due to the sheer volume of data obtained, high resolution data-cubes often have mega-pixel spatial resolution and hundreds of spectral bands as in the example above. The dimensionality of the dataset increases the complexity of processing, the so called “curse of dimensionality” [101]. The increase in data set size also brings other issues. It can increase the presence of noise, resulting in noisy bands being discarded during processing. Further the larger number of variables can increase the running time, preventing the processing of data in real-time.

Large hyperspectral data-sets are also subject to many of the same drawbacks and issues as other problems in big data [45]. Often they require novel and experimental algorithms to process, also interpretation of the data set can be misleading. The field of big data is still in its infancy and the techniques for meaningful dimension reduction
Figure 1.3: (a) shows the trade-off between spectral and spatial resolution for a single measurement or snapshot, (b) and (c) show the time evolution for scanning methods to achieve a full data-cube. The single measurement and snapshot time regime is labelled on (b) and (c).
that allow for convenient interpretation are still being developed. Examples in wrong predictions using big data have occurred, often based on misguided interpretation and overly simple metrics that have been extended from lower dimensional spaces \([84]\). However the field is rapidly developing and many of these topics are active and fruitful areas of research.

Figure 1.3 gives an overview of the resolution trade-offs in spectral imaging for different spectral imaging devices, both snapshot devices and time-sequential scanning devices, a review of which will be given in Section 1.3. Figure 1.3 (a) shows the trade-off between spatial and spectral resolution for a single measurement, to map the entire data-cube results in a reduced spatial and spectral resolution of the final data-cube for snapshot devices. Figure 1.3 (b) and (c) show the time axis of the trade-offs, which demonstrates how scanning methods achieve high resolution by combining multiple measurements. The result for scanning methods is the potential for both high spatial and spectral resolution in the final data-cube.

The RASI device trades off spatial resolution for spectral resolution in a snapshot device, collecting data from a subset of spatial regions at a large number of spectral bands, unlike most other snapshot devices which sacrifice the number of spectral bands for better spatial resolution in those bands as shown in Figure 1.3 (a). The so-called sparse data-cube collected by RASI helps to avoid the third bottleneck reducing the amount of data collected, data collection is guided using the conventional imaging channel so as to collect spectra from regions of interest rather than every point in the scene. This is particularly advantageous for time-series measurements where, if a full data-cube were collected at each step, not only would it be subject to the lower resolution of snapshot devices but also the volume of data would increase rapidly, which would limit the possibility of processing in real-time. The selection of spatial regions of interest improves the processing and removes the need to search through the whole data-cube, in principle moving some of the processing load to the acquisition phase. With respect to Figure 1.3 (b) and (c), RASI can clearly be used as a scanning hyperspectral imager as well, by combining a series of sparse data-cubes over time it can achieve high spatial and spectral resolution data-cubes, in the same manner as other scanning hyperspectral imagers.

### 1.3 Hyperspectral Data Acquisition

The various methods of data acquisition (many of which were shown in Figure 1.3) can be used to define the different techniques of spectral imaging and their areas of applicability. Time-sequential methods build up the cube over time, whereas time-resolved take enough data to acquire or reconstruct the cube from a single measurement. Direct spectral imaging techniques acquire the spectral information directly (using dispersive
elements or filters for example), whereas indirect methods extract the spectra via some form of inversion process (Fourier Transform spectroscopy for example). The following section will detail these processes with a particular focus on snapshot spectral imaging.

### 1.3.1 Time-sequential Spectral Imaging

Time-sequential approaches to spectral imaging are often extensions of standard spectroscopy devices, for example spatial scanning methods pass a slit based spectrometer over a scene and, combine the slices of the data-cube into a complete data-cube. Often they are applied to applications where the scene is static or the scanning motion complements the acquisition process, such as a conveyor belt. Scanning methods also include tunable filters that scan in the wavelength dimension and Fourier Transform Spectrometers.

#### Spatial scanning

Spatial scanning involves extracting the wavelength information from a spatial subset of the scene. The full data set is then built up in a time sequential manner by scanning over the whole scene. Two relatively common types of spatial scanning are whiskbroom and pushbroom scanning [110]. A whiskbroom sensor scans the scene and acquires a single voxel at time, which is a fraction $\frac{1}{N_x N_y}$ of the total data-cube. Pushbroom scanning acquires a one dimensional slice of the data-cube using a slit, a fraction $\frac{1}{N_y}$ of the total data-cube in a single measurement, both are shown in Figure 1.4. In terms of optical design both approaches are conceptually similar, an objective lens focuses light onto an entrance aperture -slit in the case of pushbroom - after which the light is collimated and passed through a dispersive element (a prism or diffraction grating) used to separate the wavelengths before they are re-imaged onto a detector [65]. Whiskbroom methods require the use of additional moving parts, a scanning mirror, which is a significant drawback compared to other methods, especially when the hyperspectral imager needs to be mounted on a mobile platform.

In remote sensing applications, the natural sweep of the satellite or aircraft provides the necessary scanning motion for time-sequential methods to operate. Various space based observing systems exist [100], also aircraft based sensors, such as the ubiquitous AVIRIS system [102] which provide large amounts of data on mineral, vegetation coverage, forests and urban areas. Numerous spectral processing algorithms have been developed with these data sets which will be discussed later.

#### Wavelength Scanning

Wavelength scanning takes a slice of the data-cube through the spatial dimensions, essentially a monochromatic image. By stacking these monochromatic images so as to
align their spectra, a hyperspectral data-cube can be formed this is shown schematically in Figure 1.4.

Wavelength scanning approaches tend to be optically simpler than other time-sequential spectral imagers, often being imaging systems with the addition of a filtering mechanism before the detector, or with wavelength selective illumination. The simplest of these methods use a filter wheel and sets of interference filters, more sophisticated approaches employ electro-optical and acousto-optical filters [77]. The latter two options offer the most flexibility in the form of Liquid crystal tunable filters and Acousto-optical tunable filters [55]. The incoming radiation can be filtered without the use of moving parts or multiple filters, further simplifying the optical design of these devices. This also allows faster scanning speeds and removes the need for moving parts in the design.

Wavelength scanning approaches allow for all points in a particular field of view (FOV) to be imaged simultaneously at an individual wavelength. The number of measurements required to measure the entire data-cube depends on the number of wavebands being measured. This can lead to high speed data acquisition appropriate for various biological spectral imaging applications, though the optical efficiency is still limited as all light from outside the measurement waveband is necessarily discarded by the filtering process.
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Fourier Transform Imaging Spectrometer

Spatial and wavelength scanning determine the spectrum by directly measuring the different components. Fourier transform imaging spectroscopy (FTIS) first measures an interferogram and performs an inversion to calculate the spectrum, a hyperspectral data-cube is obtained by scanning the FTIS across the whole scene.

The principle of operation is similar to that of a Michelson interferometer. Light from the source is passed through a beam-splitter, down one path is a fixed mirror; the other has a movable mirror, as shown in Figure 1.4. The reflected beams interfere with each other causing some wavelengths to be canceled by destructive interference; the intensity for that configuration is then recorded at the detector. Altering the position of one of the mirrors results in a different interference pattern, by measuring the intensity for a series of different positions, an interferogram is built up, Fourier Transforms are used to convert the interferogram into a wavelength spectrum, as obtained by direct spectroscopy. It is worth noting that the detector can be a 2D array detector[109], which removes the need to scan spatially, as the interferogram for each spatial point can be obtained simultaneously.

FTIS has a throughput advantage (Jacquinot advantage) over spatial filter based (i.e. a slit) spectrometers, in that the aperture itself is the limit to optical throughput rather than a slit; though the input beam should fill the entire input aperture for the full improvement. FTIS also has a multiplex advantage as it collects all the wavelengths in a spectrum simultaneously, this advantage is most important when the measurement is limited by detector noise[76].

Despite its advantages, in the context of spectral imaging FTIS still suffers from in-efficient light collection due to its scanning, if a 2D detector is used, it is similar to the efficiency of the wavelength scanning approach.

1.3.2 Time-resolved Spectral Imaging

In contrast to the time-sequential scanning, snapshot spectral imagers acquire the data-cube in a single measurement (a multiplex advantage over scanning methods); the consequences of this are the trade-off in spatial-spectral resolution and, in general, a more complex optical system. The advantages for snapshot systems lie in their application to dynamic, real-time scenes, where the presence of motion artefacts severely limit the applicability of scanning. Further, snapshot devices can have a throughput advantage over traditional scanning methods as they no longer filter out a portion of the data-cube during acquisition; the $\frac{1}{N_s}$ and $\frac{1}{N_\lambda}$ factor for spatial and wavelength scanning respectively [67]. Most snapshot methods are multi-spectral due to their relatively low number of spectral bands, also when acquiring data in real-time, they are subject to the same data...
processing limitations.

**Computed Tomographic Imaging spectrometer**

Computed tomography is a process of reconstructing a 3D space from a series of 2D projections of that space. Sophisticated algorithms used to generate highly accurate reconstructed representations of the 3D space are often referred to as x-ray transforms. In medical imaging, X-Rays are used to image bone structure and human body parts and the term “CT scan” is used to describe a computed tomography scan. The principles of Computed Tomography have been applied extensively in other fields and the estimation of the 3D spectral datacube is a natural application for the x-ray transform.

The Computed Tomographic Imaging Spectrometer (CTIS) is a snapshot hyperspectral imaging technique that employs the methods of computed tomography to estimate the spectral imaging data-cube. The system consists of the fore-optics which collects the light, which is then collimated. The dispersing element in the system is the computer generated hologram (CGH), which is similar to a pair of crossed diffraction gratings, indeed crossed gratings were used in early CTIS models [32]. The light from the field stop passes through the computer generated hologram element, resulting in a series of projections of the field stop diffracted by the holographic element, the projections are then re-imaged on a 2D detector, as shown schematically in Figure 1.5. The central projection is a panchromatic zero order image of the field stop, the outer orders are 2D spectrally dispersed projections corresponding to different diffraction orders, with the order increasing with distance from the central zero order image. Computer generated

![Diagram of the optical layout of CTIS](image)

**Figure 1.5:** Diagram of the optical layout of CTIS; the field stop image of the retina, the example CGH and image of datacube projections are reproduced and modified from [75] for demonstrative purposes.
holograms are often designed to redirect light from the zero order to the higher order projections, which are often light starved. Collecting numerous projections simultaneously allows the 3D spectral datacube to be estimated from a single measurement.

The reconstruction process for CTIS considers each of the projections as “parallel projections of a continuous three-dimensional volume onto a plane” [32]. Further, the Central Slice Theorem allows that the Fourier Transform of each of these projections is plane in the 3D frequency space of the \((x, y, \lambda)\) datacube. These planes pass through the origin of the frequency space datacube. The normals of the different planes in frequency space are tilted at the same azimuthal and projection angle as their spatial inverse. In principle, the 3D frequency space cube can be recovered from the 2D projections in that space. Then a 3D inverse Fourier Transform can be performed to recover the real-space spectral datacube. The details of this aspect are dependent on the imaging properties of the device itself, enough projections must be gathered to estimate the 3D cube.

This leads to some of the natural limitations of CTIS, the number of projections is set by the size of the focal plane array as well as the field stop size and projection angles created by the CGH. It is possible for a sufficiently compact diffraction pattern from CGH to use every pixel on the detector to supply data, though this is an upper bound.

Further, there is a limit on the projection angles allowable in the CTIS design. The result of this is an upper bound on the projection angles available to be sampled. The primary factors in this limit are detector size and efficiencies of higher diffraction orders. This leaves a missing cone in the frequency space datacube, leaving insufficient data for a unique solution to be made. Although in practice the missing cones effect on the reconstruction can be mitigated using physical constraints and a priori knowledge about the scene [66]. The scene itself can affect the reconstruction; the spatial frequency content, spectral properties, brightness and background noise characteristics of the scene are all parameters that need to be considered in the design of recovery algorithms for different imaging tasks.

The CTIS has been used for ophthalmology [75], it has been combined with a microscope for fluorescence [47] microscopy it has also been involved in feasibility studies for astronomy applications [71]. It fulfills a role as a medium spatial/spectral resolution device that offers a snapshot capability. Its requirement for computationally intensive and bespoke algorithms limits it range of application.

### Image Replicating Imaging Spectrometer

The Image Replicating Imaging Spectrometer (IRIS) is a snapshot multi-spectral imaging system that cascades a series of birefringent interferometers to spectrally filter and demultiplex multiple spectral images onto a detector array. The birefringent interferometer consists of an input polariser, followed by a wave-plate and then a Wollaston
prism. The incoming light is initially linearly polarised, then the wave plate divides it into two orthogonally polarised components, according to the fast and slow axis of the wave plate. The Wollaston prism causes interference between the orthogonally polarised components such that the ray splits into two divergent rays, with orthogonal polarisation. Each input ray after passing through \( N \) of these so-called birefringent spectral de-multiplexors will split into \( 2^N \) output rays [68]. The spectral transmission functions of the different rays can be altered to provide different performance. The filter functions provide cyclic transmission peaks, so a bandpass filter is used to control the spectral range of light entering IRIS. The spectral characteristics of the transmission function have a central transmission passband with adjacent significantly weaker side lobes. The filter functions are the same as those described by a Lyot filter.

**Figure 1.6: Schematic of IRIS reproduced from [68].**

This system has been applied to retinal imaging where, considering the constant movement of the eye it offers considerable advantages over time-sequential techniques. It has also demonstrated the ability to record multi-spectral movies, without the need for significant reconstruction algorithms [61]. The number of wavebands is set by the number of cascaded birefringent spectral de-multiplexors. Further, the finite extent of the detector also limits the number of de-multiplexed images of the field stop that can be obtained. Optical throughput for one of the spectral bandpasses of the system is high as a large aperture is used. The transmission efficiency of an individual waveband depends on the form of the transmission function, generally less than 10% of the total light is lost to the side-lobes.

**Coded Aperture Snapshot Spectral Imager (CASSI)**

Coded aperture techniques have been applied to X-ray phenomenon for a number of years. A coded aperture consists of multiple opaque and transparent regions, this is located in front of the detector to modulate the incident radiation. Then by exploiting the known properties of the coded aperture and the information at the detector, the source distribution can be determined [62]. The coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) system combines the principles of coded apertures into a device that is capable of snapshot spectral imaging. It has two reported configurations.
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The dual disperser CASSI (DD CASSI) system has a dispersing path both before and after the coded aperture [57]. The layout of DD CASSI is shown in Figure 1.7 (b), the system images a scene, the light from which is dispersed and re-imaged in the first dispersing path. The scene is re-imaged onto the coded aperture, but due to the dispersion, multiple images are formed at different, wavelength dependent locations. These images and their intrinsic mix of spatial and spectral information are then modulated according to the pattern on the coded aperture. The second dispersing path after the coded aperture, counter-acts the effects of the first dispersing path and creates an image of the source at the detector. This process turns the spatial modulation of the coded aperture into a change in both the spectral and spatial information. The DD-CASSI design multiplexes spectral information in a localised spatial region on the detector, the detector image is similar to the scene.

![Figure 1.7:](a) shows the SD CASSI layout and (b) the DD CASSI, see text for more detail.)

The single disperser CASSI (SD CASSI) model, shown in Figure 1.7 (a), operates with a single dispersion element, its setup is similar to any standard dispersive spectrometer system, except with a coded aperture as the entrance aperture. It has less optical components than DD CASSI, also it is capable of imaging point sources unlike DD CASSI which multiplexes only spectral information in the data-cube. The SD-CASSI design results in spatio-spectral overlap of the dispersed and modulated datacube in the detector plane, effectively multiplexing both spatial and spectral information. SD CASSI has been reported with improved designs, using double Amici prisms for video rate spectral imaging. A scene with lighting birthday candles has been imaged with this system in [123]. A modified SD CASSI system has been reported attached to a Zeiss AxioObserver A1 inverted microscope for fluorescence microscopy applications, in this instance the test case was the tracking of ten fluorescent beads [30].

The two reported designs of CASSI have different limitations. The DD-CASSI
cannot reconstruct the spectrum of a point source as it multiplexes only spectral information, but in general it offers higher spectral resolution. SD CASSI can resolve point sources, provided it maps to an open element of the coded aperture, otherwise the light from the point source would be blocked by the code. It can also provide superior spectral resolution, at the cost of a lesser spatial resolution.

The CASSI architecture seeks to avoid the limitations imposed on other snapshot spectral imaging approaches, by detector sizes and other bottlenecks. The approach, borrowing from compressive sensing ideas, avoids directly measuring the voxels present in the scene datacube. Rather it collects a significantly reduced subset of the datacube and reconstructs the datacube using various algorithms. Numerous algorithmic approaches exist for the two CASSI designs and the design of novel codes and re-constructive algorithms is an ongoing area of inquiry [90]. CASSI offers a throughput advantage over traditional time-sequential designs, without sacrificing resolution, which is one of the key features of coded aperture spectroscopy. Since the coded aperture itself consists of alternating transparent and opaque regions, CASSI blocks half the light from entering the instrument, resulting in a throughput of 50%.

**Integral Field Spectroscopy - Fibre reformatters and lenslet arrays**

In the field of astronomy, hyperspectral imaging is referred to as integral field spectroscopy. The goal remains the same; the acquisition of a datacube with spatial and spectral information \((x, y, \lambda)\). Reformatter techniques divide the scene into sections and re-arrange them via some method to fit the entrance aperture of a spectrometer, essentially reformatting the scene to the form of the entrance aperture shape. Two of the most common methods performing this reformat are fibre reformatters and lenslet arrays [4].

A fibre reformatter approach places a densely packed array of fibres at an intermediate image plane of an imaging system, as seen in Figure 1.8 (a). A lenslet array is used to couple light into the fibres. The scene can be sampled according to how closely the fibres can be packed together. The image of the fibres output is coupled to the entrance slit of a spectrometer, it should be noted that the fibre aperture is round. The light is dispersed by the spectrograph and a spectrum for each spatial area associated with each fibre is obtained. The long slit of the spectrograph needs to be of sufficient length to facilitate all the fibres from the two spatial directions. The fibres themselves can affect performance, the spectral transmission properties of the fibres and the possibility of so-called modal noise are all accounted for in fibre reformatter.

The lenslet array approach re-images portions of the scene to a spectrograph entrance, which has its slit removed. The positions of the lenslet array compared to the scene sets the spatial sampling of the scene. The pupil size of a lenslet is set by the
magnification, which is often the critical parameter in such systems. This is limited by the possibility of spectral overlap in the spectrometer detector plane and short spectral ranges are used to counter this. The dispersion is often rotated to allow larger spectral ranges as well [12], shown in Figure 1.8 (b). Further, the use of a lenslet array improves the fill-factor of the fibre bundle.

Integral Field Spectroscopy - Image Slicers

Image slicing spectrometers (ISS) are another type of integral field spectrograph [27], the approach reformats the scene onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer. This is achieved
by placing a mirror consisting of thin slices at an intermediate image plane in the optical system. The orientation of each mirror slice is such that the individual slices of the input image are laid out end to end to form the input slit of a spectrometer. Figure 1.8 (c) shows a representation of the reformatting process.

The enabling technology for ISS are the image slicers, a range of designs are possible including plane mirrors and fan shaped mirrors [121]. The use of mirrors make the ISS particularly apt for use in the IR spectrum as the whole system can be constructed from mirrors.

Figure 1.8 (d) shows an alternate form of image slicer, that of a so-called microslice. The approach combines a lenslet array to divide the field of view and crossed cylindrical arrays to turn each pupil image into a slice by exploiting the anamorphism present in the optics [28].

ISS were first developed for astronomy and that is where they still see a large degree of application, there have also been examples of applications in remote sensing [29]. Recently in the literature an example of an Image Slicing spectrometer (ISS) for microscopy has been reported [54]. A microscope is used as the fore-optics, the intermediate image plane from the microscope is re-imaged using a telecentric relay to the image slicer, whereupon it is reformatted and redirected so that it passes through a dispersing prism and is subsequently re-imaged via a lenslet array onto a focal plane array. Unlike other image slicing systems the re-imaging array is designed such that images of each slice overlap at the detector, this is to ensure efficient use of the focal plane array.

The image slicing approach allows the whole scene to be spatially and spectrally interrogated in a snapshot. It offers spectral performance on-par with standard single slit spectrometers, albeit with a longer entrance slit, without the loss due to spatial filtering of the scene from pushbroom techniques. Like all snapshot devices it is still subject to the trade-off in spatial and spectral resolution due to the finite size of the detector. Since the data-cube is taken in its entirety with each measurement, the possibility of real-time processing decreases as the data size increases. Other issues with data mining are also possible with the increased data output, though in many cases it is also advantageous to acquire the whole data-cube particularly where the potential regions of interest are unknown beforehand.

**Multi-aperture and filter array cameras**

An effective approach to time-resolved spectral imaging is to either distribute different wavelength information to different portions of the detector array, or otherwise have a different detector for each waveband being collected; IRIS is a sophisticated example of such an approach. A more straightforward method of achieving this is via filter arrays
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Figure 1.9: (a) is an array of cameras with a different bandpass filter over each separate aperture. (b) is a focal plane array with a mosaic of filters at different wavelengths dividing it up. The diagram in (c) shows the monolithic Fabry-Perot mosaic of filters over a CMOS sensor [113]. Finally (d) demonstrates the basic principle of operation of the FOVEON sensor which relies on the different layers of the detector being sensitive to different parts of the spectrum.

Arrays of cameras with a unique bandpass filter over different cameras is a methodology that offers a robust approach to spectral imaging [38] shown in Figure 1.9 (a). The cost of cameras and filters - in the visible range - in recent years has decreased dramatically and is set to continue its fall. The size of the individual cameras is on the scale of millimetres, though the number of wavelengths is limited to the number of cameras that can be reasonably packed into an appropriate area, making it unfeasible for large numbers of wavelengths. Issues with differing view perspectives also place limitations on the number of cameras that can be tiled in this manner.

Figure 1.9 (b) shows a tiled arrays of filters placed over a 2D detector array with
different wavelength passbands for each filter [94]. A single lens can be used for system, allowing a simple optical layout, though they do require de-mosaicking algorithms which can be demanding [95].

A particularly potent example of such a design is shown in Figure 1.9 (c) and employs a series of Fabry-Perot etalons fabricated monolithically and combined with a CMOS sensor [113]. Fabry-Perots can perform as optical filters, the central wavelength can be tuned according to the distance between the mirrors in the etalon. Other filter characteristics such as the passband FWHM and even the transmission can also be altered. These Fabry-Perot arrays are fabricated and placed over a standard CMOS sensor. The filters can be tiled in a manner similar to a Bayer matrix, allowing for both spectral and spatial information to be obtained, though there is a trade-off between the number of bands and the spatial resolution possible via this layout [56].

Another notable mention are the so-called Foveon sensors, which are a developing technology that show promise for future applications [58]. It is the digital analogue of three-colour chemical films. These films had three layers of photosensitive film, one for each of the red, green and blue necessary to make a colour image, prior to the advent of digital cameras. Foveon sensors have three layers of silicon on top of each other. Each layer is modified to be sensitive in the red, green or blue part of the visible spectrum. The combination of the three layers provides a colour image without the need for a Bayer matrix and the interpolation required to generate a full colour image. As this technology develops it could be possible to directly measure a spectrum at each pixel [40].

### 1.4 Hyperspectral Data Analysis

Once the data has been obtained, the processing and analysis must be considered. The computational complexity of these approaches depends on the spectral and spatial resolution of the datacube, which relates to the size of the data set, to that end dimension reduction is often a part of the processing. One of the most common and desired outcomes of hyperspectral image processing is the classification of the different spectra into different spatial regions, with each region corresponding to a different spectral class. Traditionally represented as a false colour image, with different colours representing the different spectral classes. This allows for easy visualisation and interpretation of the 3D information present in the dataset. Many implementations of these algorithms exist, providing novel and efficient approaches to solving classification problems in different contexts.

Waveband optimisation is a process whereby the optimal wavebands for measuring a particular phenomenon are determined. It can be quite similar in practice to some dimension reduction approaches, often wavebands that are noisy or contain redundant data are removed.
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An important consideration in spectral imaging applications is that the spectra associated with each voxel is not necessarily a pure spectra and may be a superposition of several spectra. To deal with this a process known as spectral unmixing is used.

1.4.1 Hyperspectral Image Classification

Hyperspectral image classification relies on comparing the spectra in a particular dataset to a so-called training set, this training set can be from a spectral library, constructed from ground truth or extracted from the dataset itself. Selecting the training set can be accomplished via supervised, with user involvement, or unsupervised automatic methods. Spectra from the recovered data-cube are compared to exemplar spectra in the training set. A variety of methods are available to perform this, a common metric is the spectral angle mapper, which takes the inner product of two vectors and computes the difference between them as an angle [59].

\[
\theta = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{a \cdot b}{|a||b|} \right),
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are two vectors being compared, other comparison metrics exist that are well described in [59]. By systematically comparing every spectra in the data set to the training set, the voxels can be classified into their respective classes, this then leads to the familiar false colour image commonly produced in hyperspectral imaging post-processing. This systematic approach is time consuming and is a “brute force” approach to the classification problem, it neglects the spatial component of the hyperspectral image. More sophisticated approaches combine spatial and spectral information to make the classification of the scene more efficient [114]. This is achieved by selecting a small number of wavebands to identify spatial regions and distinct objects to cluster the data and reduce the number of calculations required to classify the whole datacube.

Often it is only a small number of objects that are of interest, so the problem becomes efficiently extracting the objects characteristics from the data-cube. Various approaches exist for this, depending on the unique characteristics of the object of interest [114]. The possibility of mixed spectra, the case where the spectra in a given voxel is a combination of multiple basis spectra limits the application of these. Spectral unmixing must be performed before the above techniques can be fully applied.

Dimension Reduction

Generally the size of datasets can be extensive, making processing slow. Dimension reduction and data compression can be used to reduce the size and manageability of these processes, allowing for improvements in processing speed and easier interpretation. The distinction between dimensional reduction and data compression is that the former does
not reduce the dimension of the data with the goal of reconstructing an approximation to the original, which is the goal of data compression. Rather it seeks to present the minimum amount of data required for any processing of the lower dimension data set, without a significant reduction in performance.

The simplest approach to dimension reduction involves removing spectral bands. The removal of these bands depends on the knowledge available about these bands. Often they can contain redundant information or are otherwise known to be unreliable. This approach is dependent on prior knowledge of spectral characteristics, which is often not the case.

Another method of dimension reduction which also involves the optimisation of squared error is the optical real-time adaptive spectral identification system (ORASSIS) [14]. This is a modular data processing system, designed specifically for use with remote sensing hyperspectral imagers based on aerial or space-based platforms. To reduce the dimension of datasets, initially a subset of exemplar pixels are selected. These exemplars represent the different pixel classes present in the scene. Pixels from the scene are compared to each pixel in the set of exemplars, generally using an angle metric. Any new pixel that is sufficiently different from the pixels in the exemplar is then added to the set. The exemplar set is used to create an orthogonal basis, thus creating a reduced dimension dataset, though the reduction depends on the diversity of endmembers present in the scene.

Other approaches to data and dimension reduction exist, it is an active area of research with respect to its application to hyperspectral datasets. As hyperspectral data acquisition improves, the resolution and acquisition speed of data-cubes increases as well. This leads to much greater aggregation of data, as individual datasets are larger and more are collected, thus requiring faster and neater approaches to processing and visualising collected data in a reduced format so as to be interpretable.

1.4.2 Spectral Unmixing

It is possible that the spectrum at the detector is mixed, i.e. a mixture of more than one distinct substance. This can be due to the spatial resolution of the sensor being low enough that numerous spectrally distinct regions being imaged occupy the same voxel, the measured spectrum from the voxel will be some combination of the constituent materials. Otherwise mixed spectra can be the result of mixed materials in the voxel. The term “Spectral unmixing” describes a systematic method by which the mixed output signal is divided into its constituent spectra. These are referred to as endmembers, the proportion of each endmember present in the signal is referred to as the abundances [81].
Linear unmixing model

The most commonly used algorithms in spectral unmixing are based on a linear mixing model (LMM). In this case it is assumed that the spectral abundances of each endmember in the scene are linearly related to the spectral intensity of each endmember in the measured signal. If in a scene $M$ endmembers exist each having $L$ elements this linear relationship can be expressed as:

$$x = \sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i s_i + w = Sa + w,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

where $x$ is a $L \times 1$ measured voxel spectrum vector, $S$ is the $L \times M$ matrix whose columns are the $L \times 1$ endmembers, $s_i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots M$, $a$ is the $M \times 1$ fractional abundance vector. $w$ is a $L \times 1$ additive noise vector. There are two primary physical constraints that can applied to this, namely that all the abundances are all non-negative,

$$a_i > 0 \quad \forall i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

and that the sum of all the individual abundances accounts for all the endmembers present, so

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i = 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

While the linear model is relevant when the endmember distribution on the voxel are in distinct areas of the surface, when the endmembers on the voxel are mixed on spatial scales smaller than the path length of the photons in the mixture, then the LMM no longer holds, as the light scatters off numerous elements and the mixing between these is non-linear. These non-linear effects have been recognised in the literature and numerous techniques can be employed to account for them. Although the LMM model is strictly speaking only applicable in the case where the endmembers are arranged in discrete sub-zones of the entire area of a voxel. Which is rarely the case in nature.

Despite this the LMM is still widely used as the standard spectral unmixing method. Generally this is due to the complex nature of the of calculations required for non-linear unmixing. It is important to have detailed knowledge of particle size, composition and alteration state of the endmembers present to obtain a full solution. Non-linear models are susceptible to errors in these parameters [87].

As it is the most widely used model for spectral unmixing it has numerous different algorithms that exploit it for different situations [80]. Generally it involves a number of common steps. A dimension reduction step to reduce computational costs, this step is optional and not used in all algorithms. The set of constituent endmembers that make up the mixed voxels in the scene are determined. Following this, the abundances for each
mixed voxel are calculated.

**Endmember determination**

Essentially the goal of endmember determination for LMM is to determine the spectral values that will occupy the columns of $S$ in Equation 1.4. This can be done by interactive or supervised methods which require human involvement and interpretation. Automated or unsupervised methods require no human input.

Supervised approaches to linear unmixing require *a priori* knowledge about the endmembers present in the scene. This can be obtained by selecting a pure voxel from the scene, by comparing mixed to pure voxels information about the mixing relationships can be obtained leading to estimates for the endmember abundances [9]. The greater the number of endmembers obtained from pure voxels the better the estimates. Since it will not always be possible to obtain voxels that are 100% pure it is sometimes beneficial to use an external reference library for comparison. Although this can lead to ambiguous results as many endmembers have similar spectra, distinction is made more difficult when noise from the detector is taken into account, as well as possibly atmospheric effects [53].

Unsupervised unmixing methods avoid human input and try to directly determine endmembers. This has the advantage of avoiding the almost trial and error approach of supervised methods, while also allowing for repeatability of results.

Non-parametric methods try to minimise an objective function using statistical information from the data. Generally this can take the form of squared error, clustering algorithms have been used for this purpose, such as K-means partition algorithms [52] and others like it [16]. These seek to minimise the objective function in a number of iterations to arrive at estimates for the endmembers. This objective function is often of a form such that it can be solved simultaneously for both endmembers and their relative abundances.

Parametric methods use statistical information from the data and optimise towards a particular parametric density function. The performance of these algorithms depends on the approach [3], there exists methods that incorporate the linear mixing model into a stochastic mixing model [111]. Here fundamental endmembers are extracted from the data, they are assumed to be of a Gaussian distribution. Then maximum likelihood estimates of each hard endmembers parameters are determined using an expectation maximisation algorithm. Each voxel in the scene is considered to be either a fundamental endmember or a linear combination of one or more of the fundamental endmembers. Geometrically, each stochastic endmember is a cluster of pixels on the edge of the data cloud. Each hard endmember has an associated mean, covariance and prior probability. The mixed voxel can then be treated as having their own Gaussian parameters. Unmixing
then obtains the set of fundamental endmembers that are the most likely constituents of that voxel.

Abundance Estimates

Calculating the abundance estimates is performed using a group of algorithms classed as inversion algorithms. This class of algorithms are generally dependent on some form of least squares method, that is minimising squared error [22], though in hyperspectral imaging partial least squares are most common [6]. In a non-constrained non-parametric, non-statistical approach the goal is to minimise the error between the approximated spectrum and the real spectrum. Many of the endmember determination algorithms also determine the abundances in conjunction with the endmembers [36], many of the clustering algorithms mentioned previously also provide both S and a.

The least squares minimisation process minimises the function $|x - Sa|^2$. When no constraints are placed on the minimisation this is referred to as an unconstrained least squares method. Physical constraints can be applied to the model, such as the full additivity constraint $\sum_{i=1}^{M} a_i$, meaning that the sum of all the abundance of each endmember accounts for the entire measured spectrum. The solution to the least squares problem is the same as for the unconstrained case, except with a correction term. Another physical restraint that can be applied is that $a_i > 0$ for $i = 1, 2 \ldots M$. However this adds a great deal more complexity to the minimisation procedure. As the minimisation problem then becomes quadratic programming problem with linear inequalities as constraints. The approaches that utilise this constraint are known as non-negative least-squares [72].

A more statistical approach is to minimise the variance of the estimate of $a$, so $a^V$. This requires the assumption that the noise vector $w$ is a zero-mean random process with a covariance of $\Gamma_w$. The estimator is then given by:

$$a^V = (S^T \Gamma_w^{-1} S)^{-1} S^T \Gamma_w^{-1} x.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.7)

This statistical analogue of least squared error has been adapted for attempts at real time processing of AVIRIS data [21]. Variable endmember methods treat each pixel individually, using different endmembers for each voxel. As it is likely that the endmembers present in a single voxel are a much smaller subset of the endmembers present in the entire scene, the challenge then becomes one of selecting which subset of endmembers to apply it to. In [43] an unconstrained linear least squares method is used where abundance values which are negative are removed during a number of iterative steps of the algorithm, as they have no physical meaning.
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1.5 Motivation for Random Access Spectral Imaging

The previous sections detailed the various approaches to spectral imaging. What they all have in common is that they all collect a full data-cube, though the wavebands might not necessarily be contiguous, the spatial regions are continuous.

The Random-access Spectral Imaging approach described in this thesis is an example of an extreme trade-off of spectral and spatial resolution; the spatial distribution of spectral components in exchange for the acquisition of a high spectral resolution voxel. This approach is feasible as the RASI device being implemented here includes a conventional imaging channel that acts as a source of spatial information about the scene.

As with all spectral imaging systems, the RASI approach has a particular set of applications for which it is suitable, where RASI fits in the overall context of spectral imaging is shown in Figure 1.3 (a). The higher spectral resolution can improve the performance of spectral unmixing and classification algorithms, as the increased number of spectral features available helps to increase discrimination between different spectra. Also the availability of numerous wavebands allows the use of smoothing algorithms to help reduce the affects of noise. Further certain spectroscopic techniques such as Raman spectroscopy are reliant on high spectral resolution, due to the small linewidth of features present in a Raman spectrum. In conditions where there is a high degree of spatial correlation RASI can be used to measure a subset of voxels and, depending on the distribution of points, the whole classification map can be interpolated.

In general RASI is most useful where only a small number of observations are required; but with each observation having a high dimensionality. In addition to acquiring the sparse data-cube of voxels, the RASI approach in this thesis provides a conventional image that can be used to guide and augment voxel gathering. This is shown in a later chapter where an example of target tracking is used to demonstrate dynamic spectral imaging. In terms of the three design trade-offs prevalent in spectral imaging, exploiting the multi-object spectrometer design enables spatial regions in the scene to be mapped to the detector. Since the requirement of acquiring a “full” data-cube has been relaxed and instead a subset of the data-cube is acquired, the issues of detector throughput and data processing are circumvented. The detector size still limits the number of points that can be measured simultaneously, but the number of points is arbitrary up to that limit.

1.6 Random-access sampling

The term random-access comes from the field of computer science. It is familiar from terms such as Random Access Memory (RAM), though the term direct-access is more commonly used. It refers to accessing an element of a set; with random-access (direct
access), any arbitrary element can be accessed in an equal time. This is as opposed to sequential access where the elements need to be accessed in a particular order and the time taken to access changes with position of the element in the set, the difference between random-access and sequential access is shown in Figure 1.10.

In this thesis, random-access is used in the context of the set of potential measurements from the 3D data present in the scene, in essence any voxel can be collected; this idea is at the core of the instrument design that will be described in this thesis. In general operation this would allow the device to select any spatial region from across the device field of view and extract the full spectra for that region.

![Sequential access](image)

![Random access](image)

**Figure 1.10:** Random-access allows the elements of a set to be accessed in an equal time and in any order; in contrast sequential access can only access components in a particular order. In the context of spectral imaging, each set element would correspond to the voxel of the data-cube and a RASI device would allow the voxels in a scene to be acquired in any order.

In order to construct an instrument to achieve RASI, ideas from multi-object spectroscopy are coupled with modern micro-electromechanical technology, in this case a digital micromirror device. These will be discussed in the following sections.

### 1.7 Multi-object spectrometers

As a prelude to discussing the implementation of the random-access concept, the basics of multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) will be described. A MOS device collects spectra from across a FOV, a mask with a series of apertures (generally slits) aligned with the objects of interest is used as the spatial filter for the device entrance aperture, replacing the long slit of traditional spectrometers. This allows numerous objects to be investigated simultaneously across a certain FOV [125].

Historically, MOS devices have been applied extensively in astronomical applications, generally for measurement of the spectral properties of stars and other objects...
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Figure 1.11: (a) shows a single slit projected onto an image, its position is fixed and the spectra on the detector are distributed in the same manner. (b) shows slits from a multi-object spectrometer distributed across the scene, aligned with objects of interest; the dispersed spectra are in different positions on the detector plane and have different spectral ranges depending in the position of the slit. (c) shows the apertures from a fibre MOS device aligned with objects of interest and the reformatted fibre outputs aligned with the input slit of a spectrometer, so similar to (a) in that respect. Image is used for demonstrative purposes only and taken from [128].

in the night sky. This is apt in the case of astronomy as the positions of objects can be predicted and the time-scales over which measurements can be taken is relatively long [31]. In this regard, it is straight forward to see why MOS approaches were first applied in astronomy. Initially, particular masks could be machined for a known configuration
of stars in the sky, this allowed for long integration times that would be an uneconomical use of a telescopes time if they were performed with a standard single slit spectrometer, as the single slit would need to be aligned with each object individually.

The position of the slit in the FOV affects how much of the spectral range is incident on the detector, slits at the edge of the FOV will have a part of their spectrum cut-off, due to the finite size of the detector. This results in an effective change in the spectral in the observed spectral range of the slit, according to its position on the entrance aperture [31]. Different machined masks are used for different configurations of objects across the FOV. Contemporary MOS devices still use solid masks, so they don’t suffer from any transmission loss. The advancement of modern cutting technology also allows masks to be created with high precision in a short space of time. Numerous MOS instruments use this approach, as in [116], [11] and [41]

Other approaches to MOS in astronomy utilise optical fibres. Early systems relied upon rigidly affixing the fibres to plates with holes drilled for the fibres in positions aligned with the objects of interest in the field of view [106] [69]. These early approaches were inflexible but had the advantage of being able to measure a much larger number of objects than the multi-slit approach described above. Improvements in the alignment and positioning by the use of robots has led to the increasing use of optical fibre MOS [112]. The positions on fibres could be re-adjusted in a matter of minutes and, the number of objects was limited by the number of fibres present and the size of the detector CCD. Advances in optical fibres have also expanded the wavelength ranges where this technique can be applied.

Fibre MOS approaches offer the advantage of a larger field of view and a larger number of spectra than can be collected by multi-slit approaches that use machined plates. Slit lengths and widths can be altered to match the characteristics of the source object, while the aperture of fibres are fixed. Fibres also introduce issues due to their transmission characteristics, aperture size and fragility whereas slits are clear apertures without such characteristics [69].

In general, MOS approaches offer many advantages that can be applied in numerous areas other than astronomy. These advantages include:

- **Multiplex advantage**: Multiple spectra can be acquired simultaneously

- **Resolution**: Using a series of slits allows resolution to be function of slit width in the same manner as normal long-slit spectrometers and offer potentially the same resolution as that supplied by any of the most modern spectrograph’s.

- **Re-configurability**: Slit configurations can be altered to account for the spatial distributions of objects of interest. This is dependent on the method and technology by which the slit positions are altered.
• **Wide FOV:** MOS allow for information from a large FOV of view to be collected.

The characteristics of a MOS device are key to the implementation of the random access approach to sampling, the possibility of using reconfigurable masks of slits will allow the collection of spectra from any point across the instrument field of view. This, combined with a means of acquiring spatial information gives random access sampling. As mentioned previously, the technology that will be used to enable this approach is the DMD. The following sections will describe the DMD, its uses in general and in particular with respect to MOS applications.

### 1.8 Digital Micromirror device

The term Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) describes an optical light switch based on a novel micro-electromechanical system. It is an array of mirrors that can be used to modulate light digitally [119]. Each light switch is an aluminum mirror which can flip between two states, effectively steering the light in one of two directions. The mirror is on a single crystal silicon CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) substrate. It is rotated using electrostatic attraction from a voltage difference across the air gap between the mirror and the substrate underneath. Mechanical stops are used to limit the rotations of the mirrors, generally $\pm 10^\circ$ or $\pm 12^\circ$. The mechanical switching time including time taken for the mirror to settle and electro-mechanically latch is approximately $16 \, \mu s$. Recently development kits have been made available by Texas Instruments which can be used for any application. Another extremely important characteristic of DMDs is their reliability, they have been shown to work for 100000 hours with no degradation in quality [37].

The DMD has found many applications in various fields, such as in microscopy. It is often used in a conjugate image plane as a dynamic aperture. The DMD replaces the traditional diaphragm placed at the image conjugate plane in a conventional microscope, or the DMD can replace the variable diameter iris used as a Fourier filter in optical scatter imaging [35].

Despite its many uses, the DMD does pose a number of challenges when being incorporated into an optical design. There are limitations imposed by the angle of tilt of the mirrors on the numerical aperture of the optics. However there are methods of accounting for these limitations in projector systems [15]. For example, using a truncated lens to avoid overlap between incoming and reflected rays, a more elegant solution given is to use a total internal reflection (TIR) prism. When placed in front of the DMD it allows the incident and reflected rays to overlap, but separates them out according to their angles of incidence and reflection. Descriptions of the design and use of prisms and various other DMD based projector optics are given in [130] and [46].
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1.8.1 DMD Applications

The broad range of applicability of the DMD to various and diverse applications is represented in the literature. The key element that a DMD can provide is a degree of flexibility without the addition of large moving parts. These are all based on the ability of the micromirrors to be switched at high speeds. This section aims to describe the general flexibility of the DMD and how it is directly relevant to application to the implementation of RASI.

The most common use of DMDs is in so-called Digital light Projection (DLP) systems [119]. These are commercially available projectors and other display applications such as TVs. The basic optical layout uses a light source that is modulated by a Red-Green-Blue colour wheel to illuminate the DMD chip. The image of this chip is...
then projected onto a screen or surface. The DMD accepts electrical signals at its input, representing these as gray levels of brightness, then outputs these, which are interpreted as analogue brightness levels by the human eye. Variations exist in quality, optical layout and cost between different projection systems. LEDs can be used to replace traditional light sources and simplify the layout. Limitations imposed by the switching angles of the DMD mirrors require some interesting optical layouts, such as truncated optics and prisms in the optical path to separate the incident and reflected beams. The design and improvement of DLP systems is an ongoing field of research [34].

The DMD has obvious uses in the field of imaging. The ability to switch the micromirrors has been leveraged to enable various forms of programmable imaging. By forming the image of a scene on the DMD and re-imaging it onto a detector, the dynamic range of different parts of the scene are modulated to prevent saturation on the detector. The modulation is achieved by switching the mirrors between the two possible states at different rates, effectively reducing the amount of light reaching the detector at one of the detectors. This is referred to as a DMD camera in some publications [107]. This also allows various calculations to be performed in the optical domain leading to feature detection, appearance matching and edge detection algorithms [96].

The ability to alter the dynamic range of optical signals has also been exploited in the field of spectroscopy in a similar fashion. In a spectrometer, a dispersive element disperses light onto a detector, by replacing the detector with a DMD and placing the detector in a plane conjugate to the DMD it is possible to alter the dynamic range such that weak signals can be detected in the same CCD (charge-coupled device) frame as strong signals. The longer exposure time to detect the weaker signals would otherwise cause the stronger signal to saturate the detector.

Perhaps one of the richest areas of application is in the field of optical encoding. Various approaches to imaging and spectral imaging are based on spatial encoding patterns, such as coded apertures in the CASSI system described previously. The reconfigurability of the DMD is a natural way of implementing this, as it allows multiple masks to be generated and displayed quickly and easily [42]. This has been implemented very successfully in compressive sensing. Compressive sensing is an approach to imaging that allows for a single detector to be used to take a number of measurements in a short space of time and to use the sparsity of the signal to reconstruct an entire image at sub-Nyquist sampling rates [19]. This has been implemented successfully in the visible and infra-red using DMDs. Approaches to encoding the more complex Hadamard masks have also been successfully demonstrated.

The key point here was to demonstrate, in various optical modalities the flexibility of the DMD and how it is the natural contender as the enabling technology for the proposed RASI modality. It has been used as an imaging device successfully and in spectrometers. The utility of its speed and reconfigurability are also apparent for
application to a multi-object spectrometer.

**1.8.2 DMD Multi-object spectrometers**

The suitability of the DMD for application to multi-object spectroscopy has been well established in the literature [78]. There exist various approaches to constructing a MOS device, depending on the spectral region and application requirements. In the previous section the numerous and varied possible configurations of DMD based applications are mentioned. In this section the implementations of MOS approaches are described and discussed.

The first descriptions of DMD based MOS concepts describe in general the potential of the DMD. These also describe some of the issues associated with using the DMD, such as the diffraction effects of the grating like structure of the micromirror array [79].

One of the earliest attempts at a DMD based MOS is the Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-object spectrometer (RITMOS) [93]. This uses a telescope as a fore-optic and has an imaging and spectroscopy channels. It uses a low numerical aperture (NA) lens to form an image on the DMD which allows increased separation of incident and reflected light rays. The imaging channel has a specifically designed Offner relay to counter the off-axis aberration introduced by the DMD. The spectroscopy channel uses a transmission grating spectrometer to disperse light deflected from the DMD. Effort was made when selecting apertures to avoid their respective dispersion in the detector plane, and thus overlap between spectra. The RITMOS was purpose built for astronomical applications, so its design accounts for the low NA of the telescope. It has been used to spectrally interrogate spectral characteristics in a similar manner to previous astronomical devices.

The design characteristics of an approach to building a DMD MOS device are described in [122]. It has both a spectroscopy and imaging channel. A custom built spectrometer, referred to as a polychromator in the text, is built. Mirrors and a concave grating are used and modified Czerny-Turner design is the result. Much is made of the correction of astigmatism correction in the design. The ability to swap between two gratings gives it two spectral ranges, 395 to 675 and 645 to 905 and resolution of $<0.8\text{nm}$. The final system is demonstrated using a paper stained with dyes and the output of a mercury lamp. It shows that high resolution spectroscopy can be performed in a laboratory environment. It also demonstrated the care required in deciding on a particular approach to designing a DMD MOS, as the decisions on the placement of optics, spectrometer setup and imaging channel can have effects on performance.

A particular advantage of utilising a DMD MOS approach is the ability to select regions of interest, this is particularly useful in cases where there are few objects of interest and a lot of background, natural motion in the scene. The natural wastage in a
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datacube that this can correct is considered in [26]. It describes an approach that advocates adaptive control for thermal imagers via electro-optic elements to yield an enhanced sensor, given the acronym ACTIVE-EYES. The approach describes a combination of dynamic range control and spectral measurement. The dynamic range modulation allows the ratio of energy to the spectroscopy channel to be altered to prevent detector saturation. In cases where there exist extremely bright and less luminous objects in a given scene this allows all the spectral information to be obtained in a single frame. The rapid switching of the micromirrors being used to alter the dynamic range of different objects at different rates. This also helped restore spatial detail to the imaging portion of the device.

The application to tracking was explored in [98]. A straightforward DMD MOS setup is used, the DMD is illuminated with a fibre head. The position of this spot was then viewed in the imaging channel and tracked. Pixels in the region of the light source, visible on the imaging detector, are switched and the spectra obtained. One of the key challenges for hyperspectral imaging is dynamic scenes, so the possibility of extracting spectral information from moving objects is of interest. In this instance the simplest setup was used to demonstrate the principle.

1.9 RASI Design Parameters

This thesis describes a DMD based MOS design. The goal of the design is to demonstrate approaches to countering the bottlenecks of time-resolved spectral imaging methods. The previously described implementations of DMD based MOS devices offer a blueprint as to how develop this, using a dual channel architecture with an image of the scene formed on the DMD and imaging camera at a conjugate plane to the DMD in one channel. This provides a reference for selecting regions of interest in the scene. DMD pixels are then nominated and switched to a spectroscopy channel. Here the DMD acts as a dynamic aperture to a spectrometer and the spectral information of these points can be extracted. This provides a suitable architecture for random-access to data in the scene, neatly allowing any point of interest to be selected, while minimising the redundant data collected. This circumvents the issues of data rates of modern detectors and 3D data-cubes, since data collected is based on some criteria of interest this also cuts down the need for large scale data processing of high data density data-cubes.

The design will be based on a consideration of the properties of the DMD and the use of off-the-shelf lenses to implement the design and a commercial, high performance spectrometer. The emphasis is on creating a working prototype without the use of custom optics. Furthermore the particular imaging modality of interest will be on microscopy applications, in particular tracking of dynamic objects. The possibility of using targeted area selection to estimate a full data-cube in a novel manner using the unique sampling
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capabilities of the RASI approach is also of interest in certain spectroscopic modalities, such as Raman spectroscopy, where low signal strength can require long integration times or multiple scans. So the possibility of parallel acquisition has potential to increase data collection rates.

1.10 Thesis Outline

The layout of the remainder of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 will describe the concept and design factors in detail. Chapter 3 will be a description of the prototype built and experimental appraisal of it. Chapter 4 will describe the core operation of the RASI prototype built. An application of dynamic spectral imaging will be shown, namely the spectral properties of red blood cells undergoing a characteristic change in spectrum while in motion. An approach to mitigating the effect of spectral overlap is also discussed. Chapter 5 demonstrates the system in a different spectral modality, namely using Raman spectroscopy. Novel sampling methods are demonstrated in this chapter. Finally, Chapter 6 contains conclusions and recommendations for future work.
Chapter 2 – Instrument Concept and Design

2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the background of hyperspectral imaging and the limitations associated with the current instrumentation, it also proposed an approach to counter these via a Random Access Spectral Imaging (RASI) system. This chapter is concerned with the practical aspects of the concept of RASI and the design of a RASI system, to that end an overview of the implementation of the concept will be given in this chapter. The basic optical parameters of the system and how they relate to the functionality of such a system will be described. These aspects range from a description of the properties of the DMD, the spectrometer and the different possible layouts, as well as their respective merits. Finally a ray trace model of the setup will be shown, the purpose of which is to show the necessary overall system layout prior to the experimental realisation, which will be shown in the following chapter.

2.2 System overview

The basic concept allows direct spatial access to the spectral content of, in principle, any set of voxels in a scene. This allows the acquisition of data based on the distribution of “interesting” points, implicit in this concept is the requirement for an ancillary capacity for observing and identifying the ”interesting” points. As was discussed in the previous chapter a convenient method of achieving this is via a conventional imaging channel to observe the scene, the advantages of this is that it provides a readily understood means of identifying points across the field of view (FOV), in effect acting as a source of spatial information about the scene.

A conceptual diagram of the RASI device is shown in Figure 2.1, giving the basic layout of the system architecture. Light from the scene is collected and imaged onto the DMD, from there it is redirected into either the conventional imaging or spectroscopy arm of RASI. As previously stated the DMD is a 2D array of micromirrors, each mirror can be tilted in one of two directions, the spectrometer and conventional imaging channels are aligned so as to collect light from a particular tilt direction, thereby creating the two channel system.

In the design implemented, telecentric lenses are used for the imaging and re-imaging optics of the system; these provide even illumination of the DMD but require extra consideration - in terms of alignment - when used in an off-axis configuration. Alignment of the overall system also needs to be considered, especially in the case of the spectrometer where off-axis effects can severely degrade performance. As a 2D
Figure 2.1: Optical architecture of RASI. The potential data-cube of the scene is imaged onto the DMD, from which selected DMD pixels are switched towards the spectroscopy channel with the remaining pixels being switched towards the conventional imaging channel. The relatively few pixels switched towards the spectroscopy channel are dispersed and the voxels from their positions are recorded while the conventional imaging channel records a standard colour image of the scene.

array there are also diffraction affects that need to be considered, though the scale of DMD pixels is on the order of tens of microns so it can be used as an imaging device for wavelengths \( \leq 1\mu m \) [39], as has been demonstrated by other works described in the previous chapter.

The optical design for the whole system is a series of trade-offs where the limits of the DMD, the lenses, and spectrometer need to be considered; along with the practical considerations of alignment and the space envelope into which all the components need to fit. The primary purpose of this chapter is to describe the parameters of these design decisions and provide the groundwork for a feasible experimental demonstration of RASI.
2.3 Specular reflection properties

The reflective properties of the DMD will set the angles of incidence for any illumination beam, further the limits on the half-angle of the incident beam cone are set by the tilt of the micromirror. Quantifying the limits these impose is important for the choice of lenses in the design.

A single micromirror is a square, flat surface that tilts an angle $\pm \phi$ along its diagonal, each individual micromirror can be described using a Cartesian coordinate system with an origin at the center of the micromirror; light rays are represented using a unit vector $d_i = (a, b, c)$, whose properties in spherical coordinates are:

$$a^2 + b^2 + c^2 = 1,$$
$$a = \cos \phi \sin \theta,$$
$$b = \sin \phi \sin \theta,$$
$$c = \cos \theta,$$

where $\phi$ is the angle with the x-axis and $\theta$ is the angle with the z-axis as shown in Figure 2.2. To understand and describe the incident and reflected rays from a single micromirror, the vectorial form of Snell’s law of reflectance [70] is used, which for the incident unit vector $\vec{d}_i$ gives the reflected vector $\vec{d}_r$ from the surface $S$ with surface normal $\hat{n}_S$ as:

$$\vec{d}_r = 2(\hat{n}_S \cdot \vec{d}_i)\hat{n}_S - \vec{d}_i.$$  

(2.2)

The surface normal in the flat state of the mirror will be the standard $\vec{k} = (0, 0, 1)$, perpendicular to the xy plane. However when the surface is tilted along its diagonal ($x = -y$) by an angle, say $\phi$, then the new surface normal, which can be described in terms of spherical coordinates as

$$\vec{d}_S = \cos \phi \sin \phi \hat{i} + \sin \phi \sin \phi \hat{j} + \cos \phi \hat{k},$$

(2.3)
with possible tilt values of $\phi = \pm 12$, can the be simplified to
\[
\vec{d}_S = \frac{\sin \varphi}{\sqrt{2}} \hat{i} + \frac{\sin \varphi}{\sqrt{2}} \hat{j} + \cos \varphi \hat{k}.
\] (2.4)

Thus for a given incident ray, the direction of the specularly reflected ray can be calculated, for either case of $\varphi = \pm 12$.

To maximise performance as a two channel system and allow the largest separation, the largest divergence between the two possible reflected states - denoted as $\theta_{\text{div}}$ - is required. $\theta_{\text{div}}$ is calculated using the dot product of the two reflected vectors, $\vec{d}_r^+$ and $\vec{d}_r^-$, corresponding to the values of $\phi$ of $12^\circ$ and $-12^\circ$. Re-arranging the dot product as
\[
\theta_{\text{div}} = \arccos (\vec{d}_r^+ \cdot \vec{d}_r^-)
\] (2.5)
gives $\theta_{\text{div}}$, which is plotted in Figure 2.3. The maximum divergence angle between the two possible reflections occurs when the ray is incident perpendicular to the tilt axis on the micromirror diagonal, so $\phi = 45^\circ$. The maximum divergence between the two reflected rays is $4\varphi$, which only occurs for rays incident with $\phi = 45^\circ$.

![Figure 2.3: Plot of the divergence angle between the two reflected vectors as expressed in Equation 2.5 in terms of the angles of incidence ($\theta, \phi$).](figure)

The choice of value for the angle $\theta$ allows the directions of the reflection for the two channels to be selected. For a ray incident at $\theta = 0$, the two reflected rays will be reflected at $\pm 2\varphi$, creating two off-axis channels for RASI. If the incident ray has $\theta = 2\varphi$, the directions of reflection will be $0^\circ$, i.e. in the direction of the plane normal, the other direction will then be $4\varphi$ or $48^\circ$. 
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In part, the importance of the reflectance characteristics of the individual micromirrors is that they place certain limitations on the half-angle of any cone of light reflected from the DMD. Practically speaking, this limits the numerical aperture (NA) and f-number \( f/n \), the \( f/n \) is given by

\[
f/n = \frac{f}{D},
\]  

where \( f \) is the focal length and \( D \) the diameter of a lens, the NA is given by

\[
NA = \sin \theta_{NA},
\]  

where \( \theta_{NA} \) is the half angle of the cone of light; NA and \( f/n \) are both related by

\[
f/n = \frac{1}{2NA}.
\]  

The symbol \( f/n \) is used as a shorthand for the f-number, where f-number is known it can be incorporated into the expression, for example, for a f-number of 6, the shorthand would be \( f/6 \), this shorthand will be used throughout this thesis. The limiting \( f/n \) is set by the tilt angle, \( \phi \), as it limits the NA, if the incident cone angle were larger than \( \phi \), then the mirrors would not be able to switch the whole cone into another channel of the setup, defeating the purpose of using the DMD as an optical switch.

### 2.4 Field of View and Etendue

Field of view (FOV) is a metric that describes the extent of the scene that can be seen by a detector behind a lens, generally it is used in the context of a lens-detector system, but it can also be used to describe the FOV of the DMD. FOV angle, \( 2\alpha_{FOV} \), is given by

\[
2\alpha_{FOV} = 2\tan^{-1} \frac{d_{det}}{2f},
\]  

where \( f \) is the lens focal length and \( d_{det} \) is the detector (or micromirror) length. A FOV can be determined for a more complex lens system using an effective focal length for the entire lens structure. Each pixel in the DMD, or detector, will have an instantaneous field of view (IFOV) which can be estimated according to the size of the pixel.

The radiometric performance of an optical system is described in terms of a geometric quantity known as etendue [24]. Both the aperture area and FOV play a role in determining the light gathering power of an optical system, so etendue is often referred to as \( A\Omega \) product, where \( \Omega \) is the solid angle. The etendue \( dU \) is given by:

\[
dU = dA \cos \theta d\Omega,
\]
where $dA$ is the surface area element, $\theta$ is the angle with the surface normal and $d\Omega$ is the solid angle. Equation 2.10 can be determined for a single square micromirror to give:

$$dU = \frac{\pi dA}{4(f/n)^2},$$

(2.11)

$dA$ is the area of a single micromirror in this case. For a fixed DMD pixel size the light gathering power of the RASI setup will be set by the f-number of the beam incident on the DMD. In order to improve the energy transfer via the DMD, the beam diffraction limited spot-size should be smaller than a given DMD pixel. In calculating this it is worth noting that etendue is related to the number of states in a single transverse mode in a finite area [18] and is related to the wavelength of that mode by

$$dU = \lambda_{vac}^2,$$

(2.12)

where $\lambda_{vac}$ is the vacuum wavelength of light. Equations 2.11 and 2.12 can then be related to construct a relationship between wavelength, area and f-number, such that

$$f/n = \frac{\sqrt{\pi A}}{2\lambda},$$

(2.13)

It is also worth pointing out that Equation 2.13 can be re-arranged into the form of a diffraction limited spot size expression:

$$d = 1.22\lambda f/n,$$

(2.14)

where $d$ is the diameter of the spot. Using the relation in Equation 2.13, an upper bound
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for the maximum f-number that will produce a spot that fits on a single micromirror can be calculated using the known value for the micromirror size; each mirror has side length of 10.6 microns, which gives approximately $f/12$ at $\lambda = 800$ nm and $f/16$ at $\lambda = 600$ nm. Smaller spot sizes increase the irradiance on individual DMD pixels, at the cost of image resolution, that is higher spatial frequencies are not sampled sufficiently to be detected, this trade-off is advantageous when the DMD pixels are acting as dynamic apertures for the spectrometer arm of RASI, as it measures spectral frequencies rather that spatial frequencies.

Figure 2.5: Simplified representation of the RASI system from the source to the spectrometer for a single aperture on the DMD. Light from the source is imaged onto the DMD by L1, the DMD aperture is then re-imaged by L2 into the entrance of the spectrometer after which it is focussed onto the detector.

Figure 2.5 shows a simplified diagram of the propagation of light rays from a light source, through a DMD aperture and onto the spectrometer detector; the DMD aperture will consist of multiple pixels organised into a slit with a height and a width. The etendue for this slit will be the sum of the contributions from the number of pixels in both the horizontal and vertical directions of the slit, $i$ and $j$ directions respectively, with the resulting expression being a multiple of the etendue for a single micromirror. Thus the system etendue ($U_{sys}$) is given as

$$U_{sys} = \frac{\pi N_i N_j A_{DMD}}{4 * f^2 / n_{DMD}} = N_i N_j dU$$

(2.15)

where $N_i$ and $N_j$ are the number of DMD pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions of the slit. The form of this equation is similar to the etendue of a standard slit based spectrometer, although since the DMD slit is composed of discrete elements of equal size, the standard slit width and slit height terms have been replaced by a multiplication of the area of a single DMD pixel by the number of DMD pixels. The system etendue should be greater than or equal to the source etendue so as to optimise the system throughput, this can be achieved dynamically by altering the number of pixels used in the DMD slit according to the extent of the source.
2.5 Telecentric lenses, off-axis alignment and system layout

This section describes the use of telecentric lenses to achieve uniform illumination of the DMD to improve the performance of RASI, by ensuring all the light cones incident on the DMD are parallel. Due to the tilt of the micromirrors at least two of the possible three input/output channels will have their conjugate planes tilted with respect to the central optical axis of the imaging lens. This off-axis effect is accounted for with the Scheimpflug condition which can be used to calculate the appropriate conjugate plane tilt to achieve an in-focus image. The Scheimpflug condition must also be modified when used with telecentric lenses. Finally a layout must be chosen that decides which input/output channels will be imaged from an off-axis position.

2.5.1 Telecentric lenses

A telecentric lens is a compound lens which has its entrance or exit pupil at infinity, depending on whether or not it is image or object space telecentric, an example of a non-telecentric and a telecentric lens are shown in Figure 2.6. A compound lens with both its pupils at infinity is said to be doubly telecentric, this thesis uses only doubly telecentric lenses so these will be referred to as telecentric lenses. As a consequence of their configuration, telecentric lenses provide uniform illumination across their FOV, this is as a result of the central rays of all light cones leaving the lens in parallel; this also results in telecentric lenses having a very low tolerance for wide input angles into the compound lens [13] which is visible in the diagram of a telecentric lens in Figure 2.6 (b). Telecentric lenses have a number of other useful properties. Unlike conventional

\[\text{Figure 2.6: (a) shows a Double Gauss type objective and (b) shows a doubly telecentric lens. (a) has an angular FOV from which it collects light whereas the (b) only collects light from a tight angular region (typically < 1° for a good telecentric lens) in front of the objective lens.}\]
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lenses, the f-number of telecentric lenses stays constant with de-focus and hence the magnification, which allows for constant brightness at different distances [124].

2.5.2 Off-axis imaging and the Scheimpflug condition

A simplified layout of off-axis imaging is shown in Figure 2.7, the object plane is tilted with respect to the central optical axis of the lens, in cases where the lens cannot be repositioned to account for the object plane tilt, the image plane is also tilted. If the detector (or DMD) in the image plane is not tilted appropriately the result will be an out of focus image; the appropriate tilt angle can be determined using the Scheimpflug condition [89].

![Figure 2.7: Basic Scheimpflug configuration, the image plane and object are aligned according to their tilt with respect a line perpendicular to the lens central point.](image)

The basic Scheimpflug condition is shown in figure 2.7. Using the basic imaging condition and considering that the object plane is tilted by an angle \( \alpha \) such that:

\[
\frac{1}{x(y)} - \frac{1}{x'(y)} = \frac{1}{f} \tag{2.16}
\]

The object tilt is described by:

\[
x(y) = L - y \tan \alpha \tag{2.17}
\]

and

\[
x'(y) = \frac{f(L - y \tan \alpha)}{f + L - y \tan \alpha}. \tag{2.18}
\]
The image plane is found at \( x'(0) \) and assuming that \( L >> y \tan \alpha \). Which leads to:

\[
\frac{1}{f} + \frac{1}{L} = \frac{1}{x'(0)},
\]

(2.19)

Equation 2.19 is just a statement of the Lensmakers equation which requires \( x'(0) = L' \).

The object and image planes intersect when \( x(y) = x'(y) \) this leads to

\[
y = \frac{L}{\tan \alpha}.
\]

(2.20)

When this is put back into the expression for the object plane so that \( x\left(\frac{L}{\tan \alpha}\right) = L - L = 0 \) and the image plane to get \( x'(\frac{L}{\tan \alpha}) = \frac{fL}{f+L} - \frac{fL}{L+f} = 0 \), showing that the object plane and image plane intersect in the plane of the lens. Equation 2.18 can be rewritten as:

\[
x'(y) = \frac{fL}{f+L} - \frac{f \tan \alpha}{f+L} y = L' - y \tan \beta,
\]

(2.21)

where

\[
\tan \beta = \frac{f}{L+f} \tan \alpha,
\]

(2.22)

the magnification of the system is \( M = \frac{L+f}{f} \). Equation 2.22 allows the angles for the tilt of the object and image planes to be calculated.

![Figure 2.8: Scheimpflug orientation of telecentric lenses; reproduced from [49].](image)

The Scheimpflug condition can be adjusted to account for the telecentric lenses, a schematic of the Scheimpflug condition for telecentric lenses is shown in Figure 2.8. The resulting relationship between angles in the image and object planes of the telecentric lens [49] is:

\[
\tan \beta = -M \tan \alpha.
\]

(2.23)
This is the final equation used when determining the appropriate tilt angles for tilting the image and object planes and allows the implementation of various imaging layouts.

2.5.3 **On-axis vs. off-axis illumination layouts**

Two illumination options are possible for the DMD layout: on-axis and off-axis. An on-axis imaging configuration has both its image and object plane parallel, whereas off-axis has tilted conjugate planes and requires consideration of the Scheimpflug condition. The two options are shown in Figure 2.9, the question of on-axis or off-axis is a question of which of the imaging and re-imaging channels need to have the Scheimpflug condition accounted for during alignment, it will also affect the angular positions of the different channels.

In the case of on-axis DMD illumination, the scene image is re-imaged directly onto the DMD plane as in Figure 2.9 (a), this enables the fore-optic to be positioned with relative ease. However both the imaging channel and the spectrometer need to be tilted appropriately to account for the Scheimpflug condition. This introduces a number of practical considerations, particularly for aligning the spectrometer, as spectrometers can generally be quite bulky and made with few moving parts for adjustment. Depending on mechanical parameters this can be quite difficult, both of the channels are symmetric about the fore-optic.

The alternative to the on-axis illumination is to use one of the 24° angle of incidence channels, shown as the off-axis illumination option in Figure 2.9 (b). The clear advantage of this configuration is to enable an easier alignment of one of the re-imaging channels. The easiest choice in this case is to place the spectrometer in that channel so that it does not require tilting due to the Scheimpflug condition. Spectrometers already have numerous potential issues such as chromatic aberration that can be exacerbated by
extra-defocus. This significantly reduces the alignment difficulty of this channel, it also makes it easier to potentially exchange one spectrometer with another.

In the comparison of the two layouts, it is clear that simplifying the alignment of the spectrometer offers more advantages than simplifying the fore-optic alignment. The more extreme tilt of the imaging channel with respect to the DMD would also degrade the performance and make alignment more difficult, but the potential loss was deemed acceptable in comparison to the difficulties of tilting the spectrometer detector. In the final implementation the off-axis illumination configuration, Figure 2.9 (b), was chosen; though if custom aberration correction optics were created it could potentially mitigate much of the alignment issues.

2.6 DMD diffraction

Section 2.3 describes the DMD in terms of geometric optics, in this section the diffraction characteristics of the DMD are considered.

The DMD is a periodic array of square mirrors, the mirrors can be treated as apertures of finite extent which are equally spaced in both spatial directions. When the individual mirror facets of the DMD are switched to either of their respective orientations the profile of the apertures is that of a sawtooth formation, commonly referred to as blazed. This alters the phase of the reflected light accordingly. In general the size of DMD pixels is on the order of tens of microns, with the space between micromirrors of approximately 1 micron. Thus the DMD can be described as being a coarse blazed, diffraction grating.

Diffraction gratings split diffracted light at different angles according to the wavelength of the light, angle of incidence and the periodicity of the grating elements. Light of a given wavelength is diffracted into multiple angles, said to be of different orders. In a blazed grating, the standard diffraction pattern is multiplied by an additional blaze function that acts as an envelope, concentrating most of the incident power into diffraction orders within that envelope. The position of these envelopes for the DMD are set by the tilt angle of the micromirrors and the angle of incidence, further the centers of the envelopes align with the predicted reflection angles obtained from the specular reflection analysis in Section 2.3.

In practice, the re-imaging optic can gather the majority of diffraction orders within its solid angle for wavelengths less than one micron [39], the effects of diffraction often being aggregated into a loss term to account for light lost in collected diffraction orders [46]. Typically diffraction needs to be accounted for with the DMD in cases where coherent illumination is used [25], or wavelengths greater than one micron.
2.7 Spectrometer

The Kaiser Holospec f1.8i was the spectrometer used in this setup, it was placed in the reflective channel such that there was no need to tilt it due to the Scheimpflug condition. It had unity magnification and it contained a volume phase holographic grating as the dispersive element, so it was subject to distortions. In normal operation a curved slit is placed in the entrance aperture, to correct for the distortion. However in this case the slit is removed and the DMD acts as the entrance aperture. The distortion is dependent on the slit position in the entrance aperture and will vary with distance from the central optical axis.

The grating equation for this spectrometer is [10]

$$\lambda \nu = \cos \gamma [(\sin \theta_1 + \phi_1) + \sin(\theta_2 + \phi_2)], \quad (2.24)$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength, $\nu$ is the spatial frequency of the grating, $\gamma$ is the vertical angle made by an off-axis ray, $\theta_1$ is the angle of incidence at the optical axis $\theta_2$ is the angle of refraction at the central wavelength, $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are constants for a fixed geometry of the gratings position. $\phi_1$ is the angle between the lateral slit position and the input lens optical axis and $\phi_2$ is the lateral angular position between the output lens optical axis and the image position on the detector, shown in Figure 2.10. The horizontal position from the optical axis in the entrance plane is given by $x_1$ and, $x_2$ in the image plane. $y_1$ is the vertical distance in the entrance/object plane, $y_2$ in the image plane. These quantities are related by

$$\tan \phi_1 = \frac{x_1}{f_1}$$
$$\tan \phi_2 = \frac{x_2}{f_2}$$
$$\tan \gamma = \frac{y_1}{f_1}$$
$$\tan \gamma = \frac{y_2}{f_2}. \quad (2.25)$$

The attributes of the grating can be determined using Equation 2.24, and certain known parameters of the grating. Using the centre or design wavelength, $\lambda_0$, of the grating and setting $x_1 = 0$, $y_1 = 0$ so $\phi_1 = \phi_2 = 0$ and $\gamma = 0$; the relation between the spatial frequency of the grating and the design wavelength is given by:

$$\nu = \frac{\sin \theta_1 + \sin \theta_2}{\lambda_0}. \quad (2.26)$$

The linear reciprocal dispersion is calculated from Equation 2.24 by differentiating
with respect to $x_2$ and using Equation 2.26 to get

$$\frac{d\lambda}{dx_2} = \frac{\lambda_0 \cos \gamma \cos(\theta_2 + \phi_2) \cos^2 \phi_2}{f_2 \sin \theta_1 + \sin \theta_2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

which is typically expressed in nm/mm. The linear reciprocal dispersion is used in combination with the entrance slit width to calculate the spectral linewidth ($\Delta\lambda_{BP}$) for a given slit width, by multiplying Equation 2.27 by a slit width $w$, the linewidth can be estimated as

$$\Delta\lambda_{BP} = w \frac{d\lambda}{dx_2}. \hspace{1cm} (2.28)$$

The slit width, $w$, corresponds to a discrete number of DMD pixels, decreasing the width improves the spectral resolution at a cost of optical throughput, however it does allow the flexibility of dynamically altering the spectral linewidth to accommodate measurement conditions.

Smile and keystone are two distortions common in dispersive spectrometers and involve the bending of light rays in the spatial and spectral directions. This can be seen with the variation of the parameter $x_2$ with respect to the input positions in the entrance aperture and how it varies with wavelength for a fixed input position. This is described
by re-arranging Equation 2.24 into the form

$$x_2 = -f_2 \tan \left[ \theta_2 - \sin^{-1} \left( \sqrt{\frac{f_1^2 + y_1^2}{f_1^2}} \lambda \nu \sin \left[ \theta_1 + \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{x_1}{f_1} \right) \right] \right) \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

which allows the curvature in the image plane to be calculated as a function of input plane position, \((x_1, y_1)\).

Figure 2.11: (a) shows the bending of light rays in the detector plane as a function of input position \((x_1, y_1)\) for a single wavelength of 590 nm. (b) shows the change in spectral curvature for different input positions. A grating with \(\lambda_0 = 590\) nm and \(\nu = 660.695\) mm\(^{-1}\) was assumed.

Figure 2.11 (a) plots the curvature in the image plane as a function of the slit input position. The resulting smile distortion is visible from the curving of the line across aperture positions for a wavelength of 590 nm. This is important when long slits are used with the spectrometer, though for short slits it has less affect so long as it is appropriately calibrated.

Of particular interest is the behaviors of \(x_2\) for a given input position at a number of wavelengths, as this will affect the wavelength calibration of the spectrometer for each unique slit the DMD can generate as an input to the spectrometer. Equation 2.29 is plotted for fixed input positions to explore the relationship between wavelength and \(x_2\), which is shown in Figure 2.11 (b). The resulting plots exhibit low curvature across the
wavelength range, indicating that in the ideal case, spectral keystone distortion should be minimal.

### 2.8 Optical throughput

Equation 2.15 gives the etendue for a slit of width $N_md_{DMD}$, this can be expanded to incorporate the spectral linewidth ($\Delta_{BP}$) and reciprocal linear dispersion ($D = \frac{\lambda}{dx}$) by relating the width in Equation 2.28 to the number of DMD pixels as

$$w = N_fd_{DMD} = \frac{\Delta \lambda}{D}, \quad (2.30)$$

which allows the etendue for the DMD slit to be related to the linewidth of the slit by substituting into Equation 2.15 to get

$$U_{sys} = \frac{\pi N_fd_{DMD}}{4 \times (f/n)^2_{DMD}} \frac{\Delta \lambda}{D}. \quad (2.31)$$

Increasing the spectral linewidth increases the etendue and hence the power collected from the source, the power collected from a source of radiance $L$ is

$$P = L \times U_{sys}. \quad (2.32)$$

In order to improve the power collected by the system the etendue must be matched to - or greater than - the etendue of the source. Spectral linewidth can be traded off against etendue by increasing the number of DMD pixels in the slit, the same as increasing the slit size in a traditional spectrometer.

### 2.9 Zemax model

The previous sections have discussed the various aspects of the components needed to assemble the device. This section extends this premise by considering a Zemax model of the system. The model will consist of the illumination and re-imaging channels as described in the previous sections, further the Scheimpflug condition and how it relates to the tilts in the input and re-imaging channels will be modeled. Telecentric lenses will be used in the model to help understand their behavior, further, an objective lens will be placed before the input telecentric lens to help understand the details of coupling light into the system while also accounting for the Scheimpflug condition. The goal of the model is to help corroborate the choice of illumination and the advantages it will confer as well as to help inform the choices of components that will need to be made to build an experimental prototype.
Zemax itself is a commercial ray tracing program that allows optical systems to be modeled in a realistic physical environment. It can perform sequential ray tracing using geometrical optics for standard lens components and employs a non-sequential mode for portions that require physical models to describe the optical propagation. It is used extensively in the optical design industry and appears in academic literature for optical design. It contains a model for a general MEMs device that can be adapted to fit the description of a DMD [34]. This used to create the model of the system.

![Image of optical system](image)

**Figure 2.12:** The path of light rays from the source, through the first lens and the tilted lens to an intermediate image plane that is re-imaged onto the DMD, which is tilted with respect to the optical axis of the incoming light rays. A close up of the rays incident on the DMD is shown. The reflected ray bundles are re-imaged by another telecentric lens onto the final image plane. A close up is shown to indicate that this image requires no tilt to form an in-focus image. This will be aligned with the entrance aperture of the spectrometer, which simplifies the alignment as it removes the need to tilt the spectrometer image plane according to the Scheimpflug condition.

The model was created using paraxial lenses in sequential mode, combined with the DMD in non-sequential mode. These can be combined into a single model in Zemax. The DMD is illuminated from an off-axis angle as described in a previous section. A telecentric lens was used for the illumination, also an example objective is placed before the telecentric lens to help simulate the coupling of light into the system in a real system. The objective portion consists of two paraxial lenses, one that images a source at a finite distance and collimates the light from the source. A second lens then focuses the collimated beam to create an intermediate image plane, the telecentric lens then re-images this to the DMD. Since the DMD is illuminated from off-axis, the image will not be in focus on the DMD. The Scheimplflug condition is used to correct for this by tilting the input image, this is achieved by tilting the second lens in the imaging objective. The form of the objective is chosen to mimic the principles of an infinity corrected microscope, the second lens corresponding to the tube lens of such a microscope.

The model of the DMD constitutes a non-sequential component in Zemax. The
size of the micromirror array can be specified and the number of DMD pixels in the two dimensions. The size of each micromirror in each direction is given by dividing the length of the array in that direction by the number of pixels. To simplify the calculation time it was chosen to have an array 64 DMD pixels and array size of $10.8 \times 8.6 \text{ mm}$. This is the same size as an $1024 \times 768$ DMD array with pixel length of 10.6 microns, but with DMD pixels a factor of 64 times larger. The micromirror tilt angles were set to $\pm 12^\circ$ and the mirrors were orientated so as to tilt along their diagonals. The above-mentioned parameters correspond to the characteristics of the DMD available for this device.

Once an in focus image has been successfully formed on the DMD it can be redirected to one of the two possible possible directions allowable by the switching angle of the individual micromirrors. One of these directions will be normal to the DMD plane, such that when it is re-imaged there will be no need to tilt the image plane. This is a consequence of tilting the input image. It is in this channel the spectrometer will be placed, as this makes aligning the spectrometer much simpler. A telecentric lens is used for re-imaging the DMD. The other direction into which light is switched is similarly constructed however it is rotated through $48^\circ$ and it requires its image plane to be tilted according to the Scheimpflug condition so as to form an in-focus image. This is where the panchromatic camera will be placed.

![Diagram of light paths](image)

**Figure 2.13**: Similar to the previous diagram, but for the case where the micromirrors are switched in the other direction. Here the DMD is re-imaged using a telecentric lens again, but this time the image plane needs to be tilted according to the Scheimpflug condition to form an in-focus image. A close up is shown of the tilted image plane.

Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the two possible paths light rays can travel as given by the ray tracing software. The aim of this model was to combine the various aspects discussed in the previous sections into a single, complete design for the whole system. This complete design will be used to help select components for the experimental realisation of the device. Since the paraxial approximation is used for the lens components
in this model it circumvents some of the real issues relating to the use of physical optics, these issues include distortion of various kinds, vignetting and scattered light in the system. However the system will be built with stock components, the model itself merely offering a guide for the placement of the optics and to help account for issues such as the Scheimpflug condition.

2.10 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the principle of operation of the RASI device. The basic principles of the application of Random-access spectral imaging were discussed and how, in conjunction with a DMD, the random-access approach would be implemented.

The specular reflective properties of an individual micromirror were described, further the etendue of a single micromirror and how it scales with the number of micromirrors was shown. Different layouts of the device for imaging and re-imaging components were shown and a design that minimised the alignment issues of coupling a spectrometer to the system was chosen. Further the diffraction behaviour of the DMD as a coarse grating was described and how it relates to the specular behaviour already described. Distortion behavior of the spectrometer was also shown as a prelude to coupling it to the DMD. Finally a Zemax model showing a simplified paraxial model of the illumination and re-imaging lenses for the DMD was shown, including the necessary tilts to account for the Scheimpflug condition and an objective lens in preparation for the inclusion of a microscope as the input objective for the RASI device, which will be discussed in the next chapter. This was in preparation for the following chapter wherein the construction, experimental realisation and calibration of the system will be discussed.
Chapter 3 – Experimental realisation

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 described the basics of the Random Access Spectral Imager (RASI) layout that will be implemented experimentally in this chapter. The constructed system used off-the-shelf telecentric lenses to image and re-image the DMD onto the spectrometer entrance aperture and the imaging camera, additionally a microscope was coupled to the RASI system entrance aperture to provide an imaging modality for demonstrating the system. In contrast to most other imaging systems - spectral or otherwise - which have fixed apertures, RASI uses the DMD as a dynamic aperture; as a result, an extensive geometric calibration was required to relate the DMD pixels to the pixels of both the spectrometer and imaging cameras. Since the entrance aperture width to the spectrometer could be altered via the DMD, spectral resolution and signal-to-noise could be altered by changing the number of pixels in a particular slit, which will be quantified. A further consequence of using a DMD was the presence of scattering from the backplane of the DMD; this effect was characterised and a means of countering it proposed.

3.2 System overview

Figure 3.1: Overview of the RASI system layout: L1, L2 and L3 are the telecentric lenses; TL is the microscope tube lens; M1 and M2 are turning mirrors to help direct the incident and reflected rays from the DMD.

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of the whole system, light collected by the microscope objective is coupled into the central RASI system which consists of the telecentric lenses and the spectrometer and conventional imaging arms of the system. Mirrors are
used to simplify alignment of the spectrometer and make the system more compact. Prior to a more detailed discussion of the overall system setup the particulars the DMD, the telecentric lenses and the spectrometer need to be expanded upon as they affect the construction and alignment.

### 3.2.1 Digital micromirror device

The properties of the DMD as an optical switch and the diffraction properties are described in the Sections 2.3 and 2.6; here the peculiarities relating to the construction of the DMD used in this thesis are discussed. The model of DMD used was a Texas Instruments D4100 0.55’ with XGA (1024 × 768 pixels) resolution.

The first point to consider is the tilt of individual micromirrors along their diagonals; even though the mirrors are laid out in a rectangle, resulting in a diamond shaped aperture when viewed off-axis. Furthermore the DMD needed to be aligned with the spectrometer entrance aperture so the sides of the DMD array were parallel with the detector pixel sides, or else any slits generated on the DMD would also have a diamond shape on the spectrometer detector. To achieve this, mirror M1 in Figure 3.1 was used to illuminate the DMD while maintaining the alignment of the DMD with the spectrometer entrance aperture. This required the imaging and re-imaging channels all to be offset vertically; this configuration is shown in the 3D system representation in Figure 3.4, which shows a computer aided design (CAD) model of the system.

A second point is that extra micromirrors surround the central array of 1024 × 768 controllable micromirrors. These extra micromirrors are a consequence of the manufacturing process and have the direction of their tilt fixed and are referred to as a ‘pond’ of micromirrors. The light reflected from the “pond” of fixed micromirrors can contaminate one of the system channels, it was purposefully directed towards the imaging channel to avoid contaminating the spectrometer channel.

![Figure 3.2: Transmission of the DMD window [1].](image-url)
The DMD used was fitted with a window designed for the visible, the transmission spectrum for this window is shown in Figure 3.2.

The DMD is interfaced via an electronic driver board and is addressed in blocks, the blocks are subsets of the whole array, to which a state command is loaded. Then, a reset command is given which causes the state to change, effectively resulting in the micromirror switching its position. Individual blocks can be addressed if it is known that only a small subset require a change, though this does require keeping track of the addresses. The DMD can also be addressed globally, i.e. sending a command to every micromirror, though this does not require a change in state for a given micromirror. In general to address the DMD a binary sequence is uploaded to the DMD where the given value (0 or 1) at a point in the sequence sets the position of its corresponding micromirror, the primary challenge in this regard was generating the appropriate binary sequence. Software was provided that converts monochrome bitmaps to the appropriate binary format automatically as well as some Labview functions that were used to integrate the operation of the DMD into a larger setup.

### 3.2.2 Telecentric lenses

As discussed in the previous chapter, telecentric lenses are required for the illumination, they are also used to maintain the telecentric condition of the reflected light bundles from the micromirrors. The telecentric lenses (three were acquired) that were obtained for this prototype were 0.5x Silver Series telecentric lenses from Edmund Optics. A summary of their characteristics are shown in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>0.5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Working Distance (mm)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Working Distance (mm)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Distance Tolerance (mm)</td>
<td>±3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Field (mm)</td>
<td>± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Aperture</td>
<td>f/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back Aperture</td>
<td>f/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecentricity (°)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion (%)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount</td>
<td>C-Mount</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.1: Silver Series Telecentric lenses parameters.*

To ensure that the incident and reflected rays did not overlap, the lens side with aperture of f/6 was used to illuminate and re-image the DMD, this is shown in Figure 3.1. The larger f-number allowed for the system to be constructed in a reasonable amount of space without the use of large optics to accommodate all the reflections from the DMD, though as a consequence the etendue of the DMD-lens system is much lower than the maximum allowed by the use of lenses with aperture of f/2.4.
3.2.3 Spectroscopy components

One of the key aspects of the RASI device was its ability to collect high-resolution spectra from across the FOV of the device. To that end it was necessary to have a spectrometer with a removable slit, otherwise the slit would spatially filter the light reflected from the DMD. Furthermore the performance of the spectrometer in positions away from the normal slit position needed to be sufficient to allow spectral measurements to be performed. Since the DMD was re-imaged by a telecentric lens with magnification of 0.5X, the size of the open entrance of the spectrometer need only have had dimensions of $5.4 \times 4.1$ mm, which was smaller than the actual size of the Kaiser Holospec entrance aperture.

The Kaiser Holospec is a dispersive spectrometer using a plane holographic grating and 1 : 1 magnification between the entrance and exit apertures of the spectrometer. It is a modification on a general purpose spectrometer, but with an additional holographic notch filter for Raman spectroscopy using a 785 nm laser. Two gratings were obtained with the spectrometer: one for broadband spectroscopy, the other for Raman spectroscopy. Their parameters are listed in Table 3.2. The dispersion values given in Table 3.2 are with respect to pixels 26 microns in size, the same as the camera used in conjunction with the spectrometer in this setup. The two gratings were interchangeable, so it was possible to change from a broadband spectral mode to Raman spectroscopy mode with relative ease.

The Andor Newton conveniently comes with an adapter specifically for the Kaiser Holospec, which makes them easier to use together. The camera also has a cooling abil-
ity, down to -100°C, allowing it to reduce some aspects of noise. Other useful elements were the extensive Labview library which allowed for integration and coordination with other devices.

### 3.3 Core RASI construction

The opto-mechanic layout of the optical breadboard system that was constructed for RASI is shown in Figure 3.4, the layout follows the approach described in Section 2.5, in that the DMD was illuminated from an off-axis angle of 24 degrees, through the lens L1 and redirected onto the DMD via M1. The issues raised in Section 3.2.1 with regard to the projection of a diamond aperture onto a square detector were accounted for by rotating the DMD so that it was parallel to the entrance aperture of the spectrometer. As a consequence the imager channel needed to be directed into the lens L3 with a mirror, as it was switched at an angle of 48 degrees, which required a more complex opto-mechanical solution which can be seen in a 3D representation of breadboard layout in Figure 3.4. A light-tight enclosure was placed around the whole breadboard once the system was constructed.

As a consequence of this construction, the alignment of the spectrometer was greatly simplified, as the DMD was imaged directly onto the spectrometer entrance aperture. This was important as due to its bulk, it was the most difficult component to mount and align. Other designs either keep the imaging and re-imaging planes in the same horizontal plane [98] and use specialised optics to correct for any distortions in the spectrometer [93].

#### 3.3.1 Custom Microscope for RASI

An infinity corrected microscope was created and coupled to the core RASI setup, as shown in Figure 3.1. The tube lens of the microscope was tilted to account for the Scheimpflug condition for the imaging lens, as described in Section 2.9 in the previous chapter, also shown in Figure 3.7 (b). The microscope objective was a 60X, 0.85 NA Nikon Plan Fluorite Objective used with an infinity corrected tube lens (ITL200), both sourced from Thorlabs. The microscope slide mount, where the microscope objective object plane was located, was attached to a motorised (stepper motors) translational
stage with three degrees of freedom (Nanomax, MAX343), which provided a convenient focussing mechanism for the microscope.

A visible light (Perkin Elmer, Xenon) source was used to illuminate the microscope sample in a Koehler configuration. A schematic of the Kohler illumination layout is shown in Figure 3.6, the source and the aperture stop, as labelled, are at conjugate planes, the condenser projects a completely out of focus image of the aperture stop onto the microscope object plane, thereby achieving even illumination in the microscope object plane. A field stop is placed conjugate to the microscope object plane to control the illumination area of the Koehler illumination.

The purpose of the microscope was to provide an imaging modality by which the RASI system could be demonstrated on a range of targets, other imaging modalities involving macroscopic imaging have been explored in other work.
3.4 Imaging arm parameters

The imaging channel re-images the microscope object plane via the DMD onto a detector; effectively acting as a bright field microscope. The camera used was a Lumenera Infinity colour camera with a $1280 \times 1024$ array of 5.5 micron pixels. The primary purpose of the imaging channel was as a reference by which to identify regions of interest across the RASI FOV and re-direct them to the spectrometer channel. This required a geometric calibration relating the camera pixels to DMD pixels. Two other parameters were of particular interest, the actual RASI FOV and Full-On-Full-Off (FOFO) contrast of the channel, a common measure for DMD based imaging systems.

3.4.1 Geometric calibration

The purpose of the geometric calibration of the imaging channel was to determine relations between the DMD pixels of index $(i,j)$ and camera pixels, of index $(X,Y)$. Since for each $(i,j)$ there exists a unique $(X,Y)$, then the relations

$$
egin{align*}
  i &= f_i = f_i(X,Y) \\
  j &= f_j = f_j(X,Y) \\
  X &= g_x = g_x(i,j) \\
  Y &= g_y = g_y(i,j)
\end{align*}
$$

(3.1)
can be used to describe this mapping between DMD and camera pixels. The relations in Equations 3.1 were generated directly by systematically switching individual DMD mirrors towards the imaging channel and recording the position of the bright spot on the imaging camera. One issue with this approach was the pond of mirrors, mentioned in Section 3.2.1, which could contaminate the acquired images, this was solved by simply subtracting a second frame with just the pond of mirrors illuminated, that is all the micromirrors pointed away from the imaging channel. These pairs of DMD and camera pixel coordinates were acquired for an evenly spaced grid of DMD pixels, a spacing of 64 DMD pixels was found to be sufficient.

The acquired data was used to create interpolating functions for \( f_i \) and \( f_j \), these functions were of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\quad f_i &= a_1 X + a_2 X^2 + a_3 Y + a_4 Y^2 + a_5 \\
\quad f_j &= b_1 X + b_2 X^2 + b_3 Y + b_4 Y^2 + b_5,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a_1,a_2,a_3,a_4,a_5 \) and \( b_1,b_2,b_3,b_4,b_5 \) are fitting parameters. Equations and fit parameters were also determined for the \( g \) relationship, this fitting was done with Mathematica. The RMS error for the polynomial fit to \( f_i \) was 0.5 DMD pixels and it was 0.4 DMD pixels for the fit to \( f_j \). Example values for the fit parameters are shown in Table 3.4, the quadratic terms in the fit are on the order of \( 10^{-6} \) and \( 10^{-7} \) leaving the linear fit parameters as the dominant terms. This is a consequence of the low distortion in the system, pincushion and barrel distortions are radial distortions that bend straight lines towards and away from the system optical axis; both can be modeled and corrected using quadratic and higher polynomials.
Figure 3.7: (a) Microscope objective and (b) infinity corrected tube lens coupling light to core RASI, the lens tilt corrects for the Scheimpflug condition.

Table 3.4: Table of fit parameters for an example imager channel geometric calibration, the fit parameters have units of DMD pixel per CCD pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$a_l$</th>
<th>$b_l$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l = 1$</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l = 2$</td>
<td>$-4.548 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$6.920 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l = 3$</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>0.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l = 4$</td>
<td>$-7.58062 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$-3.174 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l = 5$</td>
<td>128.561</td>
<td>$-390.466$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Image orientation, correction and contrast

Due to the orientation of the camera with respect to the DMD, the image of the DMD is rotated on the camera, this can be corrected to recover a $1024 \times 768$ array using the geometric calibration data. The rotated image is not a debilitating issue and could be corrected by rotating the camera, but it was decided to correct this issue in software, the primary motivation for transforming the camera image from a trapezoid shape to a rectangular image was to simplify visualisation of the scene. An example of the correction is shown Figure 3.8, a regular grid of squares is displayed on the DMD and the raw image is transformed into a rectangular image.

Three other examples of DMD images are shown in Figure 3.9, the first shows a checkerboard pattern that was generated on the DMD itself and was transformed using the image correction procedure. Figure 3.9 (b) and (c) show images of microscope slides in the object plane of the microscope. In all cases it possible to see that the images in the centre are in focus and become more blurry in the top right and bottom left of the images, this was due to the camera not being tilted sufficiently for the Scheimpflug
Condition to be fulfilled, though performance was deemed acceptable; this blurring could be improved upon using a camera mount with a more robust rotation mechanism.

A particular metric for contrast in DMD systems is the Full-On-Full-Off (FOFO) comparison [92], which measures the difference between all the DMD pixels switched towards a channel and all the pixels switched away from the same channel; the FOFO contrast was measured to be 0.98; contrast was defined as

$$\frac{S_{on} - S_{off}}{S_{on} + S_{off}}$$

(3.3)

where $S_{on}$ was the pixel signal value from the DMD pixels switched on and $S_{off}$ the value from the pixels switched away from the channel. Camera frames in the two states were captured, converted to grayscale and a region of 20 by 20 pixels in the centre of the image was chosen, the pixel values of which were averaged to determine the $S_{on}$ and $S_{off}$ values. FOFO contrast was important because it measures affect of scattering from the backplane of the DMD on the imaging channel which reduces the contrast present in any image acquired. The closer the value of $C$ to 1, the smaller the affects of scattering on the overall performance of the imaging channel. It is visible in the images shown.
in Figure 3.9 that the affect of scatter is less significant in the imaging channel than the affects of alignment and the Scheimpflug condition.

3.5 Spectroscopy channel parameters

The spectroscopy arm of RASI uses the DMD as a dynamic aperture to the spectrometer, as a consequence there are some key differences between RASI and a normal dispersive spectrometer system. An extensive spectral calibration needed to be performed similar to the geometric calibration of the imaging arm, but including the wavelength dependence between DMD pixel and spectrometer camera pixels, this calibration was performed using Matlab. Another consequence of the dynamic aperture is that the spectral linewidth and signal can be varied by the changing the number of pixels in a slit.

3.5.1 Geometric and wavelength calibration

Each DMD pixel of index \((i, j)\) acted as an aperture to the dispersive spectrometer, the image of the aperture was dispersed on the spectrometer camera which had coordinates of \((x, y)\), as such each DMD pixel was related to a set of camera pixels. This transform between DMD and camera pixels can be summarised mathematically as

\[(i, j) \xrightarrow{\tau} (x, y, \lambda).\]

In practice it was necessary to generate a series of functions that would allow the prediction of the \((x, y)\) coordinates of a particular wavelength for a given DMD pixel.

\[x = \tau_x = \tau_x(i, j, \lambda)\]
\[y = \tau_y = \tau_y(i, j, \lambda)\] (3.4)

The two different gratings required different calibrations, since they had different spectral ranges (Visible and IR) and different light sources were used for each grating. For each grating calibration, a grid of points across the FOV needed to be gathered at multiple wavelengths, these grids of points were used to interpolate the spectral calibration across the whole DMD, as exhaustively gathering data for each DMD aperture would be excessively time consuming. A super-continuum source was used as the calibration source for the visible grating and a commercial Neon lamp was used for the IR grating, different data gathering strategies were used for the different sources.

The super-continuum output was a white light spectrum in the visible and it could be coupled to an acousto-optic tunable filter to allow control over the output wavelength. The output from the super-continuum source was coupled to the entrance port of the system and the DMD was illuminated evenly. Using the AO filter, a single wavelength
was selected, this was done in steps of 10 nm from 480 nm to 690 nm, and individual micromirrors were switched towards the spectrometer. For each micromirror, a measurement was taken at a number of different integration times, so there was a number of different measurements of the same location on the DMD, this helped counter any variance of the light intensities at different wavelengths, which gave the wavelength dependent position of the light reflected from the micromirror. The data from the multiple frames was used to extract the centroid in each case, these values were averaged, and a standard deviation taken, points with high standard deviations were removed from consideration as the high variance indicated some error in the data acquisition, caused by either light from an outside source interfering with the calibration experiment or fluctuations in the output from the super continuum source. In this way a grid of points across the FOV at a given wavelength was built up. This process was then repeated over a number of wavelengths to build up an array of data describing a grid of points on the DMD array. The output from the calibration was then formatted into series of arrays combining the DMD coordinate, CCD coordinate and wavelength.

![Spectrum of neon lamp from 800 nm to 920 nm](image)

**Figure 3.10:** The reference spectrum used to characterise the neon lamp and for comparison with the spectrum obtained by the RASI system for calibration.

An alternative approach for gathering data was used in the case of the infrared sensitive grating, a neon light source was used to provide the spectral lines for calib-
Table 3.5: Wavelengths from the Neon light source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>810.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>811.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>841.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>842.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>912.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ration. To facilitate this, the neon lamps spectrum was measured with an independent spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR4000) in the spectral region 800 nm to 960 nm. The reference spectrum is shown in Figure 3.10 and a list of the wavelengths of the spectral lines is given in Table 3.5. It should be noted that the Neon lamp used was a commercial Neon lamp, not a calibration standard, the Neon lines measured do not match up with the positions of standard Neon lines and other, expected spectral lines are missing, indicating that the lamp used was not a pure source. The lamp still provided a useful calibration source as it provided numerous spectral lines over the necessary spectral range of the IR grating.

The light from the Neon lamp was coupled into the front optic of the RASI setup and the DMD was illuminated. DMD pixels were then systematically switched towards spectrometer, the spectral lines appearing on the detector, resulting in multiple wavelengths being captured at once, unlike the approach using the super continuum source where a single wavelength was captured at a time. As such extra steps were required to extract the correct relations between DMD pixels and the centroid positions of different wavelengths on the CCD frame. The strongest spectral line was the 811.58 nm line, this was used as a reference to label the other known spectral lines according to their positions relative to the 811.58 nm peak. The last wavelength, 912.53 nm was at the edge of the spectral range of the camera, so as the DMD pixels were scanned across the input aperture the final spectral peak would ”walk off” of the frame, as demonstrated in Figure 3.11. Once the peak positions were extracted the data was tabulated in the same manner as the results obtained using the super continuum source. The outputs from the calibration process were then formatted into a series of grids of coordinates of the DMD and CCD frame at the wavelengths of the Neon lamp. Similar to the output from the process using the super-continuum source, once the calibration data was obtained and formatted, the same calibration procedure could be applied to both cases. The DMD contains 786432 individual micromirrors, so of necessity the grids for each wavelength, which was a small subset of this, was an evenly spaced grid with points spaced every 64 DMD pixels. This reduced the time taken to collect the calibration data as the values in between the collected points were interpolated.

The first step once all the points were gathered was to generate an interpolated
1024 × 768 array for each wavelength collected, in order to fill in the blank spaces between the collected data points. This was achieved by creating a lattice of size 1024 × 768 and using the collected data points as nodes in the lattice, the points in between were interpolated using a triangle nearest neighbor interpolation. Two arrays were constructed for each wavelength, consisting of \( (i, j, x) \) and \( (i, j, y) \). Each of these grids contained the relationship between DMD pixel coordinates and either the \( x \) or \( y \) pixel coordinate of the camera.

Once the grids had been populated it was then possible to generate the wavelength calibration for a large subset of the possible DMD pixels. The wavelength calibration related wavelength to the CCD pixel coordinates and was generated - for both \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates - by fitting the wavelength and camera pixel data contained in the interpolated

**Figure 3.11:** Example of sets of spectral lines on the detector and how the 912 line is shifted off the detector as the DMD scans across the entrance aperture of the spectrometer
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Figure 3.12: Fits to the horizontal coordinates of the camera and wavelength, each fit is associated with a particular DMD pixel of coordinates (i,j).

Figure 3.13: Fits to the vertical coordinates of the camera and wavelength, each fit is associated with a particular DMD pixel of coordinates (i,j).
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Figure 3.14: Fits to the horizontal coordinates of the camera and wavelength, each fit is associated with a particular DMD pixel of coordinates (i,j) for the infrared grating.

Figure 3.15: Fits to the vertical coordinates of the camera and wavelength, each fit is associated with a particular DMD pixel of coordinates (i,j) for the infrared grating.
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Figure 3.16: The fitting parameters fit to a third order polynomial for the broadband grating calibration in the horizontal direction.

Figure 3.17: The fitting parameters fit to a third order polynomial for the broadband grating calibration in the vertical direction.
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Figure 3.18: The fitting parameters fit to a third order 2D polynomial for the infrared grating calibration in the horizontal direction.

Figure 3.19: The fitting parameters fit to a third order 2D polynomial for the infrared grating calibration in the vertical direction.
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Figure 3.20: The box plots show the mean and upper and lower quartiles for the difference the coordinate values and the coordinate values recovered by the calibration relations. This is shown for each wavelength at which data was collected and for both cases of calibration relation, the vertical (y) and horizontal (x) directions.

grids to polynomial equations of the form

\[
x = \sum_{l=0}^{L} a_l \lambda^l
\]

\[
y = \sum_{l=0}^{L} b_l \lambda^l,
\]

where \(a_l\) and \(b_l\) parameters are fit parameters. Examples of the fits of the equations from various points are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13 for the broadband spectroscopy grating and in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for the IR Raman grating. These parameters are unique for a given value of DMD pixel \((i, j)\), so each is a function of DMD index such that \(a_l(i, j)\) and \(b_l(i, j)\), where \(l\) is the subscript of the fit parameter, the number of fit parameters
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Figure 3.21: Box plots for the Infrared grating calibration, similar to the box plot in Figure 3.20. The error for the 912 nm data is much higher than other wavelengths, most likely due to the smaller number of points available to generate the calibration relations, which is a result of the “walk off” of that wavelength, demonstrated in Figure 3.11.

was set by the order of the polynomial used for the fit, given as \( L \) in Equations 3.5. The parameters \( a_l \) and \( b_l \) were determined over \((i, j)\) by interpolating their values using a 2D polynomial with the DMD indices as the variables. The polynomial used was

\[
\begin{align*}
a_l(i, j) &= \sum_{p=0}^{K} \sum_{k=0}^{K} \alpha_{pk} i^p j^k \\
b_l(i, j) &= k \sum_{p=0}^{P} \sum_{k=0}^{K} \beta_{pk} i^p j^k.
\end{align*}
\]

(3.6)

This was calculated for every value of \( l \), the results of the fit are shown graphically for the broadband grating in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 and for the IR Raman grating in Figures 3.18 and 3.19, which shows how the different parameters vary over the DMD surface, four fit parameters \((L = 4)\) were used for the wavelength calibration in the case of the broadband grating, values of \( P = 3 \) and \( K = 3 \) were used for interpolating each of the four wavelength calibration parameters over the whole 1024 \( \times \) 768 DMD array. For the IR grating \( L = 3 \) was used and they were interpolated using \( P = 5 \) and \( K = 5 \) polynomials.
It was found that using multiple fit parameters improved the overall accuracy of the interpolation process, when looking at the fits in the horizontal directions, it seems like a simple linear fit would suffice to describe the wavelength calibration. However when fitting over the whole DMD array having smoother variations as a result of higher order polynomials was preferable to the concentrating all the variation in two fit parameters.

Using Equations 3.6 it was then possible to incorporate all the calibration data into a pair of equations, given as

\[
x(i, j, \lambda) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} a_l(i, j) \times \lambda^l
\]

\[
y(i, j, \lambda) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} b_l(i, j) \times \lambda^l
\]

which were dependent on DMD pixel and wavelength. Given those values, which were, in principle, always within the users ability to know, the position of the spectrum for any DMD pixel switched towards the spectrometer could be calculated.

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show box plots of the absolute difference between the values for camera pixels calculated in the final form of the calibration relations in Equations 3.7 and the original values from which the interpolations were generated. The box plots were calculated for each wavelength that was collected, the central line in each “box” of the box plot shows the median value - the second quartile - while the top and bottom show the 25th - the first quartile - and the 75th - the third quartile - percentiles. Both the horizontal and vertical (x and y) fit results are shown for each grating calibration. Most noticeable is the large error for the 912 nm horizontal coordinate in Figure 3.21 (a), this is due to the “walk off” of that wavelength across the FOV, resulting in less points available for the interpolation, however since the wavelength is only present for a portion of the FOV of RASI, its higher error has less affect on the overall performance of the calibration relations. The results are expressed purely in terms of CCD pixels, as that is what was necessary for extracting spectral data from the CCD, the results can be converted to distance values by multiplying by the CCD pixel size, of 26 microns.

It is noticeable in the plots of the vertical fit parameters for the interpolation, shown in Figure 3.17, that the data points vary with a higher-order pattern than the interpolation function used. This affect is most noticeable at the edges of the field where the deviation between the interpolation function and the data points is most visible. As a consequence the interpolation function smooths out this feature of the data, which could contribute to the measured error between to data points and final interpolation functions. The absolute error between data points and interpolation function shown in the box plots in Figure 3.20 (b) show the scale of any error introduced to be less than 2 CCD pixels. The affects of higher order aberrations are more pronounced at the edge of the system FOV, as is the
case in the plots in Figure 3.17, which is the likely cause of such variances.

Figure 3.22: Demonstration of using the calibration data to show the region illuminated by DMD pixels.

As a demonstration of the calibration relations, the DMD was illuminated and some micromirrors were turned towards the spectrometer. Then, using the calibration relations the position of the light on the CCD was predicted. The extent of the light is marked on Figure 3.22. The red lines were drawn onto the CCD frame using the values predicted using the calibration equations.

The calibration relations determined in this section form the core of using RASI, any practical attempt to perform spectroscopy requires knowledge of these relations. The approach employed is used to ensure that the calibration can be applied across the field of view, hence the focus on creating grids of parameters and using them to create interpolating functions that can be used to easily extract data from anywhere in the CCD frame. The processing of data was handled by Matlab and the final calibration relations were written as Matlab functions.

A spectral extraction algorithm was written which takes the known information, DMD slit position, slit length and slit width and uses the calibration relations in Equations 3.7 to return, depending on the length of the slit, an array containing the CCD counts values for every wavelength along the rows and the spatial information in the columns. The rows and columns were aligned so as to correct for any curvature in the spectral positions. This information could then be stored and processed without storing the whole CCD frame.

### 3.5.2 Spectral Linewidth

Spectral resolution is a measure of the ability of a spectrometer to resolve spectral features into their separate components. The definition of spectral resolution in the
optical regime is given as “Wavenumber, wavelength or frequency difference of two still distinguishable lines in a spectrum” [91]. The resolution is governed mainly by the slit width and the reciprocal linear dispersion as given in Equation 2.28, which gives the theoretical spectral linewidth. As an example, the linear reciprocal dispersion of the IR grating used for Raman spectroscopy was $2 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\text{pixel}$, which could be converted to nanometres to give $0.137 \text{ nm/pixel}$, where the pixel size was 26 microns. In order to compare the estimated value, the spectral linewidth was measured directly.

A peak from the Neon lamp was chosen, 826.5 nm, and was measured for different slit widths. The measured peaks for different slit widths are shown in Figure 3.23 (a), where the width of the peaks is seen to increase with the increase in slit width. By fitting a gaussian function to the peaks it was possible to estimate the full-width half maximum of the peaks and therefore measure the actual spectral linewidth for a given slit width. The measured spectral linewidth (FWHM) is shown on Figure 3.23 (b), where the estimated and measured spectral linewidth are shown. The measured values for the FWHM align with the estimated spectral linewidth, the slightly unstable behaviour of the measured linewidth is likely due to fluctuations in the output from the Neon lamp. Since each input slit to the spectrometer consisted of a discrete number of DMD pixels, the different slit widths were expressed in terms of the number of DMD pixels used in the slit, the physical width of a slit could be calculated by multiplying the number of DMD pixels by the length of a DMD pixel, 10.6 microns, and the magnification between the DMD spectrometer entrance aperture, which was 0.5X.

For the case of the broadband diffraction grating, Equation 2.28 also applies and the spectral linewidth can be similarly estimated for different slit widths. Slit widths of 5 and 10 DMD pixels give spectral linewidth values of 0.43 nm and 0.85 nm, using the dispersion data from Table 2.28.

When selecting a slit width, the two primary considerations are how the width affects the spectral linewidth of measurement and how the slit width affects the amount
of light collected. In the case of discrete spectral features such as emission lines it is important that the image of the slit on the CCD occupies three CCD pixels to resolve the peak fully, the slit width can be chosen to accommodate this. When a continuous, broadband light source is present the spectral resolution is the smallest element of the spectrum that can be isolated. The system throughput increases with increasing linewidth as expressed in Equation 2.31, as the larger the slit the more light can enter the spectrometer, improving the signal to noise, which will be discussed further in Section 3.7.

3.6 Stray light analysis

Stray light is often defined as any unwanted light present in an optical system. The sources of stray light are many and varied, ranging from unwanted diffraction orders generated by unintentional gratings to scatter from rough surfaces or surface contaminants. Numerous other causes of unwanted light can also occur, depending on the circumstance. Most imaging devices suffer from stray light. Often the signal-to-noise of spectrometers can be limited by the presence of stray light. All these sources occur in the RASI system, with the addition of light scattering from the DMD itself. The goal of this section is to describe the stray light in the system and to help quantify the effect it has, while also demonstrating methods to help mitigate its effects. The other issue that will be discussed is the issue of spectral crosstalk; which arises from the stray light that occurs outside the boundaries defined by the calibration relations.

3.6.1 Sources of scatter

In this section some of the sources of scatter are identified and discussed, the steps taken to reduce their effects are also described.

To help eliminate environmental lights such as from room lights, computer monitors and other erroneous sources of light a light tight enclosure was built around the core RASI setup. Any LEDs (light emitting diodes) on the imaging camera or the DMD driver electronics board were blocked as well, as they would be inside the enclosure. One of the primary sources of scatter was from the DMD itself.

The DMD was much smaller than the maximum FOV of the telecentric lenses, or the microscope that was coupled to it. As a result the telecentric lenses illuminated the DMD active area, including the pond of fixed micromirrors which were permanently switched towards the imaging channel. The telecentric lenses also illuminated the metallic casing around the DMD which caused further unwanted reflections inside the system enclosure. Though since telecentric lenses were used, only light rays which fulfilled the telecentric condition were able to pass through. This helped reduce the affects of any
diffuse reflection from the DMD and stray reflections that did not arrive at the appropriate angles.

Behind the micromirrors was a backplane on which the micromirrors were mounted, this was also a source a source of stray light. Light rays which were incident between micromirrors could scatter under the micromirrors before propagating into the FOV of the re-imaging lens [51]. Light could also scatter from the edges of the micromirrors. Unwanted rays hitting the detector cause a reduction in contrast, which is a phenomenon common to DMD-based systems[23] [92].

### 3.6.2 Stray light analysis

To help understand the effect of the stray light, a measure of the change in background was recorded at numerous different intensities and integration times and compared to the non-illuminated values. The DMD background was measured by turning all the pixels away from a channel and measuring the values recorded by the detector, a mean value of the whole CCD was calculated to show the dependence of the background on the illumination intensity and to demonstrate that even when all the pixels were switched away from a channel, light scattered from the DMD was still reaching the detector. The results of this are shown in Figure 3.24, the blue dots indicate the background in the absence of all light, that is the light source to the system was switched off. The data was taken at numerous integration times, so the increase was due to the increase in noise associated with the detector for the no-light case. In the ideal case when all the DMD pixels were switched away from the channel, the result should be the same with the light source switched on, as the channel would be effectively switched 'OFF’, though with the affects of scatter from the DMD this was clearly not the case. When the light entering

![Figure 3.24: Demonstration of the increase in background as the amount of light incident on the DMD increases.](image-url)
the system was increased, the value of the background increased, clearly showing the amount of scattered light was dependent on the input light, as can be seen from Figure 3.24.

### 3.6.3 Spectral crosstalk

Another cause for concern was the possibility of crosstalk between adjacent spectra. Crosstalk was light from the one slit affecting the measurement in a nearby slit. The crosstalk was investigated experimentally by opening a single slit, then extracting the spectral information from the spectral track associated with that slit. The spectral track, is shown in Figure 3.25, the counts from inside the track have been removed in software so only counts on the detector that have extended beyond the spectral track are shown. The crosstalk extends at least two CCD pixels above and below the spectral track and is on the order of 0.1% of the number of counts in the spectral track. The extra counts would appear in any spectral track opened adjacent to the track shown in Figure 3.25, and would be ambiguously mixed with the true spectral information from the slit. The scale of the problem is minor and can be easily avoided by allowing vertical space between DMD slits.

![Figure 3.25: Region surrounding a spectral track, the values between the red lines have been set to zero so as to show the spreading of light beyond the lines predicted by the calibration.](image)

### 3.6.4 Stray light correction

Section 3.6.2 discussed the issue of stray light in the system, demonstrated in Figure 3.24, as a background affect that increases in proportion to the incident light intensity. Since there were no moving parts in the system and the only aspect that changed from measurement to measurement was which directions the micromirrors were switched, it
was possible to treat the stray light as a constant background. In order to correct the background a correction frame could be acquired separately and subtracted from the measurement frame to account for the stray light.

An example correction is shown in Figure 3.26 (a) where the spectrum of the illuminating light source is shown without a background subtraction correction and with the background subtraction. A ratio of the two is shown in Figure 3.26 (b), showing that there is a noticeable difference caused by the background noise and that it can be corrected, subtracting dark frames is of course a normal procedural element in most spectroscopy so this approach requires no extra processing or steps when determining spectra from the CCD frame.

Background subtraction has been used successfully in other applications where DMDs are used in imaging and spectral imaging systems [85] to mitigate the effects of background scatter from the DMD. More sophisticated methods of quantifying the scatter from DMDs have been employed in the literature for creating a scattering model, though this is still an active area of research [50].

3.7 Signal to noise considerations

The signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio compares the signal to the noise present. Signal in this context are the photons from the object of interest being investigated, whereas photons from stray and scattered light such as those described in the previous sections are considered as noise. Regardless, all photons also contribute Poisson or shot noise, which was why limiting stray light was important. In a CCD other noise sources are the read noise and dark-current noise, which are both intrinsic to the camera.
Read noise is the noise of the on-chip amplifier which converts the electrons to an analog voltage. It can be quantified as

$$ \sigma_{RN} = \sqrt{RN^2 n_{pix}} \quad (3.8) $$

where \((RN)^2\) is the readout noise per pixel and \(n_{pix}\) is the number of CCD pixels in the measuring aperture. Read noise can be reduced by averaging frames together, which results in an improvement by a factor of the square root of the number of frames averaged.

The other intrinsic noise component is the dark noise, which is a consequence of the generation of thermal electrons termed as dark current, this is described by

$$ \sigma_{DN} = \sqrt{DN \times n_{pix} \times t} \quad (3.9) $$

where \(DN\) is the dark current in \(e^-/\text{second/pixel}\) and \(t\) is the exposure time. The dark current can be reduced by employing cooling, which the Andor Newton allows, down to \(-100^\circ\text{C}\).

The remaining noise characteristic, is the intrinsics photon or "shot" noise of the signal itself. This is described by Poisson statistics. The incident photon flux, say, \(P\) given in units of \(\text{photons/pixel/second}\) for convenience where pixel refers to detector pixel not DMD pixel even though the aperture is set by the number of DMD pixels, shot noise is calculated from

$$ \sigma_{\text{shot}} = \sqrt{n_{pix}(P + B)Qt} \quad (3.10) $$

where \(Q\) is the quantum efficiency which gives the conversion between optical power and electron current generated, \(B\) is the unwanted background light including the stray light scattered from the DMD.

The overall signal-to-noise combining the three different noise sources is then

$$ \text{SNR} = \frac{n_{pix}PQt}{\sqrt{n_{pix}(P + B)Qt + Dn_{pix}t + RN^2 n_{pix}}} \quad (3.11) $$

The power collected by the system given in the previous chapter was in terms of the numbers of DMD pixels in the aperture, which will set the number of CCD pixels which light will be incident upon, \(n_{pix}\), used in the SNR equation. \(n_{pix}\) itself gives the number of pixels in the area of the CCD under consideration, so \(n_{pix} = n_xn_y\), which can be related to the number of DMD pixels by the magnification between the DMD CCD camera and the relative sizes of the pixels, which gives 1 CCD pixel as 4.9 DMD pixels in terms of the ratio of lengths. \(n_{pix}\) is then given as

$$ n_{pix} = n_xn_y = (4.9N_i)(4.9N_j) = 24N_iN_j, \quad (3.12) $$
Combining Equations 3.12 and 3.11 gives

\[
SNR = \frac{4.9\sqrt{N_iN_jPQT}}{\sqrt{(P + B)QT + Dt + RN^2}},
\]

which shows the SNR expressed in a discrete form, which can be increased with the number of DMD pixels switched towards the spectrometer. Considering also Equation 2.31 where the etendue and consequently the power are expressed in terms of spectral linewidth, the trade-off in a given measurement between spectral linewidth and SNR can be related.

### 3.8 Chapter summary

This chapter has given an overview of the experimental realisation of RASI. A summary of the critical components was given, including various key parameters. The construction of RASI was detailed, with a 3D CAD representation of the layout shown and the various construction aspects discussed. Furthermore the construction of a custom microscope was outlined including a description of the Koehler illumination that was made for the microscope. The parameters of the complete imaging arm of RASI, including the geometric calibration process and sample results were discussed, these were used to show a corrected image of the imaging arm. The spectral geometric calibration was laid out in detail, with results from steps in the procedure shown and the accuracy of the approach demonstrated. The system stray light and the issues surrounding it were considered, with an approach for correcting the background demonstrated. Finally the signal to noise of the system was discussed.
Chapter 4 – Demonstration of RASI

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the RASI instrumentation and the calibration procedure for it, this chapter gives examples of spectral imaging using RASI; with a first example showing the basic operating principle, that of a multi-object spectrometer on a static scene. The primary focus of this chapter is on a novel example of dynamic spectral imaging where the evolution of the absorption spectrum (due to de-oxygenation) of moving red blood cells (RBCs) is monitored. A description of the problem background and the experimental method are given, along with the details of spectral unmixing techniques used to quantify the change of the RBC spectrum.

A further consideration in this chapter will be countering the affects of spectral overlap in the spectrometer detector plane. Examples of correcting the overlap are given using modified linear spectral unmixing methods; potential methods of removing the overlap physically are also discussed.

4.2 Core operation

The basic operation of the RASI device involves the switching of individual pixels or groups of pixels, in the form of slits, towards the spectrometer, based on the reference information obtained from the imaging channel; all applications of RASI can be described as variations in the distributions and size of the slits across the DMD and between time-sequential frames.

This section describes a static example where a microscope slide with a histological sample was imaged; the slide contained a stained sample of a section of tongue taste-buds (Histological slide number: H0505). The purpose of this section is to give an example of the operation of RASI as a multi-object spectrometer, before describing the more complex example of dynamic spectral imaging in the sections that follow.

The DMD modulation frame and the image of the scene, with a line connecting the areas switched towards the spectrometer are shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) respectively. The DMD modulation frame contains the slit sizes and positions, it represents the input aperture to the spectrometer, the slit positions were chosen so as to follow the contour of the white portion of the image. A CCD frame with the dispersed spectra from the different apertures is shown in Figure 4.2 (a); example line profiles for the transmitted and reference spectra are shown in Figure 4.2 (b), which were extracted using the calibration relations developed in the previous chapter. In order to calculate the transmission spectrum for each slit the dispersed spectrum was recorded at each point with the sample
in place and a reference spectrum for the illumination was taken with the slide removed, the transmission was then calculated using

\[ T(\lambda) = \frac{I_{tr}}{I_{ref}}, \]

where \( I_{tr} \) was the spectra measured passing through the sample and \( I_{ref} \) the reference measurement without the sample present. Equation 4.1 was used to determine the transmission profile for each slit positions, four of which are shown Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.1](image)

(a) (b)

**Figure 4.1:** (a) is the modulation mask on the DMD (b) is the resultant, corrected image frame with a line drawn between the various apertures corresponding to the switched DMD pixels, the physical size of the sample shown is 80 × 60 µm, the same size as the RASI FOV.

This section provides a basic example of the operation of RASI, any arbitrary DMD modulation frame can be created and used to extract spectral information from a given scene. In this case, points were chosen so as to avoid spectral overlap, which will be considered later. It is also possible to recreate the affects of spatial scanning hyperspectral imaging instruments, a long slit approach can be taken where a slit the length of the DMD array can be created, then by scanning its position across the DMD the effect of a pushbroom scanner can be created. Potentially, it could scan the whole device field of view in \( \frac{768}{W} \) measurements, where \( W \) is the width of the slit and 768 is maximum width of the DMD itself in terms of DMD pixels. The slit sizes can be downsized to suit different applications as well, so multiple smaller slits could be scanned across the FOV in different directions and in parallel. In situations where the
scene is static, statistical sampling methods can be used to extract a subset of voxels from the scene to make inferences about the whole scene by exploiting the similarity between groups of pixels, two examples of this will be discussed in the next chapter for examples of random sampling and grid based sampling.

### 4.3 Red blood cell experiment

Prior to spectral imaging of the red blood cells (RBCs) it is appropriate to introduce some of the background elements and to motivate the study of RBCs. This section will describe previous work investigating the optical properties of RBCs and describe the advantages spectral imaging could offer to help improve upon current methods.
Additionally the absorption spectrum of oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood will be shown, further the change of RBC absorption spectrum will be derived in the form of a linear unmixing problem.

4.3.1 Red blood cell background

RBCs (also referred to as erythrocytes) are the means by which human and other mammal bodies transport oxygen around the circulatory system. The RBCs collect oxygen in the lungs and deposit it in tissue and other organs while being squeezed through capillaries, resulting in de-oxygenation of the RBCs. Whole blood consists of a mix of RBCs, plasma and platelets, the term hematocrit refers to the percentage of RBCs present in a sample of whole blood. The RBCs themselves are biconcave in shape with an approximate diameter of 7 µm and an approximate thickness ranging from 2.5 µm at their edges to 1 µm at the centre. The RBCs have a flexible membrane, which allows them to squeeze through capillaries - which can often have diameters of 3 µm - and allows the diffusion of oxygen into and out of the RBC. Inside the cell, oxygen binds to a protein called hemoglobin (Hb), resulting in oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO₂), the ratio of Hb to HbO₂ determines the optical absorption of the cell [60].

The characteristics of blood can be used as a means of investigating the health of a patient. A measure of the hematocrit for example can be used as an indicator of health, a low hematocrit count is a sign of poor health though the number of possible causes are many. The optical properties of blood can be used to help in this regard, and can provide many useful insights as the spectra of a bulk sample is a combination of the spectra of all the constituents. This principle is often employed in clinical applications for the detection of drugs, disease monitoring and assessing the health of a patient's RBC count. In particular the oxygenation of the blood is of interest as a metric that has been employed in characterising the health of blood. Blood oxygenation can be calculated from spectral measurements and can be measured quite readily in patients using a pulse oximeter, which uses two wavelength oximetry [127].

In microscopic studies of blood samples, the properties of the individual cells can be considered. The morphological features of the cells, such as the size, can indicate vitamin deficiencies, for example larger RBCs can indicate a vitamin B12 deficiency and smaller sized RBCs can indicate an iron deficiency [97]. Abnormalities in the shape of RBCs are also a useful indicator; crescent shaped RBCs are characteristic of sickle cell anemia [82] and teardrop shaped cells can indicate myelofibrosis and thalassemia [48]. These morphological deviations in the individual cells provide extra information over testing on bulk samples, this is exploited using observations of the blood smears under high magnification and is common practice in many clinical settings. Such observations are made possible by the ubiquitousness of imaging microscopes and the relative ease
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with which the shape of RBCs can be identified. The spectral properties of individual RBCs are not employed to the same extent, as the means of determining the spectra of a small microscopic regions of a sample is rare in clinical settings, standard spectrometers are used on bulk samples more frequently.

The advantages of spectral imaging have been studied in the literature and various systems have been applied to cases where static RBCs were investigated. Standard hyperspectral approaches that use a series of monochromatic wavelengths to build up a full hyperspectral datacube time-sequentially are used in [86]. Here, the spectrum of various RBCs were studied under different conditions, including being infected with Plasmodium falciparum parasites resulting in an observably different spectrum. The use of optical tweezers has also been used to facilitate the spectroscopy of individual cells [5]. This has been applied very successfully in combination with Raman spectroscopy [8]. However, with optical tweezeing, there is a possibility of causing damage to live biological samples due to the power or wavelength of the trapping lasers [126]. These approaches are all enabled by controlling the position of the cell. However, limiting the motion of cells by physical or chemical means can change the spectral properties of the sample [129].

The goal of applying RASI to the problem of microscopic RBC spectral imaging is to combine the advantages of spectroscopy with the dynamic imaging advantages already enjoyed by standard microscopes, while also avoiding the problems of approaches described above. Other spectral imaging devices are limited by the trade-offs that limit spectral-spatial resolution and the need for time-resolved spectral imaging as already described. RASI can be used to simultaneously measure the spectrum of multiple RBCs and track their positions visually across the FOV of RASI. In the experiment that will be described in the following sections the oxygenation of RBCs will be changed and the evolution in the characteristic absorption spectra shown, using spectral unmixing techniques.

4.3.2 RBC absorption

The calculation of the absorption spectrum of a single RBC requires consideration of the Beer-Lambert law, which describes the absorption of light in a heterogeneous non-turbid medium with a wavelength dependent absorption co-efficient, given as

\[ I(d) = I_0 10^{-\varepsilon d c}, \]  

(4.2)

where \( I(d) \) is the optical power at depth \( d \) and \( I_0 \) is the optical power incident on the medium. \( \varepsilon \) is absorption per unit volume per unit distance, \( d \) is the depth of the measurement and \( c \) the concentration per unit volume. The ratio \( \frac{I(d)}{I_0} \) is the transmission
as defined in Equation 4.1. Absorbance \((A)\) can then be determined from
\[
A = -\log(T) = -\log\left(\frac{I(d)}{I_0}\right).
\] (4.3)

Figure 4.4 shows the characteristic spectrum of hemoglobin in the range from 500 nm to 630 nm, the data is taken from an online source [103] that is commonly used as a standard for the absorption spectra of blood. The spectrum of hemoglobin shows two strong absorption features in its absorption spectrum in this region in the oxygenated state, which transition to a single feature during de-oxygenation. This spectral range is the focus of the experiments performed in this thesis, as the light source used for illumination has a spectral output that covers this region.

The absorption spectrum of the RBC corresponds to the oxygenated spectrum in Figure 4.4 when the RBC contains only \(HbO_2\), when it contains only \(Hb\) its spectrum corresponds to the deoxygenated spectrum, the red and black curves respectively. Combining Equations 4.2 and 4.3 the absorbance can be written in general as
\[
A = \varepsilon dc,
\] (4.4)

where the parameters are as before.

Given that a RBC has a mix of \(Hb\) and \(HbO_2\), the total concentration of the two components can be expressed as the sum of the relative concentrations of oxygenated \((c_o)\) and de-oxygenated \((c_{od})\) hemoglobin multiplied by the total weight per volume of \(Hb\) present, de-noted as \(W\). The relative concentrations have the sum-to-one property
\[
c_o + c_{od} = 1,
\] (4.5)
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Figure 4.5: Change in spectra with different concentrations of Hb and HbO₂
and the two constituents have different absorptive co-efficients $\varepsilon_o$ and $\varepsilon_{od}$. Considering these factors the Beer Lambert law can be re-written as

$$\frac{I(d)}{I_0} = 10^{-(c_0 \varepsilon_o + c_{od} \varepsilon_{od})d} = 10^{-W(c,o\varepsilon_o + c_{od}\varepsilon_{od})d},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

with the absorbance then becoming

$$A = W(c_0 \varepsilon_o + c_{od} \varepsilon_{od})d. \hspace{1cm} (4.7)$$

Then considering the form and noting that $\varepsilon W$ can be combined into a single absorption coefficient $\alpha = \varepsilon W$, the fully oxygenated absorbance case can be written as $A_o = W \varepsilon_o d$, with $c_0 = 1$, which can be generalised as

$$A_o = c_0 W \varepsilon_o d = c_0 \alpha_o d. \hspace{1cm} (4.8)$$

Similarly the de-oxygenated case can be represented as

$$A_{do} = c_{do} W \varepsilon_{do} d = c_{do} \alpha_{do} d. \hspace{1cm} (4.9)$$

Equations 4.8 and 4.9 then allow the absorption spectrum of a single RBC, or other mix of $Hb$ and $HbO_2$ to be written as a linear sum of the two constituents in the form

$$A = c_0 \alpha_o d + c_{do} \alpha_{do} d = c_0A_o + c_{do}A_{do}. \hspace{1cm} (4.10)$$

Equation 4.10 describes the problem of determining the concentration of $Hb$ and $HbO_2$ as a problem of linear spectral unmixing. The effects of change of the relative concentrations are emulated in Figure 4.5, the absorbance is plotted with an assumed thickness of $d = 2 \mu m$, modeling the expected change in oxygenation spectrum. The spectra
associated with different concentrations are also shown in Figure 4.6, clearly visible are the so called isobestic points where values of $\alpha_o = \alpha_{od}$. The mixed model of $Hb$ and $HbO_2$ have historically been used in the field of blood oximetry. The system of equations is solvable with only two wavelengths, though in principle a better solution should be possible with more wavelengths. Two wavelength oximetry forms the basis of various devices that determine oxygenation such as the pulse oximeter that has been mentioned previously.

### 4.4 Dynamic spectral imaging of RBCs

The previous section discussed the interest in the optical characteristics of blood and the works described in that section refer to the study of bulk samples or microscopic static or trapped RBCs. The absorbance was also described using the Beer-Lambert law and expressed in a manner amenable to the application of linear spectral unmixing techniques. This section describes the experiment where RASI is applied to the spectral imaging of RBCs. The experiment performed imaged a dilute solution of blood cells, a tracking algorithm was used to determine the positions of the RBCs and the calibration functions related the image coordinates to DMD pixel indices $(i, j)$. Slits were created on the blood cells at these coordinates to act as apertures to the spectrometer. The spectral information from these was recorded on the spectrometer camera and saved, along with the output from the imaging channel. The dilute solution was also mixed with a chemical called sodium dithionite. This is a reagent commonly used to de-oxygenate $HbO_2$, as a consequence the spectrum of the RBCs changed over time, similar to the change in spectrum shown in Figure 4.5. The following sections explain the various aspects of the experiment in more detail.

#### 4.4.1 Tracking algorithm

One of the key elements of this experiment was the ability to track the positions of the blood cells on the imaging channel, as the positions of the slits generated to extract the spectral information needed to be adjusted according to the motion of the blood cells. While tracking algorithms consist of a large body of work, they are often difficult to implement and require the use of efficient coding paradigms, such as C or C++. Tracking of blood cells has often been implemented in post processing scenarios after a video has been taken [64][74], not during acquisition as in this case.

In this application the process required the position of the RBC to be constantly updated in real-time, while also allowing for the other hardware that comprise the RASI system to be updated as well. Another source of overhead in the approach was updating the DMD. The array was controlled by sending black and white .bmp images of $1024 \times$
768 pixels to the DMD, each colour corresponding to a DMD mirror tilt state, which had to be generated for every set of updated coordinates. This was a significant source of overhead, as due to the speed of transfer across the USB and subsequent display on the DMD itself the actual rate at which frames were displayed was 1 frame per second. It was possible to speed this up by a factor of 10 by converting the .bmp files to binary (.bin format) prior to transfer. This could be accomplished by use of a function that was part of the ActiveX library controls on the DMD control board, however the conversion itself was also quite time consuming. So while this was a viable approach if it was possible to have a set of pre-generated patterns to convert prior to uploading to the board, it was not particularly useful when rapid pattern generation and upload was required.

To assuage this issue it was decided to create a piece of custom code to generate the necessary .bin files. A blank .bin file of size 128 columns and 768 rows was created. This was used as the template .bin file. Noting that $1024/8 = 128$, each position in the .bin contained a symbol representing an 8 bit number. Each bit corresponded to a single micromirror and the value placed there, either a 1 or 0, determined the direction the corresponding micromirror was switched. The goal of the code was to take DMD micromirror indices ($i, j$), use them as a reference to insert the appropriate bit value in the correct position in the .bin file. Using this approach, a slit or multiple slits could be created, each with a set length and width and one of the slit corners corresponding to the input DMD indices. The details of the code represent a rather tedious problem of indexing an array, but are otherwise straightforward. Once the indexing was completed, the edited template file was saved, this was what was uploaded to the DMD and displayed. Part of the display overhead was converting the .bmp to a .bin, this approach sped up the process, furthermore it removed the need to generate a large $1024 \times 768$ array and turn it into an image file, instead it directly turned coordinates into a .bin files to upload. This custom script was written in Matlab and integrated into a larger Labview program that controlled the overall process.

The hardware that comprised RASI was all controlled via Labview, once the custom script for generating DMD display patterns was created and it was deemed feasible to perform this experiment at a reasonable frame rate it was decided to develop a tracking algorithm within the Labview environment. Attempts were made at a rigorous tracking algorithm, that would target a particular blood cell and track its motion as long it remained in the field of view. While this was achieved it required the user to set initial conditions to be effective. Also, as the blood cells were in motion they often quickly passed from the field of view, the algorithm then required a new target and set of initial conditions. A more free form approach was finally taken, using the pattern matching functionality of Labview. Template images of blood cells were obtained, then an algorithm was created that searched each frame for a number of best matches to the template. Due to the similarities between blood cells, most of the RBCs in a given frame...
The approach employed in the tracking algorithm allowed a large amount of data to be collected, also it required very little user interaction. Once the experiment was completed it was then possible to process all the data from the tracking to construct a coherent overview of the spectra of all the spectrally interrogated blood cells.

4.4.2 De-oxygenating RBCs

In this experiment the conversion of $HbO_2$ to $Hb$ in RBCs was achieved via the use of sodium dithionite, ($Na_2S_2O_4$). The use of sodium dithionite as a de-oxidising agent for $HbO_2$ is well established, certainly in the case of bulk blood sample measurements. The interaction of sodium dithionite with whole blood and subsequent oxygen release is quite complex, however it does not affect the integrity of the cell. The de-oxygenation occurs as a result of the diffusion of oxygen through the layers of the cell membrane, the rate of de-oxygenation has been shown to be dependent on the concentration of external sodium dithionite present, the pH of the solution is also a factor. The half life, that is the time taken for the concentration of oxygen to decrease to half its initial value has been shown to be on the order of hundreds of milliseconds for high concentrations [120]. A linear relationship between sodium dithionite concentration and change in oxygen saturation over a time scale of sixty minutes has been shown to exist [17].

The previous descriptions of interactions of sodium dithionite relate to bulk measurements, it has been studied similarly as a reducing agent [115]. It has also been successfully used as a de-oxygenation agent in microscopic scale spectroscopy experiments [105], in a manner similar to what was applied in this experiment.

4.4.3 Aperture consideration

Due to the biconcave structure of the RBC, the path length of light through the RBC was different at different points along the slit, this resulted in a different value of $d$ associated with different positions along the slit. To improve the spectra, the slit was averaged along the spatial direction, however due to the different thickness at each point in the slit, the interpretation of the resulting averaged spectrum needed to be considered.

The absorption for a given row along the slit is given by Equation 4.4. A repres-
entation of the slit is given in Figure 4.7, averaging the slits along the columns for a slit of length $N$ gives

$$< A > = \frac{1}{N} (c_1 \varepsilon_1 d_1 + c_2 \varepsilon_2 d_2 + \ldots + c_N \varepsilon_N d_N)$$

(4.11)

where $c_i$ is the concentration, $d_i$ is the depth and $\varepsilon_i$ associated with a pixel $i$. Then relating the averaged absorbance to the relative concentrations:

$$< A > = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i \varepsilon_i d_i$$

(4.12)

$$< A > = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (c_{oi} + c_{odi}) W_i \varepsilon_i d_i$$

(4.13)

$$< A > = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (c_{oi} + c_{odi}) \alpha_i d_i$$

(4.14)

where $\alpha_i = W_i \varepsilon_i$ is associated with a pixel $i$, $c_{oi}$ and $c_{odi}$ describe the relative concentrations of $Hb$ and $HbO2$ associated with a given pixel $i$. Equation 4.15 can be re-written as

$$< A > = \frac{1}{N} \alpha_o \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{oi} d_i + \alpha_d \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{odi} d_i.$$  

(4.15)

Which, by considering that in each case the maximum value of $c_{oi}$ and $c_{odi}$ is 1. The maximum possible value of $\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{oi} d_i$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{odi} d_i$ occurs where all the values of $c_o = 1$ or $c_d = 1$, respectively $\forall i$. This then allows these summations to be expressed as a fraction of the maximum value so that:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{oi} d_i = k_o \sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i$$

(4.16)
where }k_o\text{ is the fraction associated with oxygenated concentration and }k_{do}\text{ is the fraction associated with the de-oxygenated concentration. Rearranging Equations 4.16 and 4.17 above allows the values of }k_o\text{ and }k_{do}\text{ to be interpreted as}

\[
k_o = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{oi}d_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i}
\]  

and

\[
k_{od} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} c_{odi}d_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i}.
\]

The values }k_o\text{ and }k_{od}\text{ represent the weighted sum of the contribution of the individual concentrations associated with each individual depth. The concentrations are weighted according to depth of each measurement, so a shorter path lengths have a smaller contribution than a longer one. Using these values the averaged absorption can be expressed in the form

\[
< A > = k_o \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i}{N} \alpha_o + k_{od} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i}{N} \alpha_{od}.
\]  

The term }\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} d_i}{N}\text{ is the average of all the path lengths along the slit, denoting it as }d_{avg}\text{, a convenient equation is achieved such that}

\[
< A > = k_o d_{avg} \alpha_o + k_{od} d_{avg} \alpha_{od} = k_o < A >_o + k_{od} < A >_{od},
\]

this has the same form as Equation 4.10 and represents a weighted oxygen concentration for an average path length through the blood cell. The utility of Equation 4.21 is that it has a form amenable to a linear unmixing model, which is required for applying linear spectral unmixing algorithms to the data acquired.

### 4.4.4 Sample preparation

A buffer solution was used to dilute whole blood taken from a large mammal, a horse in this case. The container with the blood was mixed by inverting it numerous times before blood was extracted. The blood was then diluted 40:1 with the buffer solution. A separate solution of a mix of sodium dithionite and buffer solution was also prepared. The concentration of sodium dithionite was chosen so as to de-oxygenate the blood sample over the course of a few minutes.
4.4.5 Experimental procedure

The experimental procedure was automated as much as possible with Labview. Once the samples were prepared, sodium dithionite was mixed with the blood solution. Then a pipette was used to place a sample on a microscope slide and placed in the microscope sample holder. The tracking algorithm then tracked the motion of the RBCs as they moved across the field of view of the system. Once 5 minutes had passed and the sample could be reasonably expected to be de-oxygenated, the tracking process was ended and a number of dark frames were taken to account for background illumination effects. The sample of blood was then removed and another microscope slide was placed in the image plane, this held a sample of the buffer solution used to dilute the blood and sodium dithionite solutions described previously. The next part of the experiment involved extracting the reference values to be used to determine the transmission values and subsequent absorbance, supplying the $I_0$ term from Equation 4.3. During the course of the tracking the positions on the DMD were recorded, so the references were determined by repeating all the measurements from the tracking algorithm with the buffer solution slide in the microscope object plane. This also accounted for any potential local variations in the uniformity of the illumination system; by having the buffer solution sample in the reference measurement the transmission effects of the solution and glass slide were also accounted for, simplifying the calculation. Once this process was completed further background dark frames were taken for the reference measurements.

4.4.6 Data post processing

The tracking data collected extends over the course of minutes, however in this time numerous RBCs pass in front of the device FOV, as when the sample is placed in the microscope sample holder the RBCs are in motion due to being mixed and moved. It is necessary to select from the large data set periods when RBCs were successfully tracked crossing the FOV. The conditions for this merely required that blood cells to be moving at a speed that the software could keep up with and slits were successfully generated on the RBCs. The selection was done in a supervised manner to determine time periods which correspond to these conditions. Once a time period was selected, the spectral data was extracted for the tracked RBCs and their paths mapped out, the paths of motion for the individual cells are shown in Figure 4.8.

In the time period selected ten RBCs were successfully tracked and their spectra recorded as they underwent de-oxygenation, the spectra from each of the tracked RBCs was averaged along the slit and the resulting averaged absorbance was obtained, as expressed in Equation 4.11. Averaging along the slit improved the signal to noise of the spectra and also allowed the spectra from each RBC to be expressed as a line profile which simplified representation and analysis. The resulting line spectra were also
smoothed using a moving average filter to further improve the spectra. An example of the calculated absorbance (optical density) for one of the tracked cells, referred to as cell 1, is shown in Figure 4.9, the absorbance for different times in the de-oxygenation process is plotted, it can be compared to the expected absorbance previously calculated for Figures 4.5. The shape of the spectrum changes in line with expectation, though the baseline of the spectra does fluctuate over the course of evolution, resulting in the offsets between the spectra seen in the graph. The full evolution of cell 1 over time is shown Figure 4.10, where the change in the spectrum from the two distinctive peaks in the oxygenated spectrum to the single peak of the de-oxygenated spectrum is observable, verifying the de-oxygenation of the RBC.

The spectra of the 9 other tracked cells are shown in Figure 4.11, each graph shows a subset of the spectra obtained at different points in the tracking process, sufficient spectra were chosen to show the different steps in the spectral evolution of each cell. The spectra have the shape of the RBC absorption spectra, though each undergoes a different degree of de-oxygenation, which is visible from the different final spectra for the different cases, for example cell 10 has final spectrum with the single peak de-oxygenated peak while spectra for cell 3 changes from the 2 peak oxygenated case to a flat spectrum, indicating some intermediate de-oxygenated state.
Figure 4.9: The averaged absorption (Optical density) spectra from various frames in the tracking of cell 1. The spectrum evolves from the two distinctive absorption peaks of an oxygenated RBC to the single peak of a de-oxygenated RBC, demonstrating the de-oxygenation of the RBC.

Figure 4.10: 3D representation of the change in absorption spectra over time from cell 1, showing the spectrum from each frame obtained in the tracking process, including those shown in Figure 4.9 above.
Figure 4.11: Averaged line spectra from numerous frames for each of the 9 other cells tracked. Each of the different cells spectra change, though by the end of the tracking process the degree of de-oxygenation is different for each of the cells, as is evident from the shape of the spectra in each case.
4.4.7 Spectral unmixing analysis

Figure 4.12: Unmixing results from cell 1, showing the de-oxygenation of the RBC from a state of oxygenation to the de-oxygenated state. Two trend lines are plotted over the change in values for the two co-efficients, $k_o$ and $k_{od}$. A single erroneous point is present in the evolution, representing a spectra with a higher degree of de-oxygenation than the points before and after.

The background and underlying principles of spectral unmixing were described in Section 1.4.2, this section will describe the necessary steps to unmix the spectral data acquired from the RBCs and comment on the results. Spectral unmixing of the spectra in Figures 4.9 and 4.11 requires solving Equation 4.21 for the values of $k_o$ and $k_{do}$. This required two exemplar or endmember spectra to substitute for the values of $< A >_o$ and $< A >_{od}$, the spectra acquired from frame 5 and frame 36 in the tracking of cell 1, visible in Figure 4.9, were set as the fully oxygenated and fully de-oxygenated cases, respectively. The spectra from the two frames were chosen as they were sufficiently similar to the expected form of the two states, which were shown in Figure 4.5, and thereby provide suitable start and end points for mapping the evolution of each cell.

The matrix notation form of Equation 4.21 allows the absorbance (or optical density) to be written as

$$\hat{a} = Ak,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.22)
Figure 4.13: Spectral decomposition results from the other nine cells that were tracked, trend lines are plotted in each case for the two coefficients.
where \( \hat{a} \) was the absorbance, \( A \) a matrix containing the two exemplar spectra as

\[
A = [\langle A_o \rangle, \langle A_{od} \rangle],
\]

(4.23)

\( k \) similarly represented the two weighted concentration parameters such that

\[
k = [k_o, k_{od}].
\]

(4.24)

The problem was then cast as a linear minimisation problem of the form

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} \|Ak - \hat{a}\|,
\]

(4.25)

this minimisation was solved for spectrum of each frame subject to the sum-to-one constraint, so as to make the recovered values physically interpretable as relative concentrations of oxygenated endmember and de-oxygenated endmember,

\[
k_o + k_{od} = 1.
\]

(4.26)

The concentrations were constrained as

\[
0 < k_o < 1,
\]

(4.27)

and

\[
0 < k_{od} < 1.
\]

(4.28)

This was solved in Matlab as a constrained linear least squares problem, using the function \texttt{lsqlin} and the constraints given in Equations 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28. The algorithm recovered the values of the concentration, \( k \), which can be referred to as the abundances in more general spectral unmixing terminology. The approach describes the variation in the measured spectrum in terms of the two endmembers, because of this each spectrum is normalised to be between 0 and 1. When a spectrum is fully oxygenated, all the variation in the spectrum should be explained by the shape of the oxygenated endmember, resulting in \( k_o = 1 \), similarly for the de-oxygenated case. Intermediate states will then be a combination of the endmembers as well, described by some combination of the \( k_o \) and \( k_{od} \), within the constraints placed on them in the unmixing algorithm.

The change in the relative concentrations for the case of cell 1 are shown in Figure 4.12, the cell starts from the oxygenated state and changes to the de-oxygenated state over the course of a few seconds. The graph shows the corresponding decrease in the value of \( k_o \) and increase in \( k_{od} \), two trend lines are plotted on the graph, each taking the initial \( k \) value as the intercept for the linear line. The trend lines show the complementary changes in the two concentrations and the almost linear change in the oxygenation of the
cell. A single erroneous point is noticeable at frame 23 which is outside the trend of the overall time series, it corresponds to a more heavily de-oxygenated spectrum, possibly due to another RBC in the shadow of the tracked RBC while it was moving across the RASI FOV.

The spectral decomposition behaviour of the 9 other cells was calculated as well, using the same method and the same two endmembers for the reference oxygenated and de-oxygenated spectrums. The concentration parameters for each cell are shown in Figure 4.13. Each cell undergoes a different de-oxygenation process, cells 5 and 7 remain oxygenated for the majority of the experiment, though experience a significant drop in their final frames, cell 6 also experiences a sudden change in oxygenation partway through, but it recovers to its initial values. Cells 2 and 4 transition relatively smoothly towards a de-oxygenated state, whereas the remaining cells experience more oscillatory behaviour in their evolutions, but the overall trend was still towards a decreased oxygenation level in each cell. On the microscopic scale it is probable that the distribution of the sodium dithionite within the solution of RBCs is non-uniform, the differing concentrations around the RBCs can alter the de-oxygenation rate, further since the RBCs are in motion they likely pass through regions with different densities of sodium dithionite, which would alter the rate of oxygen diffusion from the RBCs. Another possible source of variation in the measurements was out of focus blood cells passing in planes above or below the visible RBCs, since the light would have to pass through both cells this would alter the resulting spectra.

4.4.8 Discussion of red blood cell experiment

The use of the spectral unmixing method here takes advantage of the relatively high spectral resolution of RASI, more points in the spectrum makes smoothing more effective, which is used to improve the performance of spectral unmixing by decreasing the variance in the spectrum. Smoothing also helped to reduce peculiar spectral effects due to variation in illumination and the topology of the RBCs, as an alternative to smoothing an extra endmember can be constructed and added to the spectral unmixing problem to account for the extra variations present. The high resolution also helps to resolve more features of the constituent spectra which improves unmixing performance by making the unique features of different spectra more apparent. Further, the large number of points in the spectrum allows the problem to be cast as an overdetermined system of equations.

The unique aspect of this experiment was the monitoring of the spectral characteristics of RBCs while in motion. The spectral evolution was shown to be different for each RBC, though the spectra obtained were consistent with the expected shape for the absorption spectrum of blood cells.
4.5 Spectral overlap in the spectrometer detector plane

The light from the entrance slits is dispersed by the spectrometer and light of different wavelengths is incident on the same CCD pixels.

Figure 4.14: The light from the entrance slits is dispersed by the spectrometer and light of different wavelengths is incident on the same CCD pixels.

The dispersed light from laterally offset slits on the DMD can overlap on the spectrometer detector plane, shown in Figure 4.14. This limits the number of slits that can be created and used unambiguously per DMD pixel row to a single slit per row, without limiting the spectral range of the spectrometer. The inherent ambiguity that arises from the presence of multiple slits occurs because the detector CCD pixels cannot distinguish between incident photons of different wavelengths. The measured intensity is additive

\[ I_{\text{meas}} = I_{\lambda 1} + I_{\lambda 2}, \]

as the response of CCD pixels is linear, though the quantum efficiency of the CCD is a function of wavelength.

The wavelength calibration data discussed previously provided the positions on the CCD where the wavelengths from each slit were incident, so the task of accounting for the spectral overlap was to determine the contribution from each slit to each CCD pixel.

Considering two slits on the same DMD row such that their dispersed spectrums overlap, the measured spectrums associated with each respective slit are denoted by
\( \hat{S}_1(\lambda) \) and \( \hat{S}_2(\lambda) \) and a pure spectra denoted as \( S_1(\lambda) \) and \( S_2(\lambda) \) which gives the spectra that would be measured if only a single slit was open in each case. Since the contributions from the slits are superimposed, the measured overlapping spectra can be described in terms of the addition of the pure, non-overlapping spectra. The measured spectrum for a slit will consist of the pure spectrum of that slit and the pure spectrum of the other open slit, though the second spectrum will be shifted in wavelength to coincide with the wavelength of the slit in question. This can be expressed as

\[
\hat{S}_1 = S_1 + A_{12}S_2
\]

and

\[
\hat{S}_2 = A_{21}S_1 + S_2.
\]

The matrices \( A_{nm} \) simply multiply the pure spectra so the resulting vector corresponds to the same CCD pixels as the wavelengths from the measured spectra. This is done by shifting the values in the vector representing the secondary pure spectra along the column so they occupy the appropriate positions. This can be more conveniently represented as

\[
\hat{S}_1(\lambda) = S_1(\lambda) + \tilde{S}_{12}(\lambda), \tag{4.31}
\]

and

\[
\hat{S}_2(\lambda) = \tilde{S}_{21}(\lambda) + S_2(\lambda). \tag{4.32}
\]

The terms \( \tilde{S}_1(\lambda) \) and \( \tilde{S}_2(\lambda) \) represent the shifted pure spectrum associated with each slit that overlaps with the primary slit. In principle these can be measured directly, but the shifting matrices \( A_{nm} \) can be used to determine them from the pure spectra themselves. The shifting matrices can be determined from the calibration data and the relative differences between the spectral tracks of each open slit from which the measured spectra are taken; the shifting matrices are used to calculate the \( \tilde{S}_1(\lambda) \) and \( \tilde{S}_2(\lambda) \) vectors as

\[
\tilde{S}_{12}(\lambda) = A_{12}S_2(\lambda) \tag{4.33}
\]

and

\[
\tilde{S}_{21}(\lambda) = A_{21}S_1(\lambda). \tag{4.34}
\]

These equations can then be used as a method of mitigating the effects of spectral overlap, with the goal of determining the value of the pure spectra from the measured spectra in the case of each slit. The above expressions can be easily extended to accommodate overlap from more than two slits.
4.5.1 Subtraction

The simplest approach to removing the effects of the overlap would be to subtract the values of the extra overlapping light and therefore determine the values of the pure spectrum, though this approach is dependent on sufficient prior knowledge of the constituent spectra to perform the operation. In the case of two slits described above at least one of the pure spectra needs to be known exactly.

This has limitations as often it is only the distinctive spectral shape that is known about a particular materials characteristic spectrum. The subtraction approach requires the known values of intensity, essentially the correct number of counts from the measured values to then determine the obscured spectrum. Various factors can effect this, such as variances in the illuminations, as such this approach is of limited applicability in solving issues associated with spectral overlap.

4.5.2 Linear mixing model

Often linear spectral unmixing approaches use *a priori* knowledge of the potential set of endmembers present in the datacube. The LMM approach to spectral unmixing determines the relative abundances of this set of endmembers in a given mixed spectra. This approach can be applied in creating a more robust approach to correcting the spectral overlap issue, rather than trying to directly calculate the contribution of each wavelength from each slit and thereby determining the intensity contributed by each slit. By concentrating on identifying the constituent spectra in the measured overlapping spectrum, by explaining the variation in the measured spectral shape in terms of possible candidate spectra, the LMM approach can be sufficiently modified to help solve the overlap issue. Equations 4.33 and 4.34 can be modified into an appropriate format to achieve this by normalising the measured spectrum to be between 0 and 1, which is achieved by dividing across by the maximum value present. So

\[
\frac{\hat{S}_1}{\hat{S}_{1\text{max}}} = \frac{S_1}{S_{1\text{max}}} + \frac{\bar{S}_2}{\hat{S}_{1\text{max}}} \\
\frac{\hat{S}_2}{\hat{S}_{2\text{max}}} = \frac{\bar{S}_1}{\hat{S}_{2\text{max}}} + \frac{S_2}{\hat{S}_{2\text{max}}},
\]

then the pure and shifted spectra can be written in normalised form, as a product of the maximum value times the normalised spectrum, \( S = S_{\text{max}} \times M \), where \( M \) represents the normalised candidate spectrum, given as

\[
\frac{\hat{S}_1}{\hat{S}_{1\text{max}}} = \frac{S_{1\text{max}}M_1}{\hat{S}_{1\text{max}}} + \frac{\bar{S}_{2\text{max}}M_2}{\hat{S}_{1\text{max}}}.
\]
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and

\[
\frac{\hat{S}_2}{\tilde{S}_{2\text{max}}} = \frac{\tilde{S}_{1\text{max}}\bar{M}_1}{\tilde{S}_{2\text{max}}} + \frac{S_{2\text{max}}M_2}{\tilde{S}_{2\text{max}}},
\]  

(4.38)

putting these values into Equations 4.35 and 4.36 the ratios of maximum values can be treated as co-efficients, with values between 0 and 1, which allows the overlap to be represented as

\[
\hat{S}_1 = a_1M_1 + a_2\bar{M}_2
\]  

(4.39)

and

\[
\hat{S}_2 = b_1\bar{M}_1 + b_2M_2.
\]  

(4.40)

The two equations represent a linear sum that can be solved in the LMM manner and approaches can be imported from standard algorithms to implement this. While the non-negativity constraint still applies, the standard sum to one constraint however is not applicable, as the parameters \(a, b\) in Equations 4.39 and 4.40 are the ratios of maximum values in the spectra. The constraints are then

\[
a_i \geq 0 \quad \forall i,
\]  

(4.41)

the other constraint on the values of the abundances is due to the ratio of the maximum values, the maximum value in the overlapping spectra must be at least the same value as the largest maximum value in the constituent endmembers

\[
0 \leq a_i \leq 1 \quad \forall i.
\]  

(4.42)

The general case of the spectral overlap linear problem can be represented as

\[
S = \sum_{l=1}^{2L} a_lM_l,
\]  

(4.43)

which is the same form as standard unmixing problems, but due to the lack of a sum-to-one constraint the most feasible approach to solving this constrained least squares problem is the non-negative least squares approach (NNLS). The solution to the NNLS is a subset of the constrained least squares problems, the approach to solving the NNLS minimises

\[
\min ||Ma - S||,
\]  

(4.44)

an algorithm is implemented in Matlab using the \textit{lsnonneg} function, which implements the algorithm according to [2].
4.5.3 Demonstration of spectral overlap correction

The approaches described above offer solutions to dealing with spectral overlap, here these ideas will be demonstrated for a particular example. Simply, a neon light was used to illuminate the system input aperture, and three slits were opened on the DMD, the dispersed light from these slits was then collected and the spectrum determined, the positions of the slits were chosen so as the spectrum from each would all overlap. The slits were opened in various combinations allowing the collection of the three spectra in the absence of overlap and the various possible combinations of having two and three slits open, with the purpose of using the collected data to demonstrate the above mentioned methods of correcting the overlap.

![Image of spectral data](image)

Figure 4.15: (a) The measured overlapping spectra and the overlapping spectra calculated using Equation 4.29. (b) The results of the subtraction compared with known spectra.

An example of the subtraction is shown in Figure 4.15, to determine the subtracted version, the spatially offset spectra were calculated and subtracted from the overlapping versions. The results of this subtraction are shown, while it is successful in removing some of extra features present due to the overlap, differences in intensity result in some portions of the new spectrum being negative. Which of course makes using the so-called corrected spectrum difficult for the purposes of comparison. The differences can be due to numerous things, variations in the light source output, uneven illumination or other experimental parameters. In more complicated cases these problems will be further complicated, demonstrating the limited utility of an approach to correcting spectral overlap based on the subtraction approach.

The second approach using LMM was applied as well, the key step was generating the appropriate set of candidate spectra to apply to the problem, in this case using the
data from the Neon light source, the candidate true spectra were already known. The candidate list consisted of the possible full spectra and the shifted spectra calculated using the approaches in Equations 4.33 and 4.34. The true spectra associated with the slit were calculated using the recovered co-efficients and the relations expressed in Equations 4.37 and 4.39. Figure 4.16 shows the overlapping spectra and the recovered true spectra, which is compared to the independently measured spectra for that slit. As is visible, the recovered spectra matches the true spectra, this approach is dependent on sufficient knowledge of the possible spectra that can be present and the number of overlapping spectra present from adjacent slits.

4.5.4 Spectral Overlap discussion

The problem of spectral overlap introduces an ambiguity into the spectra recovered from the CCD, the resulting measurement constitutes an ill-posed problem where there are more unknowns than knowns. The knowns being the sum of the contributions from the different overlapping spectra and the unknowns the values associated with the different spectra. This can be solved using prior knowledge or assumptions about the constituents themselves, the above approaches use knowledge of the spectral shapes, however in the case of subtraction this is hampered by the variation in the spectra, resulting in negative values in the recovered spectrum. The approach based on spectral unmixing provides a more manageable approach as it tries to explain the features present in the overlapping spectra in terms of other known spectra. As long as the possible constituents are known this approach can be applied, oftentimes in spectral processing tasks the goal is to detect
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the presences of certain spectral signatures, which can be done more easily than exact reconstruction of the spectra itself. Other numerical approaches exist that potentially could be altered from other current spectral unmixing techniques, for example approaches that are based on “blind source separation” such as independent components analysis would not require the use of prior knowledge of the spectra involved.

The alternative to a numerical approach as described above would be to incorporate a hardware solution that helps mitigate the problem physically. One possible approach to this would be to use a so-called Foveon sensor that has been described previously in Section 1.3.2. The Foveon has three layers of pixels that have different pass band characteristics. Essentially a red, green and blue layer. The positions of slits could be positioned upon the DMD so as the blue and red portions of the spectra overlap, but are then collected by different layers of the Foveon sensor. This could be effective for a sufficiently broad spectral range, but it also requires that the slits have sufficient spatial separation to cause the offset of different portions of the spectrum. This approach could help improve the number of spectra collected simultaneously in a single row, but it mitigates the problem rather than solving it entirely.

One of the key disadvantages of spectral overlap is that it reduces the number of spectra that can be unambiguously collected in a single snapshot. This is principally limited to one per row of the CCD camera, but more realistically it is limited by the length of the DMD slit and the size of the object being measured. The number of spectra obtained can still be on the order of hundreds. The spatial distribution of slits across the field of view is also limited as slits cannot not be on the same DMD row; if enough prior knowledge of the scene is available, then methods described above could be used to increase the number of points collected.

Avoiding the problem of overlap is the best course to avoiding the potential errors associated with the spectral overlap and that is the course that has generally been taken in the work presented in this thesis.

4.6 Chapter summary

The utility of the RASI system that was built was demonstrated on a simple example, showing the core MOS capabilities of the device. As an example of the application to a more complex problem, an experiment involving the measurement of the spectrum of RBCs undergoing de-oxygenation while in motion was described. The background and motivation for the experiment were given and the technical details of the tracking were given, the methods of de-oxygenation were also described. The experiment tracked ten RBCs across the RASI FOV and measured their change in spectrum, from the characteristic spectrum associated with oxygenated RBCs to that of de-oxygenated RBCs. This change was characterised using a spectral unmixing approach based on a LMM. Finally
the problem of spectral overlap in the detector plane of RASI was discussed and some approaches to solving and mitigating it were demonstrated. A potential solution based on novel multi-layer CCD cameras was also discussed.
Chapter 5 – Raman spectroscopy and alternative spatial sampling methods

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed broadband spectroscopic applications. In this chapter the focus will be on extending the functionality of RASI to Raman spectroscopy. The previous approaches were based on transmission and absorption, whereas Raman spectroscopy is a phenomenon of the inelastic scattering of light [73]. The goal of this chapter is to introduce and describe the Raman effect, and its underpinnings as a form of inelastic scattering, a short survey of the literature on Raman spectroscopy in the context of hyperspectral imaging are presented. The necessary modifications to the RASI system are described, including the addition of an illuminating laser and filters required to help separate the Raman scattered light.

The modified Raman RASI was used to demonstrate examples of alternate sampling methods that are enabled by the random-access approach and not possible with other spectral imaging systems. Two standard sampling methods are demonstrated: selecting points at random from the scene and a grid based sampling approach. A test case was created by scanning a large region of the FOV and applying the two sampling methods to it; classification maps of the whole scene were constructed from the sampled subsets and compared to the results from the entire test case, which was used as reference to gauge the performance of the different methods.

5.2 The Raman effect

The Raman effect is a phenomenon of inelastic scattering that is exemplified by its low efficiency and high chemical specificity. A brief overview of the historical development of Raman spectroscopy and the underlying physical processes are provided in this section, in order to provide insight into the various challenges and applications of Raman spectroscopy.

5.2.1 Background of the Raman effect

The Raman effect is a phenomenon of the in-elastic scattering of light in matter, it was initially predicted theoretically by Brillouin in 1922 and then, independently again in 1923. The first experimental demonstration was performed by C.V. Raman in 1928, for whom the effect was named. Interestingly, the experimental setup consisted of a focused and filtered beam of sunlight and an unmixed liquid sample, the results were observed
with the human eye. Due to the low efficiency of the inelastic scattering process, the Raman effect was of limited use in spectroscopy until the invention of the laser, which provided a monochromatic, high power source of light. Development in holographic gratings and improvements in detector technology also accelerated the development of Raman spectroscopy as a standard laboratory technique.

5.2.2 Description of the Raman effect

Scattering of light involves the interaction of light and matter. The energy, \( E \), of a photon of frequency \( \nu \) is given by Planck’s law as

\[
E = h \nu, \tag{5.1}
\]

where \( h \) is Planck’s constant and the frequency, \( \nu \), is related to the wavelength, \( \lambda \), by

\[
\nu = \frac{c}{\lambda}, \tag{5.2}
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light. When a photon interacts with a molecule, the photons are either elastically or inelastically scattered. Elastic scattering by particles much smaller than the wavelength of light is called Rayleigh scattering. In this phenomenon, when the molecule interacts with a photon of energy, \( h\nu_0 \), it is excited from its ground state, \( E_0 \), to an excited state of energy \( E_0 + h\nu_0 \). The molecule then returns to its initial state and emits an identical photon, so the energy of the molecule and photon remain the same after the interaction. Inelastic scattering results in a net change of the energy, which can be seen as a change in frequency (or wavelength) of the scattered photons.

The energy of the Raman scattered photons can be shifted either up or down, this is shown in Figure 5.1, along with the Rayleigh (elastic) scattering change. When the frequency is shifted down (to a longer wavelength), the scattered photon is less energetic relative to the incident photon; this is referred to as Stokes scattering. When the scattered photon is more energetic the scattered photon will have a frequency that is increased (shifted to a shorter wavelength) with respect to the incident photon, which is called anti-Stokes scattering. The spectrum of scattered photons will be symmetric about the incident frequency, \( \nu_0 \), though the intensities of the different Raman peaks corresponding to the different states of the molecule will differ. This is due to the initial populations of the states in the molecule which is dependent on the temperature. In a state of equilibrium, the higher energy state will be less populated than the lower, which results in the number of transitions from the upper to lower state being less than those from the lower to the upper state, resulting in the Stokes peaks being stronger than the anti-Stokes. It is worth noting that Raman spectra are commonly represented in terms of the relative frequency or wavelength shift from the incident photon. The relative shift in
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Figure 5.1: Rayleigh and Raman excitation

wavenumber for incident photons of wavelength $\lambda_0$ is

$$\Delta \nu = \frac{1}{\lambda_0} - \frac{1}{\lambda_1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where $\lambda_1$ is the wavelength in the spectrum. This formulation allows the incident wavelength to be placed at the origin of the spectrum and the scattered light intensities to be placed at $\pm \Delta \nu$, referred to as the Raman shift.

Fundamentally, the positions of the spectral lines in a Raman spectrum are dependent on the properties of the molecule from which the photons are scattered. The oscillating electric field of the photon induces a polarisation in the molecule. This holds for atoms as well, however the polarisation is isotropic in atoms and so the atom only experiences Rayleigh scattering. In molecules where the induced polarisation can be anisotropic, Raman scattering is possible [88]. Measurement of the intensity of scattered light allows the rotational and vibrational modes of the molecule to be probed by Raman spectroscopy.

A semi-classical description of Raman spectroscopy gives the intensity of the scattered light as [118]:

$$I = \Phi K |e_s \alpha e_s|^2 d\Omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where $K = 4\pi^2 a^2 \frac{1}{\lambda_1}$ and $a = \frac{1}{137}$ and $\lambda_1$ is the wavelength of the scattered light. $d\Omega$ is the solid angle into which the light scattered. $I$ is energy per unit time into solid angle
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$d\Omega$. $\Phi$ is the energy per unit area per unit time of the incident beam. The unit vectors $e_e$ and $e_s$ define the directions of the electric fields of the incident and inelastically scattered light. Finally, $\alpha$ is the scattering tensor and contains the information on the vibrational and rotational energy levels of the molecule. The parameter $K$ shows that the intensity of Raman scattered light increases inversely with the fourth power of wavelength and directly with the irradiance of the incident beam. The literature on interrogating the scattering tensor is extensive and will not be further explored here.

Above has been a brief and simplified description of some of the key aspects of the basic Raman effect. There are other kinds of Raman spectroscopy, to date an estimated 25 kinds. Some examples are listed below

- Resonance Raman spectroscopy
- Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
- Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy
- Optical Tweezer Raman spectroscopy
- Stimulated Raman spectroscopy
- Coherent anti-Stokes Raman

Generally the goal is to enhance the sensitivity of the Raman effect, however they are beyond the scope of this thesis and are listed here only to demonstrate what a broad categorisation Raman spectroscopy is.

5.2.3 Raman spectrometers

The basic requirements for the parts of a Raman spectrometer have not changed since the initial experimental demonstration by Raman, though the various parts have of course been drastically improved by modern technology. The basic layout requires an excitation source, a sampling system and a detector. Lasers provide a highly monochromatic, high power excitation source, whose choice of wavelength is key with regard to the application. The sampling system merely refers to the method of collecting the Raman scattered light and depositing it on the detector, it will include the collection optics and the means of separating out the different wavelengths in the scattered light, examples include confocal microscopes, dispersive spectrometers and acousto-optical devices for filtering. Finally the detector is where the gathered light is measured, it can range from a single photodiode in the case of a monochromator layout to, as is more often the case, an array detector. Generally the detector is an integrated part of the sampling system. In modern systems the use of dichroic mirrors, edge pass filters and laser line filters further augment the performance of Raman spectrometers.
The excitation source in modern Raman spectrometers is a laser, as it provides a high power, monochromatic source of photons. The behaviour of the laser source can have dramatic effects on the measured Raman spectrum. Any side lobes can overpower the Raman spectrum and add unwanted background to the measurement, this is usually counteracted with the use of laser line filter. Wavelength stability can also be a factor as the Raman shift in wavenumbers is measured relative to the laser wavelength as explained in Equation 5.3. Another key parameter is the wavelength of the laser, Equation 5.4 shows this can affect the intensity of the scattered light, with longer wavelengths reducing the intensity of Raman scattering and shorter wavelengths increasing it. Fluorescence is also a cause for concern; it tends to occur with higher energy, shorter wavelength photons and can easily overwhelm any Raman signal. As such visible and UV wavelength lasers are rarely used with organic molecules.

The sampling system is often matched to the particulars of the sample being evaluated and can also be designed to include the excitation source. When the collecting optics and excitation laser are on the same optical axis it is the back scattered Raman light that is collected, in microscopes this is referred to as an epi-illumination configuration and is achieved using dichroic mirrors to couple the laser beam to the optical path of the system. This approach is one of the most common in microscopy applications of Raman spectroscopy, as it provides a straight-forward approach to illuminating the sample and collecting the back-scattered light. The RASI system described in the previous chapters of this thesis provides the sampling system and the calibration and properties of the diffraction grating used in the spectrometer are also previously described. The details of the addition of the laser illumination components to the setup will be described in the following section.

5.3 Raman hyperspectral imaging

Like other spectroscopic techniques, Raman spectroscopy can be used for hyperspectral imaging. It is often referred to as Raman imaging. The motivation for incorporating Raman spectroscopy into hyperspectral imaging is that it provides a high degree of specificity for identifying compounds based on their spectra, due to the relationship of the peaks in the Raman spectrum and the vibrational energy levels of the molecules, the spatial distribution of different materials can then be determined from the Raman image.

In order to construct a Raman image, each point in the sample being imaged must be illuminated with the laser to produce the Raman scattered light. Each point in the sample can be illuminated in sequence with the laser beam or the whole sample can be illuminated in a global illumination configuration.

Scanning methods generally focus a laser spot onto a point on the sample and
collect the signal from this point. Then the sample is moved and the process repeated until an area has been scanned, the Raman data-cube is constructed from the data at each point. The time taken for acquisition is a key factor here, as imaging a large area can be time consuming, to acquire an $128 \times 128$ pixel image at a 1 second integration time for each pixel would take $\approx 4.5$ hours. The beam can be shaped into the form of a line and scanned across the sample, thereby decreasing the number of measurements that need to be taken to acquire the whole Raman image [108]. Also methods exist where multiple laser spots are incident on the sample, to decrease the number of measurements as well. This can be done using multiple lasers simultaneously, or by using a spatial light modulator[104]. The advantage of focusing the laser comes from the increase in the incident power at that point, which increases the signal of the Raman scattered light. The increase in laser power brings its own concerns though as there is a possibility of burning the sample in the case of biological samples, thermal expansion has also been noted to be an issue [73].

Distinct from the scanning approaches mentioned above, a global approach does not use point or shaped illumination, instead the whole area of interest is illuminated, then a tunable filter is used to build up a stack of monochromatic images [20]. In certain cases it should also be possible to choose an optimised subset of wavelengths to measure and further reduce the time taken for data collection. The global approach allows for a large area to be monitored simultaneously, this area illumination is commonly achieved by defocusing the laser beam to cover the whole region, which is an advantage when used with the RASI system which needs to be able to extract a Raman spectrum from each point in the scene, without adjusting the laser illumination. The trade-off for this approach is the reduction of incident power at a given pixel in the Raman image, resulting in a lower Raman signal at each point in the scene.

5.4 Raman RASI

This section describes the necessary additions to the RASI experimental layout, namely the choice of laser, including the wavelength and the reasons for the choice of wavelength. The necessary filters chosen are also described, as well as their uses and positions in the setup. The global illumination system designed and implemented for the system will also be described, including a description of the laser propagation through the setup and various considerations when expanding the beam to illuminate the FOV of RASI.

The implementation of Raman spectroscopy in the RASI system required the addition of an excitation source to the setup. The source used was a 785 nm laser, named a “Luxxmaster MiniRaman Boxx”, supplied by Laser Components, with power output up to 500 mW. The wavelength was chosen as a compromise between the reduced efficiency of the Raman effect at longer wavelengths versus the reduced potential for
background fluorescence, which is common in organic samples. The output spectrum from the laser is shown in Figure 5.2. The key issue when deciding how to illuminate the sample was to enable the RASI setup to be able to collect light from any points across the FOV simultaneously, this required multiple regions to be illuminated with the laser to produce the Raman effect at these points, the two primary approaches for illumination are described in Section 5.3. Any scanning technique would be too limiting, as scanning a single laser spot or line would would be too slow. In principle, if multiple laser spots were generated and could be coordinated with the apertures of the RASI system that would be desirable, this could be achieved with multiple laser beams and galvo-mirrors used to direct them, or otherwise an SLM could be used to generate a spot pattern on the sample. These approaches would require careful consideration of the design of the illumination, as well as adding extra calibration procedures, instead it was decided to implement a global illumination setup.

One of the main advantages of using a global illumination layout was that the entire FOV was illuminated simultaneously. This allowed the RASI system to be used without any further calibration steps or considering the alignment of a laser spot with a point of interest. The laser was coupled to the back-aperture of the microscope objective and the beam was defocussed to implement the global illumination. A dichroic mirror was used to couple the laser light into the optical path of the system. The primary disadvantage of using the global illumination was that the power of the laser was distributed over a relatively large area, thereby reducing the maximum signal to noise possible. The loss in signal was compensated for by increasing the integration time of the camera and averaging frames. Only in the case of tracking in a dynamic scene would the time delay between acquisitions become an issue, but the fundamental inefficiency of the Raman effect prohibits such high speed acquisition in any case.
5.4.1 Modeling of the global illumination

The goal of the global illumination was to create a defocused laser beam in the object plane of the microscope objective to illuminate the sample in the RASI FOV (which was $\approx 80 \times 60 \ \mu \text{m}$). The defocussed laser beam was to be slightly larger than the FOV of RASI in the same object plane so as to use the optical power from the laser efficiently. If the laser beam was too large, any part of the intensity distribution incident outside the RASI FOV would be wasted, as no Raman spectra could be collected from these areas, also it would reduce the amount of optical power available to the regions in the RASI FOV. If the laser beam was smaller than the RASI FOV, Raman scattering would not occur in regions with no incident laser light, reducing the useful area of the RASI FOV unnecessarily. The additions to the RASI setup to achieve the required beam size are shown in Figure 5.8, the divergent output from the 785 nm diode laser was collimated by a simple lens, this collimated beam was collected by a tube lens and coupled into the primary optical path using a dichroic mirror. The beam entered the back aperture of the microscope objective and a divergent beam was output to the object plane, the extent of the divergence and area of illumination could be altered by adjusting the distance between the tube lens and the back aperture of the microscope objective, thereby achieving the necessary coverage of the RASI FOV.

A model of the global illumination was created using the equations of Gaussian optics. This was used to determine the behaviour of the laser beam as it passed through the simple lens, this model was then extended using the physical propagation calculation capacity of Zemax to further model the behaviour of the beam as it passed through the more complex elements in the setup, such as the tube lens and microscope objective. The purpose of the modeling was to demonstrate that the experimental layout given in Figure 5.8 for the illumination could provide suitable coverage of the whole RASI FOV.

Gaussian optics uses a complex radius of curvature composed of the wavefront curvature $R(z)$, and the transverse size of the beam, $w(z)$. This so called “q-factor” is given by the relation:

$$\frac{1}{q(z)} = \frac{1}{R(z)} + \frac{i \lambda}{\pi w(z)^2}, \quad (5.5)$$

wherein $z$ is the distance the beam has traveled and $\lambda$ is the wavelength, also, $R(z)$ and $w(z)$ are defined as

$$R(z) = z \left(1 + \left(\frac{\pi w_{00}^2}{z \lambda}\right)^2\right), \quad (5.6)$$

and

$$w(z) = w_{00}(1 + \left(\frac{\lambda z}{\pi w_{00}^2}\right)^2)^{\frac{1}{2}}, \quad (5.7)$$

where $w_{00}$ is the minimum value of the beam waist.

The properties of a Gaussian beam are dependent almost entirely on $w_{00}$, as well
Figure 5.3: Collimation optic overview: the lens used had a focal length of 10 mm, the blue line represents the position of the new beam waist after passing through the lens, its value was \( w_{01} = 2.5 \text{ mm} \). The new Rayleigh range, \( z_R \), based on \( w_{01} \) was 250 cm.

as the wavelength, once \( w_{00} \) is known, then it is possible to calculate the beam size for a given distance \( z \). The far field divergence of a Gaussian beam is given by the relation:

\[
\theta = \frac{w(z)}{z} = \frac{w_{00}}{z_R},
\]

which is useful for determining the minimum beam waist of a laser from the given divergence. Further, another useful quantity is the Rayleigh distance \( z_R \).

\[
z_R = \frac{\pi w_{00}^2}{\lambda},
\]

which is the distance over which a beam will remain collimated. It is also useful to note that the “q factor” can be expressed as

\[
q(z) = z + iz_R,
\]

and which has the useful property that at the beam waist minimum, when \( z = 0 \), that

\[
q(0) = iz_R.
\]

When a thin lens is placed in the beam path the properties of the beam are transformed, the relationship between the beam before and after a lens of focal length \( f \), with the q factor just before, say \( q_1 \), and after \( q_2 \) the lens is given by

\[
q_2 = \frac{q_1 f}{f - q_1},
\]

The distance from the lens to the new beam waist, \( z_m \) and the new beam waist minimum, \( w_{01} \) are given respectively by

\[
z_m = \text{Re}(q_2)
\]
and

\[ w_{01} = \frac{\sqrt{\text{Im}(q_2)}}{\sqrt{\text{Im}(q_1(0))}}. \]  

(5.14)

The equations described above are used to help model the first portion of the illumination layout, the collimation of the diode laser output.

To collimate the diode laser it was necessary to calculate the minimum beam waist of the beam as it emerged from the laser. The value for the divergence was twenty degrees, using Equation 5.8 the value for \( w_{00} \) was calculated to be roughly one micron. This value of \( w_{00} \) was used with Equation 5.7 to determine the beam waist at a distance of \( z = 10 \text{ mm} \), which was the focal length of the collimating lens. Equation 5.10 was used to determine the q-factor at the lens, then the q-factor after the lens was determined using Equation 5.12, following this the new beam waist minimum, \( w_{01} \), was calculated to be 2.5 mm, and the new Rayleigh range from this beam waist was \( z_R = 25000 \text{ mm} \), which was the range over which the beam would remain collimated. The change in beam waist size from the initial \( w_{00} \) to the lens position and the beam waist change after the lens are plotted in Figure 5.3. The collimated beam waist then used as the starting point for the Zemax simulation.

The calculated beam waist of the collimated beam was used as the starting point of the Zemax model, this beam size was verified by measurement which confirmed the calculated value. The Zemax model consisted of the tube lens and a microscope objective. Since the exact parameters of the microscope objective used in the setup were unavailable in a Zemax format a similar microscope objective was used in the model, as the aim of the model was to demonstrate that by adjusting the distance between the tube lens and microscope objective the size of the divergent beam in the object plane could be altered in a controlled manner. The ray diagram of the Zemax simulation is shown in Figure 5.4, the dichroic mirror used in the main setup shown in Figure 5.8 was omitted to simplify the model. In the model, the collimated beam is collected by the tube lens and begins to converge between the tube lens and microscope objective resulting in a divergent beam in the object plane, which is a reversal of the normal usage of an infinity corrected microscope, where the beam would be collimated between the two lenses and, brought to a focus behind the tube lens to form a magnified image of the object plane.

The result of the convergent beam entering the back aperture of the microscope objective was a divergent beam at the output, which is also shown in Figure 5.4. The size of the divergent beam needed to match that of the RASI FOV, also the intensity distribution needed to be such that the distribution across the RASI FOV was sufficient to produce a Raman spectrum at each point. In order to achieve this, most of the power needed to be within the RASI FOV, since the intensity distribution was Gaussian, then the percentage laser energy within the beam waist, \( w(z) \) at a given \( z \) was 86.4% and the percentage at the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) point was 69.2%. An example
of the intensity distribution for a distance of $d = 171$ mm between the tube lens and microscope objective is shown in a contour plot in Figure 5.5 (a), three line profiles for different values of $d$ are shown in Figure 5.5 (b). By adjusting the parameter $d$, the FWHM could be modified so as to cover the RASI FOV, by making the beam larger the coverage of the RASI FOV became more uniform, but more power was deposited outside, making the beam smaller resulted in more power being concentrated in the center of the distribution resulting in less uniform illumination. A stack of three contour plots of the intensity distribution for different values of $d$ are shown in Figure 5.6 to demonstrate the change in size and distribution with a change in distance, $d$.

The model demonstrates that the layout for the global illumination shown in Figure 5.8 can be used to produce a laser beam of sufficient width to cover the whole RASI FOV. While the model contains differences from the layout, such as the use of a different microscope objective, these differences were compensated for experimentally, for example by adjusting the distance $d$ between the tube lens and microscope until the required beam width was achieved.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Contour plot of the normalised intensity distribution at the object plane of the microscope objective for distance 171 mm between the tube lens and the objective. (b) Line profiles of the intensity distribution for three different distances between the tube lens and objective, the change in FWHM of the Gaussian intensity distributions demonstrates that the laser beam can be expanded to the size of the RASI FOV by altering the distance between the tube lens and microscope objective.

Figure 5.6: Stack of three contour plots of the intensity distribution at the microscope object plane for different distances between the microscope objective and the tube lens in the Zemax model. The three contour plots correspond to the three line profiles given in Figure 5.5 (b).
5.4.2 Filters

The other major change to the RASI setup was the addition of a laser line filter and an edge pass filter to the layout, their purpose was to improve the performance of the system by blocking background or stray light, as well as elastically scattered photons from the laser, from entering the spectrometer. Furthermore a dichroic mirror was used to couple the laser into the RASI optical path, though it also acted as a filter in the optical path. Each filter had a specific purpose and needed to be positioned according to their transmission profiles in order to operate effectively, which will be described in this section, the locations of the filters are noted in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.7: Plots of the filter added to RASI system; (a) is the transmission profile of the laser line filter, (b) the edge filter, (c) the dichroic mirror and (d) plots the edge filter and dichroic mirror around 785 nm.

The spectral profile of the laser is shown in Figure 5.2. The purpose of the laser line filter (labelled as F1 on Figure 5.8), whose transmission curve is shown in Figure 5.7, was to attenuate the extra light generated by the diode laser at wavelengths away from the central peak, which diode lasers are known to generate; the spectral profile of the laser is shown in Figure 5.2. The extra light was a source of background noise that could have easily contaminated, or potentially overwhelmed any Raman signal gathered by the spectrometer. The filter was placed in the collimated beam of the laser, before it combined with the primary RASI optical path, this was to reduce the amount of extraneous light entering the system.
The edge filter, shown in Figure 5.7, was placed before the entrance of the spectrometer, it is labelled as F3 in Figure 5.8. It blocked any light at a wavelength lower than the cut-off wavelength of 785 nm. This had the effect of removing stray light at shorter wavelengths, including any Stokes scattered Raman signal. It also helped to prevent any elastically scattered light from the laser from entering the spectrometer. The transmission spectrum at wavelengths lower than 640 nm is erratic and allows visible wavelengths to pass, which was a problem for the illumination system of the RASI system, though easily solved by using a bandpass filter at a higher wavelength to filter the illumination or otherwise switching off the light source while collecting data.

A dichroic mirror was used to couple the laser beam into the RASI optical path, the beam was incident on the mirror at 45° and was reflected into the back aperture of the microscope objective. Light of other wavelengths that were incident on the dichroic were transmitted according to the transmission curve shown in Figure 5.7 (c), resulting in any light from the laser that was back reflected from the sample being attenuated. The transmission profiles of the edge filter and dichroic mirror are compared in Figure 5.7 (d), it is noticeable how far the dip in transmission of the dichroic extends into the longer wavelength region, almost to 830 nm, resulting in decreased signal in this region of the spectrum.

Finally, the Kaiser Holospec spectrometer includes a laser line blocker that blocks the elastically scattered laser light, this filter is denoted as F4 in Figure 5.8. In summary the filters added to the system improved performance by helping to prevent elastically scattered light from the laser entering the spectrometer, though at the cost of a reduced photon count in a portion of the spectrum, up to 830 nm, due in particular to the dichroic mirror. Furthermore they removed background and scattered light from the system which could have degraded the quality of the Raman spectra obtained by the spectrometer.

5.4.3 Experimental alignment

In what follows the necessary experimental alignments to finish coupling the laser into the RASI system are described. While the Zemax model and the system diagram in Figure 5.8 show the positions of the various parts added to the optical system, the distance between the tube lens and microscope objective needed to be set experimentally, also since the beam width was much smaller than the microscope FOV the position of the beam had to be moved until it overlapped with the RASI FOV. Otherwise, a region of the sample would be illuminated where no signal could be collected from.

A mineral sample which was a strong Raman scatterer was placed over the microscope objective so that it filled the RASI FOV. Then, multiple slits were opened on the DMD, the tube lens distance and position of the mirror, M3, were adjusted until the intensity measured at the slits was optimised. The mineral used was called Crocoite,
further details on the spectral properties are given in the next section.

In the experimental alignment, the mineral sample was placed in the object plane of the microscope such that it filled the entire RASI FOV. Then, a number of slits on the DMD were opened which could be monitored on the output of the spectrometer. Once the laser was activated the Raman spectrum of the Crocoite was visible on the spectrometer camera. By adjusting the distance between the tube lens and the back aperture of the microscope objective, as well as tilting the mirror, M3, the intensity of the collected spectrum was increased. This adjustment was performed until the peak intensities were at a maximum, across the slits of the RASI FOV.

This section has described the steps in modeling and implementing a global illumination type setup for the Raman spectroscopy portion of RASI. Example Raman spectrum will be shown in the next section.

**Figure 5.8:** Modified RASI setup for Raman spectroscopy, similar to the diagram in Figure 3.1 with the addition of the laser illumination.

### 5.5 Example Raman spectrum

As a means of demonstrating the acquisition of a Raman spectrum, a sample of Crocoite was used. The acquired spectrum was compared against the known properties of the mineral. This comparison was used to verify that the data acquired was commensurate with the known characteristics of the spectrum, principally the positions of spectral lines.

The mineral in question, Crocoite, is a lead chromate, it’s structure is crystalline and it was semi-transparent with a reddish orange hue. Crocoite is mined in a few locations in the world and is relatively rare, it was once used as an ore of chromium but this no longer the case due to it’s rarity, though it is still sought after by mineral collectors for the purposes of display. The sample used here was obtained from a generic
supplier of minerals and crystals, while the reference spectrum was taken from an online database of mineral spectra [7].

**Figure 5.9:** (a) shows the reference spectrum obtained, in the top right corner is an image of the Crocoite crystal from the reference data. (b) is the Raman spectrum measured directly with RASI, in the top right corner of the spectrum is the image of the crystal obtained via the RASI microscope.

![Reference Crocoite spectrum](image1)

![Crocoite spectrum](image2)

**Figure 5.10:** The Raman spectrum of polystyrene with characteristic peaks at 618, 997 and 1027 cm$^{-1}$. The spectrum is smoothed with a moving average filter.

Figure 5.9 shows a reference spectrum of Crocoite and the spectrum acquired from the Crocoite sample used in this experiment. Essentially, the Raman spectrum of Crocoite has two distinct sets of features, a group of peaks near 385 cm$^{-1}$ and a single at 838 cm$^{-1}$, which are present in both the reference and measured spectrums, though the relative intensities between the peaks of the reference spectrum and those of the measured spectrum are different. The Raman signal at shorter Raman shifts will be less than expected due to the transmission profile of the dichroic filter which attenuates
up to 830 nm, as shown in Figure 5.7, 830 nm is $678 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ for a 785 nm laser. A second Raman spectrum is shown in Figure 5.10, in this example a small piece of polyethylene was placed in the microscope sample plane and the Raman spectrum acquired. The resulting spectrum shows three features expected of a polystyrene spectrum, peaks at approximately 616, 997 and 1027 cm$^{-1}$.

5.6 Different Sampling approaches

The remainder of this chapter concentrates on describing approaches to sampling a scene with RASI that exploit its unique architecture, namely the ability to acquire voxels in any almost any order from the scene, which enables a representative subset of regions of the total scene to be collected and thereby reducing the collection of unnecessary or unwanted voxels. Similar sampling approaches are often employed during the post processing of hyperspectral datacubes acquired by other means (sequential scanning or snapshot), that is only a subset of the collected data ends up being used for understanding the properties of the entire datacube [83]. The goal here is to describe such alternate hyperspectral sampling approaches, though implemented in the acquisition phase rather than the post processing phase. To that end, a full dataset of a scene was acquired and used as a test case for different approaches.

A single test case was used for all the sampling methods tried, this had the advantage of simplifying the process of acquiring the data as it only needed a single dataset to be collected. Also, this allowed the different techniques to be compared to each other and to the complete set more easily.

In this example, the case considered is that of a so called binary classification, with the scene consisting of two distinct spectral classes distributed over different spatial regions. This was constructed by using a sample of Crocoite that only partially covered the whole RASI FOV and then scanning the whole FOV, with the result being two regions where the Crocoite spectrum was “present” or “not present”. The particulars of the binary classification will be described in more detail in a following section.

While more complex, multi-class problems can be considered the focus here is on determining an approximation to the spatial distribution of the two classes. Binary classifications also correspond to a number of useful classifications scenarios that are important in their own right, e.g. “healthy” or “unhealthy” and “present” or “not present”. Furthermore, binary classification can be extended to multi-class problems, which is the case in various hyperspectral classification algorithms.

The reason for estimating the spatial distribution directly, rather than after collecting the whole dataset is that it shortens the acquisition time and the amount of data collected. Most meaningful spatial distributions of a given quantity will consist of a
region with borders, the purpose of any approximation is to reconstruct the borders, thereby accurately dividing the scene into its distinct regions accurately. The approaches to sampling can be based on some blind random sampling or grid based method, though these ignore the spatial information available from the imaging channel of RASI. Using the imaging channel as a reference, regions to sample can be selected directly, or via some basic image processing method. After the sampling, the structure of the scene was reconstructed using a nearest-neighbor interpolation.

In what follows, the details of the test case used to demonstrate the various sampling methods will be given, then examples of the different sampling methods will be shown, the results of each will be compared with the full test case results. Finally there will be some discussion of extending the results to more complex cases.

5.6.1 Test case overview

To obtain the data for the test case, a fragment of Crocoite crystal was placed such that it partially obscured the RASI FOV. Then, the FOV was scanned sequentially using apertures consisting of 10 by 10 DMD pixels, the result of this scan was a 100 by 30 data set of Raman spectra. Each vertical column of the resulting data set contained 100 elements, with 30 elements in the horizontal direction, it was taken from the central region of the image of the RASI FOV shown in Figure 5.11 (a). Most of the spectral information was contained in the two peaks of the Crocoite spectrum, the intensity distributions of the two peaks across the spatial region are shown in Figure 5.11 (b) and (c), with (d) showing the intensity from a peak-less region. The distribution at these wavenumbers broadly matches the image, with the intensity being higher on the regions with Crocoite and effectively null on the empty region.

Using the spectral information, two spectral classes were generated for the purpose of labeling every pixel in the data set. The classes were the Crocoite class and an empty class, essentially a flat spectrum. A large degree of variation was present in the spectrum collected at various points; to account for all this variation numerous spectra were combined into a single training set for the Crocoite class. Spectral variability can be caused by non-uniform illumination, differences in surface texture or the presence of impurities in the sample, it is an ever present issue in spectral classification and, in this case is countered by creating a robust training set for the classification. Similarly for the empty training set, numerous spectra were used in the training set. In total 18 and 14 spectra were used in the Crocoite and empty training sets, respectively, these can be seen in Figures 5.12 (a) and (b). Further a plot of the intensity values at the two Crocoite peak wavenumbers for all the spectra in both training sets is shown in Figure 5.12 (c), the values from the different spectra can be easily separated visually, showing that both classes are distinct.
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Figure 5.11: (a) shows the image of the Crocoite fragment as seen through the imaging camera. (b), (c) and (d) show the intensities at three different wavenumbers across the scene as measured by the spectrometer.

The purpose of using these two robust spectral classes was to set up a binary classification problem. In later sections where alternate spatial sampling methods will be described, the same spectral classification approach will be used, the focus will be on approximating the spatial distribution of the classes, which for the full test case is shown in 5.12 (d).

The most salient spatial structure in the test case was the border between the two different classes, it can be seen to correspond to the visual difference between the parts of the scene image (Figure 5.12 (a)) where Crocoite is, and is not present. Though there are clearly small regions that are intermingled with the Crocoite region which contain the empty class spectrum, this was likely due to some impurity present in the crystal or other contamination that resulted in the null Raman spectra. For the purpose here, the physical reason had little significance, except in so far as these small outlier regions added complexity to approximating the overall spatial distribution.

Various approaches to sampling the scene will be discussed in the following sections that will reconstruct the test case to varying degrees. Only a single structure in the data set will be concentrated on, the border between the two classes, focusing on this aspect of the reconstruction makes the process more straightforward, however the results from this binary classification can be extended to more complex multi-class problems, though that will not be examined in this thesis. These approaches were demonstrated using the test case described here; by indexing the full array using the same method as the sampling method under test, a real experiment was simulated, it was then possible to
Figure 5.12: (a) and (b) show the spectra used in the training sets for the Crocoite class and the empty class, respectively. (c) is a plot of the wavenumbers of the two Crocoite peaks against each other, for the spectra in the training set. (d) is a contour plot of the classification result with the line showing the border between the two classes. Green represents the Crocoite class and blue the null class.

5.6.2 Blind random sampling

As a first example, the scene was randomly sampled without replacement, this approach relied completely on the spectroscopy channel of RASI, ignoring any information from imaging channel. Random sampling is a common sampling method where, each point in the scene has an equal chance of being selected. An extra condition was added to the sampling process that limited the number of samples per row to 1, so as to simulate the limitation imposed by the possibility of spectral overlap in the actual RASI instrument.

The random sampling strategy generally provides each subject in a population set with an equal probability of being selected. As a result of this, it provides a fair way of selecting representative samples, though it is subject to a degree of luck, But, so long as the subset extracted is representative of the total dataset, then it is still reasonable to use random sampling.

In the context of the test case, at most 100 points could be selected in a given measurement set. To randomly select points, subject to the constraint, firstly the vertical index was selected at random without replacement, this stopped vertical indices being selected twice in a measurement set and, thereby preventing spectral overlap. Then,
the possible horizontal values for that vertical index were listed - values that had been selected in a previous list were removed from this list - and an index selected at random. A Matlab function, `datasample` was used for the randomised selection, for repeatability all the random values and the order they were generated, were stored in an array. Index coordinates were generated and stored until each coordinate in the test case was sampled, this set of random points were used to sample the test in varying amounts and subsequently reconstruct the classification map.

![Spatial distribution for different numbers of samples](image)

**Figure 5.13:** Here, Figures (a) - (e) show the reconstructed spatial distribution of the two classes for different amounts of samples, the green represents the Crocoite class and blue the null class. (f) shows a plot of the percentage of correctly classified pixels for different numbers of samples, even for the lowest then number is above 85%.

Shown in Figure 5.13 are the results from the classification reconstructions for various numbers of points in the scene sampled. Once a subset was collected, a classification map was generated using a “k Nearest Neighbour” (k-NN) approach. At each point in the 100 by 30 array of potential points, the k nearest measured pixels were determined, the distance to the nearest points was calculated using a Euclidean distance metric. A majority vote of the k points was used to determine the class of the data point in question, for example with \( k = 5 \), a data point which had of its 5 closest known points, 3 which were the Crocoite class and 2 which were the empty class, then that point would be set as the Crocoite class. Since in the examples here a binary classification was used, then selecting k to be an odd number ensured no vote would be tied.

Results of the k-NN reconstructions are shown in Figures 5.13, Figures 5.13 (a)-(e) show the classification maps for the spatial distribution for different numbers of points collected. As the number of points collected increases the accuracy increase, this
is shown in Figures 5.13 (f), where the number of correctly classified points for different numbers of points is shown. The reconstructed classification maps were compared to the full map from the test case shown Figure 5.12 (d) to determine the number of correctly classified pixels. As the number of points collected increases the reconstruction accuracy increases, though this can be dependent on the distribution of collected points, as the accuracy decreases slightly for the values in the graph in Figures 5.13 (f), before increasing again. But even for the initial case, where only 50 points were collected, more than 85% of the pixels were correctly classified, though that is less clear from the visual representation in Figures 5.13 (a) for that case. The overall number of correctly classified pixels does not increase much with an increase in the number of samples collected over the initial 50 sample set, for 1500 points the accuracy is roughly 91% a 6% change for a 30 fold increase in the number of points collected.

The classification reconstruction results indicate, in this case at least, it was sufficient to sparsely sample a scene to effectively represent the majority of the information present. Indeed, only 50 randomly selected points were required to reconstruct the classification map of the whole scene using a k-NN algorithm to within 85% accuracy of the fully sampled classification map. This is consistent with statements earlier in the thesis that in most cases, spatial features are highly correlated, which implies that it is possible to predict the value at one location from a nearby location via an interpolation method, as has been demonstrated here.

5.6.3 Systematic sampling approach

Systematic sampling methods acquires samples in an ordered way from the overall population. Other spectral imaging systems, such as the spatial or wavelength scanning based methods, use a systematic sampling approach, however due to their fixed apertures the form of that approach is limited. RASI has the option of generating any aperture or distribution of apertures so it can implement systematic sampling approaches other methods cannot. Here, will be discussed an example of grid based sampling, that is where a regular grid is placed across the FOV, grids of different densities will be shown. The k-NN method for interpolation used previously was used here as well.

Compared to random sampling, systematic methods can provide better coverage of the area, avoiding the possibility of sample points clustering. Providing the grid samples the features present in the data it can be used as representative of the population. If the different spatial regions are not sampled sufficiently this could introduce a bias in the collected data, this can be avoided with a sufficiently dense grid of points.

Grids with 30, 50 and 100 points were constructed to demonstrate the systematic sampling of the test case, the sampling points were chosen so as to form a grid across the whole scene. For a given number of samples, the number of points in the horizontal
and the vertical directions were chosen, then the points were placed in a grid equidistant with respect to each other. The points were staggered in the vertical direction so as to account for the avoidance of spectral overlap, these distributions of points with respect to each other are shown in Figures 5.14 (e) - (g), for the three different grid sizes.

The classification maps were reconstructed for the different grids, these are shown in Figures 5.14 (a) - (c), the k-NN approach was used with $k = 1$ for the 30 point grid and $k = 3$ for the other two grids, due to the number of points present. The classification accuracy is shown in Figure 5.14 (d), even for the sparsest grid - with 30 points - the accuracy was above 90%, higher than the accuracy obtained for the random sampling used previously.

Using a grid based sampling pattern exploited, in this case, the high degree of spatial correlation for the two classes, essentially that the two classes occupied continuous spatial regions. This made it possible to get improved reconstruction results for smaller numbers of points than used in the random sampling method. Finer grids could be used for cases with different spatial distributions, though as with any systematic approach the form of the sampling pattern would need to be tailored to the actual spatial distribution present.
5.6.4 Overview of sampling methods

Random sampling and grid based sampling are both examples of taking a subset of a larger population and using the subset to make inferences about the total population. In the examples above a classification map of the whole image (whole population) was generated from the data acquired from the sampling processes. While overall classification accuracy for the interpolated classification was high in both cases, differences between the two results can be seen in the representations of the maps, random sampling resulted in more small variations scattered about the map, whereas the grid sampling approach created a smoother result. Small spatial variations were also present in the true data set, so in that regard the random sampling reproduces that aspect better than the grid sampling, but, the overall accuracy of the grid sampling is consistently higher for lower number of points.

The importance of reproducing the small, local variations in the spatial distributions of the classes depends on the analysis being performed, methods that are interested in the spatial distribution over a large area - a significant portion of the total image area - often smooth out small variations. In other cases, these small variations can be of interest as indicators, of say impurities present in a sample, which can be a useful metric in quality control assessment.

Numerous other ways of extracting a subset from a population are possible, the methods described here are a simple and robust approach to sampling that are commonly employed in statistical sampling in general. Other methods can take account of prior knowledge, which in the case of RASI could be estimated from the colour image measured. Indeed, many current hyperspectral imaging classification algorithms combine spatial parameters in their classifiers. These measure the degree of spatial correlation between adjacent pixels and neighbourhoods of pixels and have been shown to improve classification performance. In principle, RASI could determine spatial correlation parameters using the colour image and then combine these parameters to help construct a more general type of classifier that would be unique to RASI.

An iterative approach could adapt the sampling distribution to the changing content in a scene, thereby combining some of the elements of dynamic spectral imaging discussed in the previous chapter with the capacity to reconstruct full spatial distributions of characteristics demonstrated in this chapter.

5.7 Chapter summary

This chapter described the background to Raman spectroscopy and the underlying aspects that affect the performance of Raman spectroscopic instruments, such as laser illumination wavelength. Methods that combine hyperspectral imaging and Raman spec-
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troscopy were discussed in the context of the illumination method, comparing point based and global illumination layouts. The necessary changes to incorporate Raman spectroscopy into the RASI system were described: a ray trace model of the illumination and the necessary optical filters was presented. Example spectra of a mineral called Crocoite and a sample of Polystyrene were also shown.

Alternate spatial sampling methods were demonstrated using a test case that was generated using the Raman spectra of Crocoite. To that end, a binary classification problem was created, using a Crocoite sample in an image, such that there were two regions where Crocoite was “present” or “not present”. This scene was scanned by RASI to create a test case, this test case was then used to simulate different sampling methods. Two methods were tested: a random sampling approach and a grid based method. A full classification map was constructed for different numbers of samples in each case using a k-Nearest Neighbour interpolation algorithm, the results show that the original dataset could be estimated with high fidelity. Finally, other potential sampling approaches that could be used with RASI were discussed.
This thesis has explored an alternate approach to spectral imaging, where a spatially sparse subset of the whole hyperspectral image is recorded, which was termed Random access spectral imaging (RASI). This approach helps to overcome some of the common bottlenecks in high-resolution dynamic spectral imaging and opens up new possible approaches in sampling a hyperspectral scene. The enabling technology used to achieve RASI is the digital micromirror device (DMD) which allowed the acquisition of spatial and spectral information to be de-multiplexed into different optical paths of the same optical system. This thesis contains a description of the development of the idea of RASI; the concept and construction of a RASI device with a DMD; and demonstrations of applications of RASI. In what follows a summary of each chapter will be given followed by some possibilities for future work leading from this thesis.

6.1 Thesis Summary

This section provides a brief summary of the thesis on a chapter by chapter basis, of which there were 5 excluding the current.

Initially, in Chapter 1, the basics of spectral imaging and by extension hyperspectral and multispectral imaging were described, this was followed by a review of different time-sequential and time-resolved spectral imaging devices, the purpose of which was to show the merits and limitations of the different approaches and, that spectral imaging devices consist of a series of performance trade-offs or bottlenecks, which must be considered for a given application. Random-access spectral imaging was then introduced fully, by describing the meaning of the term and the bottlenecks in achieving dynamic, high resolution spectral imaging and how a RASI approach could overcome or circumvent the bottlenecks. A survey of relevant multi-object spectroscopy devices and DMD based optical systems were also described, so as to lay the basis for the construction of the RASI system.

The optical design of RASI was introduced in Chapter 2, the concept for the device was shown and how it would be implemented with the DMD was explained. The geometrical optical properties of the DMD were discussed and the limits they set on the overall design described, the use of telecentric lenses in the system was also discussed. The Scheimpflug condition, which was required to keep the different conjugate planes of the optical system in focus, for the off-axis design was explained and extended to describe telecentric lenses. The potential illumination options were detailed and an off-axis illumination of the DMD was selected to allow easier alignment of the spectrometer. Distortion from the spectrometer was also considered, and the inclusion of the Kaiser
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Holospec f1.8 spectrometer in the system was described. The system throughput and by extension the etendue relations were derived for a DMD limited system. Finally, a ray trace model (using ray trace software Zemax) of a potential system was used to demonstrate the optical design, including demonstrating the Scheimpflug condition for the different optical paths in the RASI system.

Chapter 3 described the experimental components, layout and construction of the RASI system, followed by calibration and stray light characteristics. The basic layout was given, as well as details about the components: the DMD, the telecentric lenses and the Kaiser Holospec spectrometer. The completed layout was shown in a computer aided design (CAD) drawing and images of the breadboard system were shown. Additionally, a microscope coupled to the RASI was also built and the details of the Koehler illumination and the microscope were shown. Methods were developed for the geometric calibration of the DMD with the imaging arm and spectroscopic arm of RASI, for the spectroscopy arm the results were shown at a range of different wavelengths. The resolution of the system for different apertures sizes was calculated for the IR grating. The presence of background scattering from the backplane of the DMD was shown, and a means of removing it was devised, spectral crosstalk was also discussed. The signal to noise relation for a given DMD aperture was also given.

The focus of Chapter 4 was to demonstrate RASI, first a simple example where a number of points from across the field of view were selected and the spectrum from those points was extracted, as in a multi-object spectrometer. To demonstrate dynamic spectral imaging, an experiment to measure the change of spectrum for red blood cells undergoing de-oxygenation was performed. The background motivation and necessary theoretical considerations for calculating the absorbance of a red blood cell were presented, the results show the expected change in spectrum which was calculated for intermediate stages in the process using linear spectral unmixing, measurements were taken from ten red blood cells simultaneously. The issue of spectral overlap and examples of overcoming it using some techniques from linear spectral unmixing were presented as well.

As a demonstration of the adaptability of the RASI system, it was modified for Raman spectroscopy and alternative spatial sampling schemes for hyperspectral imaging were investigated in Chapter 5. The background and practical considerations of implementing Raman spectroscopy were discussed and a global illumination method was designed and added to the RASI layout. The Raman spectrum of a mineral, Crocoite, was collected and compared to a reference spectrum to show the collection of Raman spectrum, a spectrum of polyethylene was also shown. A binary classification problem was constructed and used to simulate different sampling schemes; both random sampling and a systematic grid sampling methods were tested for different numbers of samples and, were shown to reconstruct a classification map with high fidelity.
6.2 Recommendations for future work

This thesis has shown a practical design for the construction of a RASI device and demonstrated dynamic spectral imaging of red blood cells. RASI has been extended to collect Raman spectra and this has been used to show alternate spatial sampling methods that are not possible for other spectral imaging devices, and were used to construct classification maps with high accuracy.

The optical design of the RASI system used in this system, while functional, could be improved upon. Primarily the imaging and re-imaging optics of the DMD could be improved with the use of custom optics to increase the numerical aperture and hence the etendue of the system, bringing the incident f-number from f/6 to close to the limit of f/2.4 for the DMD. This would lead to an overall improvement in the performance of RASI, though it should be noted designing low f-number for telecentric lenses is difficult and they are currently expensive to manufacture.

The dynamic spectral imaging would benefit from an increase in optical throughput; also the development of a bespoke tracking algorithm for tracing the positions of red blood cells could improve the performance of that experiment.

In terms of applications in Raman spectroscopy, the implementation of a point illumination to complement the DMD apertures could improve performance over the current global illumination. This could in principle be achieved using a spatial light modulator to create a pattern of spots over the FOV.

Beyond the practical improvements mentioned above, it should be possible to implement numerous approaches to spatial sampling that are not possible with other spectral imaging systems due to their fixed apertures. Building upon the sampling methods used in this thesis, sampling grids with point densities could be tested, further they could be constructed based on information from the imaging channel of RASI. This is potentially a rich area of exploration, as numerous statistical sampling methods could be potentially imported from other fields, where they have already been developed for making inferences about different, large population structures.

Another potentially novel area to explore would be the combination of data from the imaging channel and the spectroscopy in the manner of data fusion. Examples exist in the literature of the fusion of panchromatic images and hyperspectral images to improve spatial resolution or fill in blank areas in the hyperspectral image. Approaches such as these could be built upon to create a data fusion paradigm based on the information provided by RASI.
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